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Victorian
IT WAS 1855 . . . Balaclava, Sebastopol, the Alma,
were making the headlines . . . the Great Exhibition
was still fresh in men's memory . . . and a young
Herbert Terry was hanging out his sign as " Maker of
Presswork and Springs".

SUPPLYING AN AWAKENING WORLD
He chose well his locale . . . in Redditch, where the
green Worcestershire fields march with Shakespeare's
county, near Birmingham, the growing manufacturing
centre of Victorian England. The world of 1855 was
very much an enterprising young man's oyster .

the Industrial Revolution in full flood . . . overseas
markets opening with every packet that sailed . . .

new trades, new outlets for his wares.

THE MAKING OF GOOD SPRINGS AND PRESSWORK
The planted acorn sprouted and grew apace. Through
the succeeding decades, Herbert Terry, his sons and- grandsons, tough and resilient as their

products, expanded and developed their
business of making good springs and
presswork-and their ancillaries-design-
ing new springs for each new industry
as it developed. Their presswork, and

its applications, kept pace with the spring side of the
business.

...WITH VISION
- TRADE CYCLE

- -

The 80's saw the beginning of the cycling
boom, with Terrys really going to
town ' on its whirling wheels. A notable
Terry contribution to cycling comfort
was the invention by Mr. Victor Terry
of the celebrated Spring Seat Saddle,
which has never been surpassed. The
graph of manufacture -cum -sales showed
a steep rise, with Terrys inventing, adapt-

ing, exploring every possible application of their products
to the new industry. This was to be repeated when,
later, the automobile toot to the road.

THE LAMP OF 1001 ANGLES- Pausing, for a moment, from their task
of supplying the staple trades, Terrys
took time off to develop their now world-
famous Anglepoise Lamp-whose flex-
ible, yet stay put ' action, based, as
might be expected, on spring action and
re -action, has made it a ' best seller'.

PIONEER'S REWARD
Long before he passed to his rest, Herbert Terry saw
the firm he founded becoming the greatest Springs and
Presswork Specialists in the world-a position they
have maintained-due tribute to a Victorian with
vision.

TERRY'S of Redditch
HERBERT TERRY & SONS LIMITED LONDON BIRMINGHAM MANCHESTER

\%VN\rkkt:
Na..,..AW,ALUCOO

HTI4
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THE AMAZING EMCO-UNIMAT
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The Emco-Unimat, a miniature ball -bearing

machine tool is the perfect equipment for model

makers and amateur craftsmen. The standard

motorised lathe, as illustrated, can be used as a

pillar drill, milling machine, grinding machine,

or hand-drill-and no extras are needed --
though much additional equipment is available

for its more extended use. We emphasise the

Emco-Unimat is a pre -

cision tool, capable

of a variety of

machine shop
!7- operations on a

miniature scale.

fact that the

1. TURNING
2. DRILLING
3. MILLING
4. GRINDING
5. WOOD

TURNING
6. POLISHING

FOR

.E5- 1 -6
DEPOSIT

CASH PRICE C27 17 6

and 40/11 p.m.
for 12 months

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO SOLE
CONCESSIONAIRES:

511

Tool grinding machine.

SPECIFICATION
Centre height lkin. Takes
between centres 6kin.
Hollow Spindle admits in.
Drill Chuck - Cap.' ;in.
Chuck to drill table, max.
4in.

ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

Jig saw, SC Lathe
Chuck, circular
saw, drilling vice,
milling table, and
clamps, Flexible
shaft.

J. & H. SMITH LTD., Dept. P.M.6, 16 Harrison Street, Leeds,

LAY YOUR OWN FLOORS
Oak and Beech Flooring Blocks Free of

Purchase Tax

Beech 16/6
Per Sq. Yard

Hardwood floors are
not difficult to lay
on concrete or
wooden sub - floors.
We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks
manufactured i n

Sweden from Prime
quality Scandinavian
Oak and Beech ready
for laying with full
instructions. At a
modest cost you can
transform concrete
or softwood floors
into beautiful
polished Parquet
floors that will last
a lifetime, and add
to the value of your
property.

Oak 19/6
Per Sq. Yard

FULL DETAILS, SAMPLE AND LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
ON APPLICATION

THE SWIREYBOARD COMPANY, LIMITED
(Dept. PM.)  72 HIGH STREET  CROYDON  SURREY

44.-effilways specify
MULTICORE to be precise

ERSIN MULTICORE

Contains 5 cores of extra -active, non-
corrosive Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and Cleans surface oxides.

SIZE ONE. CARTON

4 specifications for c
radio.: enthusiasts. Nun

Wherever precision soldering is essential,
manufacturers, engineers and handymen
rely on MULTICORE. There's a /NUL ncotut
SOLDER just made for the job you hays
in hand. Here are some of them.

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

The 3 in I tool. For strip-
ping insulation without
nicking wire, cutting
without leaving rough
edges and split- Q
ling extruded flex.11'U

HANDYMAN'S CARTON.

6dSufficient for
200 average

- joints.

ARAX MULTICORE

FOR METAL FABRICATION
(Not wire to tag ioints)

Contains 2 cores of Arax Flux-a flux so
fat that even blued spring steel can be
soldered without pre -
cleaning. Flux residue is
easily removed with water.

SIZE 8 CARTON

5, -

MANUFACTURERS ARE INVITED

TO WRITE FOR DETAILS OF

BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

Bib RECORDING
TAPE SPLICER

These nickel
-plated brass Splicers

enable record-

ing tape to be jointed easily and accurately so

that no breaks or 'clicks' ccur in the recording.

hensiye leaflet
o
is supplied with every

A comp re
splicer. 1816 each.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
fAULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS (BOXIVICIOR 3636)
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It's a family affair . .

DO-IT-YOURSELF
3RD INTERNATIONAL

HANDICRAFTS, HOMECRAFTS AND HOBBIES

EXHIBITION
Here is your great opportunity to see how to do it

yourself. Skilled advice on all the latest craft ideas

and methods. See and buy the newest tools, materials

and equipment. Wide range of unusual hand -made

gifts to choose from. Fashion parades. Daily demon-

strations by experts of every kind of handicraft and

hobby at this most fascinating of all exhibitions.

HOME DECORATING  MODEL MAKING  WOODWORK

LAMPSHADES TOYS  RUG -MAKING

LEATHERWORK POTTERY BASKETRY, ETC.

EARLS COURT
SEPT. 22-OCT. 1 Admission 2/6, Children 1/ -

Open daily (except Sunday) from to a.m.-9.3o p.m.

Accurately cut GEARS
ensure accurate MODELS

The Bassett-Lowke series of machine -
cut gears enables the final convincing
touch of realism to be given to
every scale model or experimental
unit.
Flat cut, worm, bevel and mitre
bevel types are available from stoth
in a wide range of sizes and ratios.

Write for your copy of "Model
Shipping and Engineering Cata-
logue," a manual of great help to
every model engineer. Price 2/...
Quote Reference MS/I2.

A,
IALDE l5 BY

MASSUI towel
AMINEMINM111,

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
Head Office and Works : NORTHAMPTON

London : Manchester :
112, High Holborn, W.C.I. 28, Corporation Street.

MAKE YOUR LEISURE
PLEASURE

Worries disappear as if by magic
when you are engaged on one of the
fascinating projects for which
Hobbies Ltd. have hundreds
of designs and kits.

Take a galleon, for instance,
like the 8 in. Bonaventure
(illustrated), or the 12 in.
Bounty. There's a real
joy in the making-and
a delightful and colourful
model to proudly display
when completed. All these
models, ranging from 7 in. to
22 in. are detailed in our free
booklet.

Kits available from Hobbies
stockists everywhere and branches in London, Glasgow,
Manchester, Hull, Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds, Southampton and
Bristol.

Get to know the Hobbies way of enjoying your leisure
through Hobbies Handbook -152 pages of things to make for
the home, and containing a free design for the latest model
galleon, the ' Royal Charles '.

LEAVE YOUR WORRIES BEHIND-WITH HOBBIES

A

Bonaventure Kit
No. 3014 6/6 post free

To : Hobbies Ltd., Dept. 7, Dereham,
Norfolk.

Please send free 20 -page booklet, name and address of
nearest stockist and items marked thus : X

Bounty Kit No. 2812 El
12/- post free

Hobbies 1956
Handbook
2/3 post free

Name

Address

Mare &toils in POPULAR HANDICRAFTS, on sole now 1/-
I enclose P.O. for
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INTERESTING BARGAINS SATISFACTIONOR R
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Complete with full
instructions for con-

' version to DUMPY
LEVEL.

The few hours
spent in converting
this beautiful little
instrument, and a

-.., further few pleasant
hours spent in mas-.... tering its use, will
result in the posses-
sion of a most useful
and accurate level-and

I

Lions.
plete

1

ill
%I
4"

with
iree.free.

r...4.,,

'O
.

k

E.,'

In handsome
illustrated

A precision instru-
ment of enormous

s t
of

to ostthroe
studentsitnudt
navigation and the
amateur astronomer.
Provided w i t h
illumination o f
bubble and scales
for night observe -
carrying case corn-

instructions, 35/-,

of Mr.
" The
by kind
Suitable
head,
the
Packed

IVES"

i

James
Carpenter

permission
also as

and of course
student of

in sturdy

ling and setting out
instrument, capable

' of doing all that mosreaders require."BRAND
These are the words

Vose, whose article from
& Builder " we reproduce

of the Editor.
universal camera pivot

of great interest to
Astro Navigation. -

transit box. 1716. post 21,

REV. COUNTERS .... ..

NEW. Cali-
brated 1.00015,000 r.p.m. E,
3)in. lum. . dial. 4 : 1

ratio. COMPLETE WITH
/ 481n. Flex Drive.

2 5/ "" post free.
With 291n. Flex Drive,

20', , _ .....

ALTIMETERS. The Mark
xvfin complete with

1A'.

ELECTRIC MUFFS
Brand New 24detailed instructions re-

printed from P.M. for the
... conversion of tills pre-

vision instrument into a
first class BAROMETER.
Brand New. 716.

,4...----
volts.

Complete with full
._,. instructions to -make
F--- an electric blanket

6444 of ample size to
cover a double- bed.
This requires one
dozen

STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS
muffs. 361 -

doz., p. & p. 9/-. Or

Capacity 6 gallons. (
1

10"- x 11' x 11'. P--111-. sis,
_ 0//20 gales 18/8ggi stain-makt

57/6 each.
carcrn.. paid. .

Really each.vvth £8 l.,..- ______..)
- V"

we will gladly supply
a single muff and instructions, 3)6, P. & P.r-. This may be returned and money
refunded if you do not wish to go further.
If you can use a soldering iron you can

a blanket, and you will be amazed
at the comfort during the months ahead.
After examination of a single muff you
-will readily agree that the high' quality
of these ex-R.A.F. articles could not be
produced for civilian use at 10 times our
prices.

PARACHUTE CORD
Soft white, amazingly strong, approx.
6001b. breaking point. 26ft. length 3,-.
39ft. length 4'6. post free.

CAMERA MUFFS. 27 volts, complete
with full instructions for making else -
trically heated driving mitts as pub-
lished P.M. July. 3/6 each. p. & p. 113.

OPH NEMYERS & FOULKES 01LEY 13
DEPT. P.M., 187/186 THE ARCHES, GROVE Ell.

OMARO
MODEL M.2. Arcs,

SLIDE RULES
Chords, Heights, Segments and Sectors

, I f

!7(r-------, ip.,,,

/ !

i/
ligi

.

.,,

la

MODEL W.I. Welding Data (Side 2)
Rightward and Leftward
Welding, Vertical Welding
(from 1 side, 1 welder and
simultaneously- from both
sides. 2 welders): Blowpipe
sizes (in cubic feet Acety-
lene per hour). Types of
joints recommended. Dis-
tances between edges.
Welding Rod sizes. Welding

100 feet. Welding Ti per
for weld -lengths, of 10 to I. l!-:'

-;,':1

Rod consumption in feet
and corresponding weights,

foot and Welding Speed per
hour. All values relating ,!,7_7". ..,,____."- il

to various thicknesses of
mild steel. Side I is giving
Cutting Data. Vow,

6/3 post free.

MODEL 5.5. Principal Screw Threads

it:- .. llttlll,1:111

4...

ai

of circle with the radius
(r -1) and the angles at the
centre of the circle from
0' to 360'. 2,642 values
Standard Qual. (glazed).

6/3 each, post free.

(a) British Standard Whit-
worth (B.S.W.).

(5) British Standard Pipe
(B.S. Pipe).

(r) British Standard Fine
(B.S.F.).

(d) British Association
(B.A.).

6)3 post free.

List of other Mode!s on application.

Kosine Ltd., 104, High Holborn, London, W.C.I
Telephone: HOLborn 1301
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever-maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by the M.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHOLE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry, I. & 0
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

Electric Power, Light-
ing, Transmission
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Eugineeering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domeat:c

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelworlr
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas an& Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Mech. Eng., Architecture, Quantit:es,
Civil Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidante of
success

Courses are also available for General Certificate of Education and most other,
Technical. Professional, Commercial and Civil Service Exams.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful)
Moderate fees include ALL Books required.
REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking-without obligation. Let us send our special

free booklet on the subject in which you are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. I69A, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

CUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169A, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send me free booklet on

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)
Address

Address'es for Overseas Readers

Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Kkalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. Eire : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd.. Fort, Bombay. New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland :
2c, Howard Street, Belfast. South Africa : Dept. L., 45, Shartmerket Street, Cape town.
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CLAMP YOUR WORK HYDRANICAllY!

ASSEM8IY
Ma114000

aka

owE R

00,710:10111,77

JACKS
LIMITED

LVALETTA ACTON  LONDON W.3

ill SIIIPIIFROS BUSH 3443141.0 OM MEWSORBIR FALUN LONDON

..(5. '40 .......M., e%!'/. ,/./., /// . .:s' -mill,

Simple Inexpensive
Instantaneous

for

MILLING DRILLING

WELDING GLUEING
and every Clamping Probiem

* BMW, PRODOOT

September, 1955

sek

No. S DRILL
R.A SET' FO R. TAPPING

* SELF -GRIPPING SIZES
* 13 HIGH

"DIAPHRAGM
" PLASTIC

B
SPEED

DRILLS
FOR ASE

0

OF
TO 12 B.A.

* IMMEDIATE
IDENTIFICATION

CORRECT
* ATTRACTIVE

ALUMINIUM SIZE
OUTER

COVER

GIVING
TAPP/NG

AND CLEARANCE
DRILL SIZES

1S0 THE ELECTRICIAN,
MODELMAKERAND HANDYMANUNTED

THEI sileFFIELo
rvittsr

DRILL AND STEEL COMPANY
DORMER

TOOLS
ARE OBTAINABLE

FROM
YOUR

USUAL

ENGtNEERS'
MERCHANTS

SHEFFIELD
ENGLAND

This multi -purpose Mole
Wrench locks on to work
with tremendous grip and

stays there with hands off

the release lever is touched.
often have you wished for
that ! Use it as super pliers, a

until
How
just

vice,
wrench, clamp and so on, for those
endless jobs in and around the home
and workshop.

7" - 12/6, 10" - 1 5/ -

from Ironmongers, Cycle and Motor Cycle
Accessory Dealers.

SELF -GRIP WRENCH
M. MOLE & SON LTD. CHARLOTTE STREET  BIRMINGHAM, 31060
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NOV/ THE PRACTICAL

o learning
RADIOf

TEL
ELECTR

Tfofti,1!111J

111

Complete S valve Superhet
3 -wave band receiver suitable

for A.M. or F.M. reception

515

COMPLETE
EXPERIMENTAL

COURSES

in RADIO ENGINERING

and SEREVICING

An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio, Television and Electronics more
quickly and thoroughly than any other method. Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied
and with these we teach you, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits
and bring you easily to the point when you can construct and service radio receivers, etc.

Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a career
in industry; or running your own business-these Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours
at very moderate cost.

With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which remain your property,
you are instructed how to build basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers; Oscillators, Power Units,
etc.) leading to design, testing and servicing of complete Radio and Television Receivers.

amilip NEW TELEVISION COURSE including a complete set of
equipment dealing with the design, construction and servicing of a high quality television
receiver.
Courses (with equipment) also available in many other engineering subjects.

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

EMI INS_TITUTES.1
An educational organisation serving the Croup of Companies which include

" MASTER'S VOICE," MARCONIPHONE, COLUMBIA, ETC..

To E.M.I.

FILL IN COUPON

FOR

PROSPECTUS

INSTITUTES

Dept. 144X, Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses

Subject(s) of interest

NAME

ADDRESS

SEPTEMBERJ55 IC.69A I
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CXfi40 1.Of MAPA
ELOTEX

HARDBOARD
BATH PANELS  STAIR CASING  WALL PANELLING

FLUSH DOORS HOBBIES CABINETS  SHELVING

KITCHEN FITMENTS TOYS CEILING PANELLING

PARTITIONS  PELMETS  CUPBOARDS  FURNITURE

Celotex Five -Star Hardboard has all the advantages
and none of the imperfections of natural wood being
a tough, dense, grainless, splinter -proof material of
exceptional strength and rigidity. It is made in large
size sheets in I" and k" thicknesses from clean, refined
wood fibres and is easily worked with standard wood-
working tools. The attractive rich brown surface can
be easily decorated when required. There's a use for
Celotex Five -Star Hardboard everywhere. Further
details, samples and name of your nearest distributor
will be gladly sent on request.

Ask for it by name. Every sheet
carries a FIVE-STAR label

Made in Great Britain with all -British materials by

CELOTEX LIMITED
North Circular Road, Stonebridge Park, London, N.W.10

Telephone: ELGar 5717 (10 lines)

September, 1955

The ideal spraying outfit for the home I
handyman, car owner and amateur decorator. ;

The Model IM Spray Gun supplied with the 4

Outfit will spray a wide range of finishing
materials, such as oil paints, distempers
cellulose and synthetics and the new plastic
emulsion paints, as well as creosote, insecti-
cides and D.D.T. solutions. The air corn -
pressor is adaptable for tyre inflation of
motor -cars and light vans.

Easily carried in one hand-the whole outfit
weighs only 45 lbs.

Write for Leaflet CB 112 or for practical demonstration

-diga#,frietort
zutW, tAe. 9/C Pe/Lk-aka/tee,
H.E.N. PATENTS LTD. (Division of. Broom & Wade Ltd.)
P. O. Boy No. 10, Dept. X, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. Telephone High Wycombe 1630

CP 208

COME TO TERMS WITH MONDEX
TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, ETC., FOR THE
MODERN HANDYMAN

A better drill !
BRIDGES D.R.2T

All-purpose lin. drill for
those requiring a tool for
heavier work. Key -type
chuck : i h.p. cartridge
motor T/V-Radio sup-
pressed. For A.G.

YOURS FOR and 6 mthly pymts.
20/- of 25;7 or Cash

£7.19.6.

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
Also on terms-Tools and accessor-
ies by Black & Decker, ,Wol f and other
well-known mnfrs. Details on request

ASPECIAL LIST of othon request.er
lins obtainab e

MONDEX

B.S.R.
3 -

SPEED
MAO -
CHANGE UNIT
Brand new, guaranteed. Inmaker's carton. Complete with
hi-fi TrO lightweight pick-up
ready to install and play. Cream
finish. Perfect for building (or
converting to) a modern hi -fl
radiogram. Usual Price 613.10.0.
YOURS FOR and 8 mthly. Elk

25/- rig."1Z/v17-)
from MONDEX gladly rent free

No changes in Mondex terms.

PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. PME 22),
5, Gcswell Road, Loader, E.C.1.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS is used ex-
tensively in collieries, foundries,
electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade. TELE-
VISION engineers need it to examine
INTERLACING of picture.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

Whether you are man o f actu ring, buying o r selling,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
qtr necessity (or adjustment of

focus. The focus is
always perfect.The ULTRA
/Si, LENS achieves

a six -fold
magni-
ficztion

in a
O- brill-

iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

Tel. TRAfalgar 2055
I7c, Oxendon Street,

London, S.W.I.
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WORTH POUNDS TO MOTOR MECHANICS
C1101

COD

RADIO CRAM CHASSIS 29/6 Including Speaker
5 VALVE S/HET. 3 w/band. A.C. mains, complete but less valves.
All used, tested, and guaranteed. Carr. 4/6. Drawings 2/6 or free with order.
Knobs 1/6 a set extra.
RADIO CHASSIS. 14/9. Three -waveband, A.C. or universal, slhet receivers,
less valves and dial and electrolytics, otherwise believed to be in working order.
NOTE : Our Bin. M.E. Speaker fits some of these sets. We match on request with
order. P. & P. '1/6.
V.H.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 17/6. With 6 valves,
ex-VV.D., new condition ; 6 -channel switching.
Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs :
30/5 mc/s to 40 mc/s I.F. 7 me/s. Post 2/6. Drawings
and conversion data free with each set.
SPEAKERS. 10/9. 8in., 61in., Sin. and 33in
std., 3-5 ohms or with O.P. Transformer, 14/9.
Reconditioned. Post 1/9.
SPEAKERS. 2/9. 8in. M. Energised. Field 1k,
2k and 5k ohms, or with O.P. trans., 4/9. Recon-
ditioned Post 1/9.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. New and boxed. This
little set is a V.H.F. receiver, requires modification to put it into service. Complete
with valves. Post 2/3.
R.F. 24 UNIT. 10/6. New and packed. Tuning 20-30 me/s. Including 3 valves.
Post 2/-.
T.V. CHASSIS SUPERHET. 97/6. Complete, less valves and tube. Three
separate chassis (power, sound and vision, tirnebase). Drawing 2/6 or FREE with
order, Carr. 5/- London area, 10/- Provinces.
O.P. TRANSFORMERS. 1/9. Salvage. Used, tested, guaranteed. Std. size.
Post 9d. Sample will convince you.
TWO -GANG CONDENSERS.. 1/9. Std. size. .0005. used. tested. Also
3 -gang at 2/9. Post 9d.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 2/6 pair. 265 kc/s. Post 6d.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5/9. 350-0-350, 12v. plus 4v. Primary 103, 120,
200, 250. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 7/9. 350-0-353. 2 heater windings, 6v. and Sv.
Post V-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 3/9. 350-0-350, 4v, plus 4v., primary 200-250.
Tested, guaranteed. Post 21-.
TILLEY LANTERNS. 37/6. Famous everywhere for excellent light and low
paraffin consumption, no smell. List -price 69/-. Complete with new mantle and
globe. Postage and packing 1/6.
MOTORS. 12/9. 240v. Scophony. Ideal for small grinder, polished, etc.
P. & P. 1/3.
12-24 VOLT MOTORS, with flexible shaft. 17ct. gold brushes. 7/6. Post 2/6.

2!,cl. stamp for Complete Catalogue.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS
PLUGGING DRILLS
For clean round holes in brick, concrete, tiles, marble, etc.,
for all fixing joss with Maso Plugs.

GLAZEMASTER
For drilling windows, mirrors, glasses, bottles, plate glass,
shelves, etc.

Write for Booklet P.M. Obtainable from your Tool Stockist
and Ironmonger.

MASON
MASTER

7Mdtfatose
Manufactured by :

JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD SRAUNSTON, NR. RUGEIT

SILK SCREEN PRINTER
with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE !

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
printing and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all hobbyists. Its versatility
is enormous. It will print a few copies, or hundreds,
to a professional standard. in solid colours, or intricate
designs, on cloth, paper, wood, glass, metal, etc. Print
greeting cards, toys, models, drawings, paintings in full
colour, photographs, type -script.- Fluorescent colours.
suede flock and novelty finishes. transfer papers for print-
ing your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. As supplied to1H.M. Government,
Educational Authorities, Printers and private users
throughout the world. Thousands testify to the
quality and amazing value. Do not miss Ois oppor-
tunity.
-ON PAPER. WOOD, CLOTH, PLASTICS. etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR
C'Oi14PSEE ARE THEIT ET: I

Large 16in. x I2in. PRINT-
ING FRAME.. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Pa tented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES- (for printing on
material up to fin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS - Red, Blue, Yellow,

Green, Black. White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

ton).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc., etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess. including PHOTO
STENCILS, DAYGLO,

FLOCK finishes, etc.
for 47/6 1111

REFUND. GUARANTEED
IF NOT APPROVED
WITIIIN 7 DAYS.

An entirely New Work dealing with

POST-WAR Cars
Commercial Vehicles

(Petrol and Diesel)

and
Agricultural Tractors

g 6
FREE for

7 Days'
EXAMINATION

THIS new authoritative work gives you
in convenient, compact form all the

essential repair information and data for
the most popular post-war cars, com-
mercial vehicles and agricultural tractors.
It shows you the best way to tackle every
repair job, then how to " follow through "
so that the work is a credit to all concerned.
The publication contains the crystallised
experience of more than 30 experts, in-
cluding the service managers of famous
makes.

A special additional feature is the compre-
hensive Electrical Section which enables
you to handle electrical faults without
calling in the automobile electrical specialist.

Take advantage now of this oppor-
tunity -simply complete the coupon below
and post to -day for Free Examination.
There is no obligation whatsoever.

A51011054:14014011air
1470140BILE.,

Riala i Via , ippAuk

vot,n d rut

in 4 volumes

Here is whet you receive

SERVICE
DATA SHEETS

FOR MORE THAN
7fin Post -War and Pre -War

s's models.
2,084 Pages of practical and

up-to-date information
designed to save garage time and
money.

1471 Drawings and illustra-
" Cons, showing latest

pract:ce, brake systems, etc.
Ann Photos of actual opera-

tions,s'''`" components and
equipment.

88Annotated wiring dia-
grams of popular makes.

4olumes strongly bound in
rich blue grained cloth.

* 2 Years' Free Technical
Advisory Service.

SEND FOR FREE EXAMINATION NOW !
NO COST OR OBLIGATION

I-
GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., 66-69, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.2.
Please send me NEWNES AUTOMOBILE REPAIR. It is
understood that I may return the work within eight days. If I keep
it I will send a first payment of only 10s. Od. eight days after
delivery, and 15s. Od. monthly thereafter, until £9. Os. Od. has been
paid. Cash price within eight days is £8. 10s. Od.

Name

Address Place X where it aPPlie

rlouseOWNER

Occupation
Householder

Living with Parents
Your Signature AR 60 Lodging Address(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21)
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D144,&2?)1
aft irafiviaizezot.ta-

EVERY MODELLER
PRACTICAL. INGENIOUS
repueCRAMMED WITH IDEAS

STATIONERY MILL, CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.5
GRAMS: NONCURLING, PECK, LONDON TELEPHONE: RODNEY. 2346.

wide range of types and
sizes always in stock

POWER MAGNET

PO1 MAGNET

MINOR MAGNET

BAR MAGNET

 POWER MAGNETS Alcomax magnets in

three sizes. Use where extra performance
is required.
-11AR MAGNETS in pairs. For general
purposes. r and 3' sites available.

 POCKET MAGNETS Useful to every en -
gamer for hundreds of uses in workshop or home.

 MINOR MAGNETS Ideal for ..the model
engineer. Compact yet powerful.

 POT MAGNETS Inthreesaes. Power -

NI Alcornax assemblies for holding and lifting.
Mild steel pot can be machined.

 BUTTON MAGNETS For magnetic indi-

cators. doorcatches and as magnetic collectors
In three sizes.

BUTTON MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
one obtainable from your usual tool distributor

Fun,

Make your own ships,
aeroplanes, puppets and
models of many kinds
with Gumstrip Sealing

Tape. Ideal for mendinc4,
making and many other

things, too.

Published by C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

or obtainable from

Samuel Jones & Co., Ltd.

Build up with
Pelmanisrn NOW

FEW minutes a day for a
week and your mind will be
tidy and your purpose sure.

In three weeks habits will be
formed which will make your will
strong, concentration easy and
recollection of useful facts and
material automatic and certain.

you are amongst the many
who have completed the
Pelman Course we urge

you to read once more the lessons
and personal notes sent to you.
Lessons 2 and 3 should be read
immediately so that you will
recall the lift to your courage
which came with the fixing of an
aim and the enlargement of your
power to do things effectively.

IF

IF you are now going through
the Pelman Course we
would like you to send in

your progress work sheets regu-
larly and so get the momentum
which continuity gives.

HOW TO LEARN LANGUAGES
The Pelman Languages Institute
teaches French, German, Spanish
and Italian without translation. The
method is explained in four books,
one for each language. Write for
the book that interests you and it
will be sent, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free.

Reduced fees for H.M. Forces.
Pelman Languages Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigrnore
Street, London, W.I.

IF you are not yet a Pelmanist,
but have had a copy of
"The Science of

Success," will you please read it
again ? If you have not had a copy
we shall be happy to send you one.

Reduced fees for H.M. Forces.
(Apply for Services Form.)

The Pelman Training is scienti-
fic, precise and individual. It will
help to make your efforts imme-
diately fruitful, at work, socially,
and in your leisure time.
THE PELMAN INSTITUTE
Scientific Development of Mind,

Memory and Personality.
"The Science of Success"

The Pelman Course is simple
and interesting and takes up very
little time ; you can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
Course is fully described in
"The Science of Success"
which will be sent, gratis and
post free, on application to :

PELMAN INSTITUTE
130, Norfolk, Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London, W.r.
WELbee11411/2.

Established over 5o years.
PELMAN(OVERSEAS)INS TI TU TES:
DELHI, to Alipore Road. MEL-
BOURNE, 396 Flinders Lane. DUR-
BAN, Natal Bank Chambers (P.O.
Box 1489). PARIS, 176 Boulevard
Haussmann. AMSTERDAM, Armen-
graeht 1021.



3
(for Kits value L8.10.0

upwards)

Whatever your hobby, you can accomplish so
much more with greater pleasure and less fatigue using
Wolf Cub Power Equipment-the finest value for money
for Home Constructors. Starting with the Cub drill you
can add low priced attachments as you go, to build up a
complete power workshop. Here are just a few things
which can be done in real professional style . . . Drilling
(I" capacity in metal and ?," in wood), portable sanding,
polishing and buffing, also bench wood -turning, sawing,
planing, sanding and fretsawing. And now-intricate
engraving, carving, drilling, etc., with the new flexible
shaft set.

Wolf Cub
HOME CONSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT

Please send the descriptiveI
Brochure of Wolf Cub Equip-

' ment and details of Easy
Payments Plan.

4P

To "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" Readers

PRICE OF THE

CUB DRILL
Now Only

IS 9 6
TV Suppressed and Fully Guaranteed

Some of the Kits in
the Wolf Cub range

Sanding and
Polishing Kit

Fretwork Kit

0'41 At/0 ;

Obtainable from all Tool Merchants

Dept. J.10, Wolf Electric Tools Ltd., Hanger Lane, London, W.5

Address

Saw Kit

1
* See it and use it yourself at the INTERNATIONAL HANDICRAFTS EXHIBITION on STAND No. ISA
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IT IS EASY TO MAKE THESE LUXURIOUS

ELECTRIC
BLANKETS
* NEW EXTENDED RANGE
DRAWINGS A N D
INSTRUCTIONS : for
Single Heat Blanket. 60in.
x 30in. Price 1/6. Post
Free.
Or with 27yds.
Heater Cable. Price
20,1.. Post Free.

DRAWINGS AND
INSTRUCTIONS :
for Three Heat
Blanket. 60in. x
30in. Price 2/-.
Post Free.

Or with 2 x
27yds. Heater
Cable, 2 Temp.
set thermostats,
13 -Heat Switch,
I8in. Triple 23/
36 Flex and 3yds. twin 23/36
Flex. Price 45/-. Post Frey.
DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for
Heat Blanket. 60in. x 50in. Price 1/6. Post Free.
Or with 30yds. of Heater Cable. Price 30/-. Post Free.

Single

For personal use, or as a
much -valued gift, an electric
blanket is the ideal thing,
and it's so much cheaper to
make one from the materials
we supply for it. When made.
your blanket is equal in all
respects to those costing
many times more in the
shops. Current consumption
is negligible and the benefits
it gives are beyond measure.
Absolutely safe. Easy to
make. This blanket is a
boon to health and comfort.

DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for Three Heat Blanket. 60in. x 50i n. Price
2/-. Post Free.
Or with 2 x 30yds. Heater Cable. 2 Temp. set thermostats, I 3 -Heat switch, 18in. Triple
Flex and 3yds. twin 23/36 Flex. Price 53/-. Post Free.

DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for Single Heat Heating Pad. I6in. x I2in.
Price 1/6. Post Free.
Or with 8yds. of Heater Cable, 3yds. twin 23/36 Flex, and ON/OFF switch, 2 Temp.
set thermostats. Price 22/6. Post Free.

DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for Three Heat Heating Pad. I6in. x I2in.
Price 2j-. Post Free.
Or with 2 x 8yds. Heater Cable, 3yds. twin 23/36 Flex, 18in. triple 23/36 flexible and I 3 -Heat
switch. 2 Temp. set thermostats. Price 27/6. Post Free.

SU PPR ESSIT
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Comprises
two chokes and two condensers
mounted on a card with wiring
instructions. Ideal for Vacuum
Cleaners. Hairdriers, Sewing Motors,
etc., up to I Amp. Price 3/6. Post Free.

WE HAVE A

REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS

FOR DOMESTIC', ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
We stock over 200 types of element replacements
for Fires, Irons, Kettles, Hairdriers, Toasters and
Boiling Rings.

REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY THERMOSTATS AND LIST
SOME OF OUR STOCK ITEMS HERE:

THERMOSTAT. CS. Convector Thermo-
stat for Space Heaters and Low tempera-
ture Ovens. 15 amps., 250 volts A.C.
40180 deg. F. 25/-. post 5d.
THERMOSTAT. MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters up to 3 KW.
90/190 deg. F. 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C.
£2/0/0, post 9d.
THERMOSTAT. PF. Room Thermo-
stat, 15 amps., 250 volts A.C. 5in. x Inn.
x 2in. A beautiful instrument. Temp.
ranges 30/90, 401100. 40180, 60.100 deg. F.
as required. £21010. post 6d.

THERMOSTAT. BW/1. 3 amps. 230
volts A.C. For control of hot -plates, vul-
canisers. etc. 50-550 deg. -F. 15/6. post 4d.
We are only too glad to send illustrated
leaflets on any of these Thermostats If
you will send a S.A.E. stating which model
interests you.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from 2 to 4 kW
and in stem lengths I lin. to 42in. Please
send for our catalogue.

GREENHOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed speci-
ally for the amateur gardener.
The scale plate is calibrated
" High -Medium -Low," and has
a temperature range of 40-90
deg. F. Current -carrying
capacity is 10 amps. 250 v. A.C.
Differential, 4 to 6 deg. F.

Dimensions : 4/in. x 2in. x
Iin. Price 35/-. Post 6d.

Model PJ. Miniature Thermo-
stat for control of domestic
Electric Irons and special
purpose machines where space
is limited. Capacity : 5 amps.
250 v. A.C. x i n. x 11/16in.
Single screw fixing. Price 9/3.
Post 3d.

Model SN/40. I amp. 240 v,
A.C., 50-250 deg. F., 5/6.
Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in.. x 9/in. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. 3in. x 7)in. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 3/in. x 8/in. 7/6 ea.
No. 44. Bowed. 3/in. x 8/in. 7/6 ea.
No. 45. Flat. 3in. x 9/in. 7/6 ea.

No. 46. Flat. 2Ain. x 7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47. Bowed. 3in. x 9/in. 9/- ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42. Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

SPIRALS
No. 70. Spiral, 1,500 w. 2/9 ea.
No. 70a. Spiral, 1,000 w. 2/2 ea.
No. 70b. Spiral, 750 w. 1/10 ea.
No. 70c. Spiral, 600 w. 1/5 ea.
No. 70d. Spiral, 500 w. 1/4 ea.
No. 70e. Spiral, 200 w. 1/2 ea.

No. 70f. Spiral, 100 w. 1/I ea.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 87. bin. x I lin. ef3

ea200/250v. 100w. ...

BOILER RINGS
No. 71. 51 x fin.,

1,003 w.... 6/9 ea.
tio. 72. 5.1 x 1 in..

750 w.... 6/4 ea.
No. 73. 55 x fin.,

603 w. 6/. ea.
No. 74. 51 x 1M.,

503 w.... 5/9 ea.

FLASHING
LAMPIIOLDER

40/100 watts. Fits
into any B.C. lamp -
holder. 7/6 each.

SILVER TIPPED
CONTACT
SCREWS

7 B.A. x fin., 4/ -
Per doz.

4 B.A. x lin.. 6/ -
per doz.

6 B.A. x lin., 4/6
Per doz.

6 B.A. x fin., 5/6
per doz.

ASBESTOS
DISCS

5in. diameter. din.
thick. Ideal as
Soldering Iron
rests. 2/- doz.
Post exi.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO.
SHRUBLANDS WORKS BANSTEAD SURREY

WE CAN LIST ONLY A FEW ITEMS IN THIS SPACE. SEND 4d. IN STAMPS
FOR CATALOGUE

 4 6 c.c 11A
RACER

_ff ST

E.D. 2.46 r.e.
" RACk:It "
Price 23.18.5

Water cooled model
25.4.6.

Including P. Tax.

Order from your model
shop.

atal6

/AUSTRIAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Heid nerr Vienna
Won by Mr. Oskar Czepa of Vienna.
Who has been using an E.D. " RACER"
for a number of years without overhaul
or repair.
E.D. RACERS also finished 3rd & 4th.

Chance plays no part in these continuous successes, which
have been achieved in competitions open to the world and in
practically every country In the world.
The supremacy of E.D. Products is the result of many years of
endeavour by experts in design and production and we are
gratified that our efforts have been justified and rewarded by
their high performance!
Every one of the 1 to 5 c.c. range of E.D. Diesels is individually
checked for accuracy and reliability up to a standard that
ensures the highest possible speed and performance for your
models.

Write for illustrated list.

E. 1.ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
KINGSTON DEVELOPMENT F NL1,INEERS
4411-2 I8,VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES, SURREY. ENGLAND.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER: -
MOTORS, 203/250 v. A.C./D.C., taking .1 amp., fitted reduction gearbox, providing
3 drives of approx. 60, 12 and 11 r.p.m., also fitted 2 sets cam -operated contacts and
governor, new, unused, 301-, post and packing 2/6 AMMETERS, 0-11 amps. D.C.,
flush panel mounting, requires 11 -in. dia. bole, latest design, Ideal for battery
chargers, etc., brand new, 713, post 4d. TELEKULAR SPECTACLE BINOCU-
LARS, attractive plastic frame. separate eyepiece focusing, wide folding sides,
ideal for sports, theatre, TV, etc., now widely advertised at over twice our price.
brand new. 7/6, post 6d. ROSS ACHROMAT LENSES, un-mounted, all 40 mm.
(11in. plus) dia., 5 different types, f. 1.7. f.-2, f. 2.3, f. 2.7, f. 3, focal lengths are approx.
21in.. 3M., 31in., 9in. and 4 din. respectively, new, unused and perfect, ideal for project-
ors, enlargers, epidiascopes, telescopes, etc.. 10/ -each, post 6d., 50/- the 5, post paid.
POWER SUPPLY UNITS No. 5, complete except for the 6v. accumulator, brand
new in sealed cartons. 40/-, carriage 6i-. Scot. 7/6, N.I. 101-. Contains the following
items sold separately : HAND GENERATORS (above) generates 6 v. 5 amp. at
100 r.p.m., has enclosed gearbox, fitted detachable folding handle, with cut-out
and base mounting generator holder, sound possibilities as wind charger, also
operates as motor, with powerful reduction drive, brand new. 251-, post 2/3. VIBRA-
TOR UNITS (above) 6 v. input, provides all L.T. and H.T. supplies for the 18 and 33
sets, complete with vibrator. plugs and leads. size 9in. x 61in. x 31 in., brand new, 20/-,
post 2/3. Spare Mallory Type 650 non -sync vibrators, brand new. 5/-, post 6d.
SELSYN TRANSMITTERS (Magslips), 3M. type, pure synchro x -y-1-2-3, suitable
as master or slave, 50 v. 50 -cycle single phase A,C. operated. When two or more of
these are wired up, the rotation by hand (or other means) of one will result in a 100
per cent. follow in the other(s), both clockwise or anti -clockwise, supplied brand
new with test report, in tropicalised sealed cartons, value £.8 each, our price 251,
post 21- ; 2 for 50/-, post paid with wiring diagram. TELEPHONE SETS, consists
of 2 combined receivers and microphones, connected by 201t. twin flexible, provides
perfect 2 -way communication (up to 1 mile with extra flex), self -energised, no battery
required, complete, ready for use, new, boxed, 12/8, post 11-. " K " TYPE CYLIN-
DER LOCKS, deadlocking and thiefproof, has 7 concentric tumblers instead of the
usual 5 in line, interchangeable with ordinary cylinder locks for right- or left-hand
doors, complete with 2 keys and all fittings, instruction booklet, list price 18"9, our
price, new. boxed, 5/-, post 1/1 2 for 10,-, Post paid. HIGH -LOW IMMERSION
HEATERS, 230/250 v. 2,003 watts, removable link for 3 -heat control, plated copper
stem 18in. long from fixing screw, removable brass top termination cover with insu-
lated cable bush, new, unused and guaranteed, 45/-, post paid. U.S. DINGHY
TRANSMITTERS, complete self-contained hand powered, turning the handle by
anyone (quite untrained) provides the power for the 2 v. transmitter and automatic-
ally sends out s.o.s. signals on the International Distress Band of 603 metres, sea
range 250/500 miles, complete with aerial usually suspended by kite or hydrogen
balloon (not provided), all contained in a waterproof aluminium case, size 10in. x
9in. x 8in., weight 17 lbs.. operating instructions on side, new, unused, 45/-, carriage
paid. RATCHET SPANNERS, 10in. lever, reversible to screw or unscrew, Ha.
Whit. socket, superior make, value 23/-, our price, brand new, boxed, 4/6, post 1/,
Also hundreds of other interesting items. Send 3d. with s.a.e, for current lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17. Tel. HAR. 1303
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GIVE YOURS A NEW
LEASE OF LIFE

These silent running " Sealed
Systems " will completely modernise
that Pre-war Refrigerator. They are
ready to install, no technical know-
ledge required. Fit it yourself,
SILENT. EFFICIENT. CHEAP.
5 YEARS' FREE REPLACEMENT
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH

EACH UNIT.
NO MORE SERVICING

EXPENSES.
9 MODELS AVAILABLE, RANGING IN SIZE FROM

3 cu. ft. to 9 cu. ft.
Prices from £27/10/0 to £34/10/0.

Free Delivery in British Isles.

Send stamped. addressed envelope for
" SEALED SYSTEMS." Free Reduced Price Leaflet.

Latest complete general catalogue with many Hints & Tips,' price 1/- post free.
(Refunded on first order.)

BRAID BROS.
for Home Refrigerator Construction.

50, Birchwood Ave., Hackbridge, Surrey. Te!.: Wallington 9309.
We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components.

KNOW
WHAT
YOU
PAY!

It need not be
expensive if you

consider our
common-sense

OUT -OF- INCOME
TERMS.

"THE

CHOICE OF

EXPERIENCE"

A MYFORD
M.L.7 Bench Lathe

with standard equipment. £51.17.6

DE POSIT and 12 monthly payments of 79177
or or 18 monthly payments of 55/3

£7.17.6 or 24 monthly payments of 42/11

MYFORD SUPER 7
bench lathe with standard "41E/8.10.0equipment.

DEPOSIT and 12 monthly payments of 118/3
or 18 monthly payments of 82/1

L1343 or 24 monthly payments of 63/9

WE PAY CARRIAGE OUT (mainland only(. May we quote
for your individual requirements ? Detailed quotation

sent by return post quite free of obligation.

Illustrated
MYFORD
literature gladly

sent.

A. J. REEVES & CO. (BIRMINGHAM) LTO.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 12

Phone: CALthorpe 2554

"Finger-tip

flame control"

said a silversmith, " Pleasant to handle,
very sensitive controls."

He was one of the many users of our
Flamemaster Mark II and the three comments
he made probably sum up the main reasons
for the Flamemaster's immense popularity.
Also :

It burns coal -gas or bottled -gases of the butane type

with equal efficiency . . .

The air or oxygen pressure needed is comparatively low .
All the different flame -units are easily interchangeable . . .

It won't splutter or give you an unstable flame . . .

It won't leak, even on high pressures . . .

It won't raise your running -costs (our economiser -trigger

sees to that) . . .

But it will bring speedy and reliably controlled heating right
to the spot where you need it . . .

remember the name

FLAMEMASTER MARK II
Write for full details to :-

STONE -CHANCE LIMITED, DEPT. F27, LIGHTHOUSE WORKS,
SMETHWICK 40, BIRMINGHAM. TELEPHONE : BROADWELL 2651.
LONDON OFFICE : 28, ST. JAMES'S SOUARE. S.W.I. TEL.: WHITEHALL 6002.
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

ifir TO AMBITIOUS

FKLE ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE"

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship --Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-

. frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced' Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment,
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
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"The Practical Householder" Our New
Companion Monthly!

ON September 8 we shall publish
the first issue of The Practical
Householder, an illustration of

the cover of which is shown on this
page. The newcomer joins our group
of practical journals to cater for the
pressing need for a monthly magazine
that will co-ordinate the " do-it-yourself "
movement now sweeping the country
and now catered for by an important and
growing industry. It will deal with
every practical aspect of the household
and its equipment. It will teach you
how to lay linoleum, repair and maintain
the hot-water system, build a shed or
garage, tile a roof, install and repair
electrical apparatus, refrigerators and
vacuum cleaners, how to re -upholster
the suite, overhaul the sewing machine
and the lawn mower, how to re -enamel
a bath, make furniture, do painting,
graining and wall -papering, lay and
repair brick work, lay crazy paving, and
how to make home fitments, even to
build your own house, to mention but a
few of the subjects with which it will
deal. As With PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
the text will be illustrated on a generous
scale.

The wide scope covered by PRACTICAL
MECHANICS does not afford sufficient
space for us to include all the articles in
demand by practical householders. We
have in the past described the con-
struction of pieces of household equip-
ment, but the flood of enquiries made it
evident that this reader interest could
only be satisfied by publication of a
separate journal.

In every copy of the first issue is a 24
page pull-out booklet entitled " The
Practical Householder's Reference Book,"
containing facts and figures about wall
paper, paint, glass, screws, french polish-
ing, brickwork, slates, tiles, electricity,
gas, and dozens of other subjects. It is a
valuable booklet which will be preserved
for daily reference.

We shall deal more fully with the new
journal next month, but it is essential to
place an order with your newsagent for
its regular delivery now. In these days
of economy of paper we only print

copies ordered by newsagents, and you
will help your newsagent to assess
demand by going to him to -day and
placing a regular order with him. We
are giving readers this early opportunity
of avoiding the disappointment experi-
enced by thousands of readers of our
other companion journal, Practical

r7elede "Al-k-patteel Wamiore

PRACri
HOUSEHOLDERfn,aapai

/IA

PRACTICAL

HOUSERENDER'S

REFERENCE

ng/Y14et

Motorist and Motor Cyclist (sales of
which now exceed 275,000 copies each
month), who were unable to obtain
the early issues because they failed to
take this elementary precaution.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - I4s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

To the Moon ?

THE simultaneous announcements by
America and Russia that they wilt

launch within two years experimental
satelites which will encircle the earth
at a speed of 18,000 miles an hour to
provide data for the larger venture of a
voyage to the moon, provides the answer
to all those captious critics who thought
that moon ships were moonshine. It is
over fifty years since H. G. Wells first
published his famous, almost prophetic
novel " The First Men in the Moon,"
a story based on sound scientific prin-
ciples, and it will be interesting to see
how far his prophecies come true. He
forecast radar over forty years before it
was produced and he was right not only
to the year, but to the month.

It is disappointing that this country,
which pioneered the new science of
astronautics and inter -planetary travel,
should be lagging behind in this interest-
ing and most imaginative venture. At
present, we are restricting our activities
to the launching of rockets to an altitude
of about 6o miles from the Woomera
district of Australia. We have the
knowledge and the ability to produce
artificial satellites : what is lacking is a
Government order to proceed. The
country which first succeeds in landing
on the moon will gain enormously in
scientific prestige. It is a pity that our
scientific team cannot be directing a
portion of its time to this fascinating
new field which opens up enormous
possibilities. Neither the U.S.A. nor
U.S.S.R. has greater knowledge of the
subject and of the problems involved
than England.

I.T.A. Converter

AFREE blueprint showing the con-
struction of a very efficient I.T.A.

converter to enable standard television
receivers to pick up the commercial
TV programmes is included in every
copy of the October issue of our com-
panion journal, Practical Television, now
on sale. The October issue of P.T.
now has the first of the new three -colour
covers.-F. J. C.
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IN the first article in this series it was
explained how a model boat could
be steered by the operation of a

single relay. It is the job of the receiver
in the model to operate this relay and for
reliable operation the receiver should be
designed to give the biggest current change
possible within the limits of the batteries
carried. A drop from 3 mA down to, say,

mA is sufficient to ensure good clean
operation of the contacts of most sensitive
relays, and, of course, some of the special
polarised versions which can be bought will
work on much less.

A receiver for model control must be light
3
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device, as with only one valve it can equal
the signal amplification of a multi -valve super -
het and at the same time produce the necessary
current change to work the relay. It is,

however, notoriously
unselective and it will
pick up a transmitter
tuned to an frequency

Points
/s2

top
wind'

Points
3& 4
bottom winding

0 0
L

21

0

Fig. s. Drilling plan for single -valve model control receiver. The
drawing is full size. Holes marked " L" are for leads

in weight yet robust and capable of giving
the required current change on receipt of a
signal. A very popular receiver for some
time was the soft -valve type making use of a
gas -filled miniature thyratron. For aircraft
use this type can still not be beaten, mainly
on the score of lightness, but for model boat
work the hard -valve receiver is to be preferred,
as it gives a much longer valve life and is
more stable in operation.

The receiver is of the super -regenerative
type characterised by a high frequency
oscillator, tuned to the transmitter, which is
thrown in and out of operation at a much
lower frequency called the quench frequency.
When the transmitter is switched on the
operation of the receiver is modified and the
anode current falls from a standing value
of 3 or 4 mA (according to H.T. voltage)
down to approximately t mA or slightly
less. For reasons already explained the bigger
the drop the better. In fact, the super -
regenerative receiver is a truly remarkable

Fig. 2a.-The tun ng
coil (wound with two
so -turn windings of
24 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire) and the
paxolin terminal

board.

in the 27 Mc/s model control
band. For our purpose at pre-
sent, however, this is a good
point as it simplifies the trans-
mitter design and eases the
always present problem of going
out of control.

Construction
The prototype of the receiver

was built on a paxolin base
3 Ain. x 21in. x /16in. thick, but
this can be reduced if space is
very tight. However, it is not
recommended that the design
be altered if this is the reader's
first attempt. Commence by
drilling the base in accordance
with the plan given in Fig. a.
The two lin. diameter holes at
the bottom are to take the two
tin. diameter Aladdin formers
and the rectangular hole above

NEW SERIES

2.-A Single -valve Super -

regenerative Receiver

By MEMBERS OF I.R.C.M.S.

is for the tuning meter socket, which should
be of the two -pin polarised type (i.e., one thick
and one thin pin). The valveholder, which is
of the BAG type, should be mounted on a small

Fig. 2b.-The build-up of the sensitivity and
quench coil unit. A.-Winding the sensitivity
coil. B.-Mounting Paxolin discs. C.-Quench
coil primary winding. D.-Quench coil secondary

completes coil.

A selection of batteries suitable for radio control use. Top
row left to right-(a) Cycle lamp battery-suitable for steering
motor and general intergear work. Can also be used for driving
small boats. (b)-Type Di8 1.5 volt cell-an excellent L.T.
source for single -valve receivers. (c)-U.2 unit cell-can be
connected in parallel to provide L.T. for multi -valve receivers
or transmitters.
Bottom row left to right.-(a) - Small type Nife battery
(2.5 volts) makes a good small current battery for intergear
work. It is rechargeable. (b) (c) (d) (e)-Deaf-aid type H.T.
batteries suitable for receivers 3o volts (with plug), 3o volts,
22i volts and 15 volts respectively. (f)-Larger type of Nife
battery (Type 511961). This is a first class battery for all
intergear and drive motor work (2.5v.).
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Aerie/

This condenser
is actually
mounted be/ow

base

Bottom end Top end of /2 To relay
of coilcoil ivrn sensitivity

COil HT- LT- LT r HT+

Fig. 3.-Wiring diagram of single -valve model control receiver. For
clarity, the valveholder is shown mounted flat. Note that this drawing
shows the quench coil leads as being brought out through holes. The text

describes an alternative, simple method using a 1 adial slot.
aluminium angle bracket so designed that the
valve (I S4) will lie flat, spaced about tin.
above the paxolin. The valveholder should be
fastened to the bracket, but not mounted on
the paxolin until the wires have been attached.
The next stage is to make the coils, of which
there are three-the tuning coil, the quench
coil and the sensitivity coil (see Figs. za and
2b).

The Tuning Coil
This consists of two ten -turn windings

of 24 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire placed
one above and one below a paxolin terminal
board. The board, which is tin. square,
should be cut first from r/i6in. paxolin.
The centre hole should be drilled out to
about 3/16in. diameter and then carefully
filed so as to be a tight fit on the tin.
diameter Aladdin former on which the coils
are to be wound. Four i/ 16in. diameter
corner holes should then be drilled to anchor
the ends of the coil windings. Position the
paxolin approximately half -way down the
former with the sides of the square- parallel
to the base of the former. Now with the
former base in 12 o'clock/6 o'clock position
mark the bottom right-hand hole in the
paxolin " 2 " and insert the end of a
length of 24 s.w.g. enamelled copper
wire previously stripped for about Sin.
of its insulation. The end should be
brought round and pushed through the
hole again, then pulled tight, so as to
make a firm anchorage and soldering
point. Now wind on ten turns in a clockwise
direction up the top half of the former (looking
down on the coil) and cut off the wire, leaving
about I Sin. to spare.

This should be stripped, then pushed into
the bottom left-hand hole in the paxolin and
a firm anchorage made as before. Mark this
point " 1." The process should be repeated
for the second coil wound on. below the
paxolin, starting at the top right-hand hole
(mark " 3 ") and terminating at the top
left-hand hole (mark " 4 "). Note that the
coil wound below the paxolin board should be
wound on in the anti -clockwise direction
(looking from the top of the former). The
effect of this is that if Nos. 2 and 3 are joined
together we should have one continuous coil
from top to bottom (i.e., it would not change
direction in the middle).

Sensitivity Coil
This is also wound on a tin. diameter

Aladdin former. Commence by bolting two

winding is kept down
the former as the
quench coils are to be
wound on the top
half (see Fig. 2b (A)).

Quench Coils
Make two 1/16in.

paxolin discs about

A view of the
completed one -valve receiver.

small solder tags to
the base of the for-
mer through the two
mounting holes. If
the bolt shanks point
downwards it will be
possible to mount
the coil later by
using two more nuts.
Solder a length of 24
s.w.g. enamelled
wire to one tag and
commence winding a
12 -turn coil up the
former in a clockwise
direction, keeping the
turns together and
as close to the bot-
tom of the former as
possible. Terminate
by soldering to the
other tag. It is
important that this

2 pin polarised plug
NB. Thick pin is positive

/6 avg.
Support wires

Fig. 4.-The two -pin polarised plug.

sin. diameter and carefully make a hole in the
centres so as to be a tight fit on the top of the
sensitivity coil just wound. One disc should
be sawn through from perimeter to centre at
one point only, later to take coil leads. It will
be found that this procedure also makes the
disc easier to fit to the former as it permits a
little flexibility. Push the uncut disc down on
top of the sensitivity coil, then wind on about
3 turns of paper strip fin. wide so as to make
a spacing washer to separate the other disc,
which should then be mounted and glued in
place (B). Now remove the tuning slug and
push a large bolt through the former. Fasten
with a nut and hold the'end of the bolt in the
chuck of a drill. This arrangement permits
the quench coils to be wound in a matter of a
few minutes.

The primary should now be wound on and
it consists of 35o turns of 36 s.w.g. wire.

Leave about Sin. of wire for connecting up
later and label the start " IP " (Inside Pri-
mary). Depending upon the gear ratio of the
drill for the number of revolutions required,
then wind on the coil and label the end of
the winding " OP " (Outside Primary). The
wire ends should pass through the sawcut on
the top disc (C). Insulate the winding with
sellotape or paper (about 3 layers) and wind
on 15o turns of 36 s.w.g., in the same direc-
tion, to form the secondary. Label the start
" IS " (Inside Secondary) and the finish
" OS " (Outside Secondary). A layer of
paper completes the coil, as shown in Fig.
2b (D).

The components should now be mounted
on the base as shown in Fig. 3, with the
exception of the valveholder on its bracket
which should be wired up firsts when the
tags are more accessible.

Using 22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire and
pieces of x mm. Systoflex insulated sleeving,
commence wiring the valveholder. Number-

ing the valve pins r to 7
counting from the gap
clockwise round the circle
and looking at the connect-
ing side.

1. Join pin r to a solder
tag fixed under the bolt,
holding the valveholder
to the bracket (A in
Fig. 3).

2. Join pin 2 to pin 4
and join a Sin. length of
wire to pin 2 for later
connection.

3. To pin 3 join one
end of a zoo pF grid
condenser and one end of
the 2.2 MQ I watt grid leak.

4. The other end of
the grid leak should be

soldered to solder tag " A."
5. To pin 7 solder a rain. length of flexible

wire for the L.T. positive connection.
The valveholder and bracket can now be

mounted on the base with 6 BA nuts and
bolts and the remainder of the wiring carried
out as follows :

6. From pin 2 of the valveholder, connect
the wire mentioned in " 2 " to point No. 4
on the tuning coil.

7. To point No. I solder a short length of
flexible wire to which the aerial is to be
attached later and connect the other end of
the too pF condenser.

8. Between points i and 4 connect a so pF
ceramic condenser.

9. Between points 2 and 3 connect a 470
pF ceramic condenser.
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to. To point 2 solder one end of a 0.005
pF condenser and join the other end of it to
the solder tag fastened under the mounting
bolt of the sensitivity coil (C in Fig. 3).

t. To the other tag of the sensitivity coil
(D in Fig. 3) join a short piece of wire and
connect to tag A.

12. Now wire the quench coils as follows :
OS-to a solder tag bolted to the paxolin
base (B in Fig. 3).

IS-to 3 on the coil.
OP-to 2 on the coil.
IP-to tag C in Fig. 3.
13. Between tags A and B solder a 0.01

condenser. In the original this was mounted
below the base for convenience.

14. Join B to the small pin of the meter
socket.

15. To the large pin of the socket attach a
flexible lead to be connected to the H.T.
battery via the relay connections.

i6. To tag A join two flexible leads for
H.T. and L.T. negative.

The wiring is now complete. A 0-5 mA
meter is essential for testing and it should be .0/
attached to a 2 -pin polarised plug as shown fF
in Fig. 4 for easy insertion in the meter
socket. Note that when the meter is with- I

drawn the circuit is broken and it is therefore
necessary to replace it with a similar 2 -pin
plug which has been shorted out by a loop of
wire. Alternatively the socket can be bridged
by a 220 1 -watt resistor, which obviates the
need to use a shorting plug but which slightly
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the meantime the receiver can now be tested.
Attach approximately 3oin. of wire to the

short aerial lead and connect up to the battery
supplies. A single type D18 cell with a plug
top connection makes a good L.T. source
(1.5 volts) and two Bio5 3o volt deaf -aid
batteries connected in series to give 6o volts
are suitable for H.T. Alternatively a com-
bined H.T./L.T. type battery can be used.

470 p(
Quench coils,. 3i

IS

OS

OP 2

IP

pF

/00

22
Meg

IS 4

PARTS LIST
I small sheet of 06in. thick paxolin.
a type 1S4 valve.
a B7G valveholder.
2 }in. Aladdin coil formers with tuning slugs.
a quench coil unit-see text.
I 2.2 MO watt grid leak resistor.

too pF ceramic condenser.
a to pF ceramic condenser
1470 pF ceramic condenser

o.00si.iF midget paper condenser (or ceramic).
o.otpF midget paper condenser (or ceramic).

I 2 -pin polarised meter socket.
2 plugs for the above (or else t plug and a shorting

resistor of 220 ohms-see text).
22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire for connecting up.
a mm. Systoflex insulated sleeving.
24 and 36 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire for coils.
Nuts, bolts, tags, solder, etc.
Approximate cost of the above parts: Not more

than ,Cr, plus cost of valve 7s. 6d. to 8s. 6d.,
if bought through advertisement columns of
Practical Wireless and Practical Television.
(The £a stated is for all new parts.)

A further view of the completed receiver.

reduces the meter
course is the better.

To test the unit it is obviously necessary to
have a transmitter (which will be described
next month), but if one can be borrowed in

The latter not

/Sy
. LT

socketAltere Sensitive /clay -
amens HS.

Fig. 5.-The theoretical circuit.

The relay (Siemens
3,400 ohm) is placed in
series with the H.T.
positive connection and
the receiver. Plug in the
meter and the IS4 valve,
when a reading of ap-
proximately 32 mA will
be obtained. If it is
lower screw out the slug
of the sensitivity coil
until this reading is
obtained.

The transmitter
(which should be accom-
panied by the licence
holder) should then be
switched on and the
tuning coil slug adjusted
until a drop is obtained
on the meter. The sensi-
tivity coil slug should
then be screwed in until
maximum drop is ob-
tained, but this should

overdone as it will be found that the
current will not then rise when the transmitter
is switched off.

All receivers of this type are sensitive to
aerial length adjustments and experiments

be

674.1,
0/40/0X

should be carried out by cutting
down the length given in stages
of Sin. at a time until the best
results are obtained. It may
even be found that a longer
length than 3oin. is necessary.
The aim should be for a drop
from about 31 mA down to
below t mA. Using 90 volts
H.T. an even greater change
can be obtained, but is not
really necessary.

Range tests should be carried
out at the full normal operating

distance, which in the case of boats can be
taken to be about too yards maximum due to
the difficulty in seeing the models' move-
ments satisfactorily at much greater ranges.

Increasing the Tuning Range
Many receivers of this type have been

built and operated and the design has always
proved very successful. However, if you find
that the receiver will not quite tune into the
model control band replace the to pF con-
denser with a Philips " Bee -hive " 3-3o pF
trimmer and work this in conjunction with the
tuning slug. The two variables will now enable
a greater tuning range to be covered and the
receiver should operate satisfactorily. Readers
will quickly learn how to handle the tuning
adjustments of the receiver, but a little patience
may be necessary before the correct combina-
tion of control positions and aerial length is
achieved.

For tuning up use the end of a plastic
knitting needle or crochet hook which has
been filed to a screwdriver shape as these
receiyers are very sensitive to hand capacity
effects.

Next month we will" describe a two -valve
transmitter unit which will work very satis-
factorily with this receiver.

Desalting Water by Solar Energy
Australian Engineer's Invention

AN ex -marine engineer living at Neutral
Bay in Sydney claims to have perfected

a method of distilling brackish water, using
the sun's rays for power, which is both cheap
and effective. Mr. Brunt uses a device of his
own invention which is very like a glasshouse
in appearance and which he calls the
" Solaray."

Working Details
The size of a Solaray machine to produce

600 gallons per day at 90 deg. F. is too x 7ft. ;
as the sun gets hotter the machine works
faster. The Solaray starts to work when the
atmospheric temperature reaches 4o deg. F.
and increases as the temperature rises ; it

boils at about 120 deg. F. sun temperature.
Then the output of distilled water would be
over 1,200 gallons per day, heating area is
2,200 sq. ft., total heat obtained from the
sun's rays 896,94o B.T.U.s per hour.

Principles
The Solaray machine combines an

evaporator, a heat exchanger and condenser,
all tuned in harmony to the wave -length of
the infra red and cosmic rays by a special
type of plate glass to reflect and concentrate
the solar energy.

The inventor is installing these machines
on stations in Australia for stock and all
drinking water uses and has received orders

for machines to produce 12,000 gallons per
day for some big sheep stations.

He has also discovered that by a method
of blending the distillate and brackish or salt
water back together, a great reduction in
size of plant can be obtained. Sheep will take
up to two ounces of salts per gallon, cattle
one and a half, and horses one ounce per
gallon.

The inventor says that he has had it
working on a day when no sun was visible but
humidity was, very high ; hot winds will also
make the machine operate.

The ideal installation would be on a hill
when impure water could be gravitated into
the machine from above, the pure distilled
product running into a storage tank at the
lower end. If the machine is built on the
level a small pump could be used to fill an
overhead tank with impure water, or as an
alternative an underground reservoir could
be used for the pure water.
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Drawings

THE easiest method of
building reasonably ac-
curate bathroom scales

is to construct a device which
employs a spring balance and a
lever system which gives a ratio
of 14 : t, _thus pounds weighed
on the balance equal stones on
the platform. A 20 lb. spring
balance should be adequate.

The drawings should be self-
explanatory, but a few addi-
tional notes will be of use to the
constructor. Figs. r and 2 are
front, side and plan elevations,
showing general arrangement
details. G/

All the outer
framework, the
platform and the
fulcrum blocks
are of seasoned
oak, cut to the
sizes stated, and
all edges are
dead square.
Screws used in
oak should be
of brass, and
steel in contact
with it painted,
as oak will cor-
rbde ferrous

5/
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43
up;

Ind/Cato/-
drum

Spring
balance

Split pin

Tubular
spacer.,,,

1"d

Fixing plates /42'x rx

P8 dia. rod

Riveted
together

for counter
weight (Welded in)

.3" 544

H

r -

/r

L_

3/;1.-

Fulcrum plate
10 I/2"x 3%4"x%

Fulcrum block ,"
I 1/2' thick 34.

1

4

//,1/4

End omitted

Fig. 2.-Front elevation, showing general
arrangement details.

Fig.' (Above and below).-Plan and side
elevations showing general arrangement

details.

Fig. 3 (Right).-
Details of ful-
crum plates and
connecting

links.

"

All wood 3/4 thick unless otherwise stated

12"x10"

4,4° Sheet cork /4

r

/2x.5e.!4" 2/8
Rivets

0

-.Cut-out
ks" Thick

Side omitted. Size 1.3%4x5/4-;"i
Fulcrum block 111/4..).3 pi xi /2'

3/dia.4

%/Y2"). 6"

Slotted
out for
side

Bracket
omitted

.../

i\
Indicator
drum of
tinplate
so [wood
6"ate.

Adjustable
se

Counter-
balance

Spring
balance

Rivets

it Y23, 6"
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metal very quickly.
The levers and links are of strip steel cut

to the sizes given and bent whilst hot ; the
drilling of holes should be done after bending.

/e A±
f°11,-

/ " 0 4
0 o 1/2 0 20fF 0t

-74"Taper to//24"thick

Fig. 5.-Details of the main lever.
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x 341.
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101/2

84'

Screw holes ;41 die.
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Rounded ti 2k;
2 Off

14"
a pprox

(before bending)

All bearing edges are well
rounded, i.e., on fulcrum
plates and connecting links
(Fig. 3 (A), (B) and (C) and
Fig. 4).

Fig. 4.-Details of one of the
connecting links.

444' 14/4%. -

4c/ie.

l"). -a

Bend
e r -11/441)

3(12After bending
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Assembly
Commence with the platform section by

fixing lever constructed as in Fig. 5 to the
fulcrum block (Fig. 6) and the fulcrum plates
to the blocks. Glue
and screw the two
sides of the platform
to the fulcrum blocks
and the two ends to
the sides.

Next assemble the
indicator section, with
the exception of the
top and end pieces,
which are only
screwed in place.
After the glue has set,
assemble the platform lever linkage and fit replaced, the end removed, and to one end
the spring balance, the indicator and pointer. of the wire is suspended a weight which should

Fixed to the pulley of the drum by its centre
is about I8in. of thin steel stranded wire, a
small screw or brad being passed through the
strands of wire to hold it. The top is

Rabbet for fulcrun plate

""Chamfer before rabbeting for fulcrum plate I

pivot platetStub
Recess for

418
Stub tenon

long

Court out

x/14.

io1/2"

Fig. 6.-Details of the fulcrum block.
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be only sufficient to hold the lever up against
the stop. With one complete turn round the
pulley the length of wire should be adjusted
so that with the lever against the stop the
fixing pin will be on top of the pulley, the end
is then fixed to the lever. The spring balance
is connected to the lever by a link bent from
stout wire.

Before replacing the end, the drum must
be marked. To do this, use a screwed rod
and wing nut attached to the lever and
passing through a cross piece under the
bottom edge so that the spring balance may be
extended by tightening the wing nut, each
pound on the balance being marked on the
indicator drum as a stone ; each stone may
then be sub -divided into pounds and
halves.

Copying Diagrams
Two Methods of Reproducing Drawings from Printed Matter

By H. A. ROBINSON

SOMETIMES it is very convenient to be
able to take a copy of a diagram from
a book that must be returned-or

perhaps to be able to make several repro-
ductions of one's own drawings-and here are
two methods by which this can be done.
Using a Camera

Almost any instrument can be used that
will focus fairly close, either by its own
adjustments or by the use of a subsidiary
lens. After the maximum in this direction a
nearer range still can be secured by using a
very small stop.

Process " film should be used, as this
gives the strongest black and white and the
exposure, with one too -watt bulb at about
sift. away, and an fi6 stop, is about three to
four minutes. A table lamp will do for the
illuminant and it should be moved slowly
over the camera during the time the lens is
open. This evens out the light on the " copy."

record, being viewed, if necessary, through
a magnifying glass for detail, but on the whole
is better to make an
enlargement.

Unfortunately, many
post-war films seem to
have lost the useful ability
to give the absolutely opaque
blacks which are so neces-
sary for the best line work.
This means that t here
is nearly always some
" background " which quite
spoils pleasing reproduction
and if excessive may even
cause loss of detail.
Using Iodine -Iodide

Solution
This trouble can be overcome and a good

firm line with a pure white background obtained
by using an iodine -iodide solution as follows.

Printing to start with should
be on vigorous paper, then-
this being important-develop-
ment must be carried to finality,"
irrespective of how muddy the
background goes. This over-
development, it is found, gives
a strength to the lines which
are left unaffected by the later
reducing action of the iodine -
iodide.

The print is well washed
and is then plunged into a
bath of combined iodine and
iodide (as below) until the
whites start to turn blue. The
back of the paper immediately
goes ultramarine but this can be
ignored as it clears later.

When the bluish tinge in the
whites b e comes noticeable
the print is taken out and
transferred to a bath of ordinary
hypo-when the clearing effect
is at once seen. The deep
colour on the back also dis-
appears. An example is shown
in Fig. t.

If the clearing has not been sufficient the
print must be again well washed when the
process can be repeated. Indeed, with washes
between it can be repeated as often as desired.

The iodine -iodide stock solution (which
any chemist will prepare for a few coppers)
is made up as follows :

Iodine, 3o grs. Iodide, 3 grs.
Water to 5 oz.

Z

RICHT -
1,1VOTED
JOINT AT
THE TOP
OF (51 AND

VD Of l 2,'

Fig. 1.-Section of a photograph taken with a hand camera from
a magazine page. The left half has been treated with iodine -

iodide.

The book from which a page is being copied
must be held rigidly.

A plate camera with a ground -glass focus-
ing screen is best for the job and one with a
direct finder is also convenient. With ordinary
finders allowance has to be made for the
fact that it is a little to one side of the taking
lens.

The negative, as it is, can be used as the

To use, it is diluted with three to four
times the bulk of water.

Surface Printing Method
The principle here is that if a sheet of

bromide paper is placed face down on a
diagram and light is brought to bear on its
back the diagram underneath will print on to
the sensitive surface, it being made visible
after the exposure by the usual development.

This kind of print -making seems to violate

Fig. 2.-A negative obtained by the surface printing method.

all the accepted methods where light, of
course, shines through whatever is in front
on to the emulsion. But the method works.

The print thus taken comes up as a nega-
tive-an example is shown in Fig. 2-but a
positive can be obtained by placing another
sheet in contact with the print and making a
second exposure.

In this method of copying the quality of the
final print is greatly regulated by the structure
of the base of the paper used. The finer this
is, the clearer the print; the coarser it is, the
" rougher " will be the texture of the print.

To reduce structure marks to a minimum
one or two firms have produced " document
paper." This is particularly thin and is of
very uniform and fine structure.

To make a good surface copy the diagram
is laid on a flat board with two sheets of thick
blotting paper below. On top is placed the
document paper face down, and over that goes
a fairly weighty sheet of plain glass, this all
being done in the usual yellow light in which
bromide paper can be worked.

A light is now brought to bear on the
" sandwich," or the board with its contents
can be carried and held under the light which
should be quite even. Hence a frosted bulb
is best for the purpose, and the sandwich
should not be held too near.

There will have to be a little trial and error
to start with to get some idea of the exposure,
this being done with strips, but so seconds

from a too -watt lamp is a good starting
exposure.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK
7th EDITION

By F. J. CAM M
12/6, or by post I3/-
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The finished
appearance of the fireplace.

WITH the approach of the summer
months many people do without a coal
fire and use an electric fire for a few

hours in the morning or evening. By doing
so quite a saving of coal is achieved but there
are three disadvantages. In the first place
an empty fireplace looks cold and unsightly ;

Knob.

C

Switch.

Grommet.

2
(C)

Fig. I.-Cutting, folding and riveting details
of the front panel.

secondly, as the fireplace is open there is
always a draught which lowers the temperature
of the room and, lastly, an electric fire is very
difficult to guard safely where there are
children.

To overcome these difficulties the author
designed the fire shown in the heading
photograph. It fits snugly into the fireplace,
thus cutting out the draught, its light colour
adds a splash of brightness to the room and,
most important of all, the ordinary fireguard
fits over it making it completely safe. There
are no complicated fittings to hold it in place
and it can be removed in a few seconds by
merely turning the knob and lifting it away.
Although the fire shown was made to fit a
continuous -burning grate it could easily be
adapted to suit any type of fireplace.

Panel
Material required is 18 s.w.g. aluminium.

Exact measurements cannot be given as these
will depend on the fireplace in question.
The panel is cut to the shape shown in Fig. I a,
arid folded where shown dotted .at both sides
and top to form what can best be described as
a three -sided tray. The depth of the sides is
equal to the thickness of the tiles forming the
sides of the fireplace and the two top corners
are riveted as seen in Fig. lb. The tapered
section is bent forward to cover the front of
the grate and the bottom part (marked r and 2
on the drawing) bent back and down to form
a lip which fits over the front of the grate.
Fig. re. The panel should now fit snugly into
the fireplace and cover the open part of the
grate.

Decide the exact position for the r kW.
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A Smart Unit for Occasional Heating in the Summer Months

By W. J. STANNAGE

rectangular fire bar and cut out a section to
accommodate it. This should be slightly
oversize to allow for expansion and for the
same reason the securing screws should not
be tightened unduly. If a 2 kW. fire is
required the panel will easily take two fire
bars.

The switch shown is optional but if fitted
should be well above the reflector. The hole
for the lin. rubber grommet is drilled where
shown and should be on the side convenient
to the power plug. Note that the grommet
is near the edge of the panel so allowing the re-
flector to shield the cable from the direct heat.

Retaining Device
To hold the panel in place the retaining

device shown in Fig. 2 is made. The knob
is of the bakelite variety bored out and tapped
5 / r6in. B.S.F. The 5/ 6in. dia. B.M.S. is
threaded B.S.F. at both ends as shown. The
knob is screwed on to one end and the catch
clamped between two nuts at the other. The
plain portion of the bar turns in the bearing
section which is simply a piece of lin. dia.
bar bored out 5/I6in. and brazed to the
tin. length of -lin. x tin. flat iron. Three
holes are drilled in the plate, one 5/16in. in
the centre to allow the bar to pass through and
two 3/16in. clearance holes at each end to
allow the assembly to be attached to the back
of the panel. Again exact measurement cannot
be given but the catch, when turned by the
knob, locates behind the tiles forming the
bridge of the fireplace, so holding the panel
firmly in position. A little work with the

Knob 41"6"clia atI.S. Bearing.

1./e 416 Bore.

Fig. 2 .-Details of the retaining device.

rule and a few simple calculations will give the
exact figures required. Incidentally, the knob
is always turned clockwise to prevent it un-
screwing. The catch which is made from
*in. x tin. flat iron, is given a slight bend, as
shown, to provide a " lead in."

Cover
The cover is cut out as shown in Fig. 3.

Make it as small as possible but large enough
to cover all the electrical gear. The sides

Wire

LL 334"

Fig. 4.-The terminal bar.

46" ask: nuts

Grommet.

yr-

s6i1:7-4.1

Fig. 3.-The rear cover.

I4d

Fig. 5.-
The reflector.

21,2"

are 3in. deep and are folded
where shown dotted on the
drawing to form a tray, which
is reversed and screwed to the
back of the panel. The iin.
sections seen are folded back at
right -angles to the sides and drilled
at intervals to receive the fixing
screws. These are 4 B.A. counter-
sunk and as the countersinking
is on the outside of the panel
it must be done neatly. The
grommet is at the top as this
arrangement allows the cable to
be brought up along the outside

of the cover, protecting it from the heat,
and only a very short length going to the
terminal bar is actually inside.

Terminal Bar
This is made from asbestos or heat -resisting

fibre. The proper material together with the
three -core flex may be had from your local'
electrical dealer. Details of the bar are given
in Fig. 4. It consists of a double thickness of
material 31in. long x tin. wide. The top half
is drilled and countersunk on the centre -line
for the two 3/16in. brass screws which are
held in place by nuts. Also it is drilled at
each end, as is the bottom half, for the two
3/16in. screws which secure it to the back of
the panel. The bottom half insulates the
screw heads from the metal. The flex and
the connecting wire are clamped between two
washers by a nut as shown.

Reflector
This is also made from aluminium. Fig. 5
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gives the dimensions which may be varied to
suit individual requirements. The sides and
top of the reflector each form an angle of
45 deg. with the panel. The top section is
riveted to the sides and the complete assembly
is in turn riveted to the panel. Rivets used
are 3/32in. countersunk.

Wiring
Slip the three -core flex through the grommet

in the front of the panel, pass it up behind the
panel and bring it through the grommet
in the side of the cover. Strip the outside
insulation from the end of the cable and
connect the bared end of the red wire to one
of the two screws of the terminal bar and the
black wire to the other screw. The green
wire, which is the earth, should be connected
to one of the screws which hold the terminal
bar to the panel. To protect the insulation
of the cable from the heat the portion which
will be inside the cover should be lapped with
asbestos cord. If a switch is' incorporated it

Eyes for securing screws.

:14**41
Wires

on

1111111
Fig. 6.-Details of the guard.

should be of the double -pole variety. Connec-
tions from the terminal bar to the switch and
from the switch to the fire bar are made in
bare flexible wire covered with procelain
interlocking insulating beads (sometimes
known as fish -spine insulators). Connect a
three -pin plug top to the other end of the

cable, using the following connections :
Red.-Wire to terminal marked " L."
Black.-Wire to terminal marked " N."
Green.-Wire to terminal marked " E."
The fire must be connected to a power point

and not to the lighting circuit.

Guard
An efficient guard can be made from a

length of stout wire twisted to the shape
shown in Fig. 6. The loops are fin. apart and
it is held in place by the two screws which
hold the fire bar. This guard, together with
the ordinary fire -guard makes the fire safer
than most electric fires, in the presenpe of
children.

Finish
The reflector and a portion of the panel

under the fire bar are polished with metal
polish and the remainder of the metal -work
painted with a heat -resisting paint of any
desired colour.

A Magnetiser and Demagnetiser Unit
Coil secured by
aluminium clamp
screwed to wood

The completed unit.

Demairetising space

SI LP/ LP2 52

THIS unit is not only useful to the radio
enthusiast, but to amateur watch
repairers, motorists and handymen as

well. It could even be used in school for the
introduction of the " magic " of magnetism
to pupils. It is in itself a complete magnetiser
and demagnetiser and has been found an
asset in, for example, looking for a shakeproof
lock washer which has disappeared into the
" depths " of a radio or TV. set ; by magnetis-
ing a screwdriver this can be easily retrieved.
As a reverse example, magnetised tools, such
as drills, pick up iron filings, etc., from the
bench, and trying to find a centre punch:mark

LI

LP2 LP/
S2 shown in demagnetising position

Fig. 1.-The circuit.

on a chassis, with the cutting edge of the drill
covered with iron filings is difficult.

The Circuit
After many experiments, the circuit in

Fig. i was evolved.
The two sections magnetised and de-

magnetised are cc strolled by Sz. This is a

Make this Handy Gadget for Your Workshop
By J. BROWN

DP/DT change switch, one
section of which controls the
input to Li, the other section
controls LPs and 2 which are
indicator lamps to show which
process is in operation, see Fig.
2. LPi shows red during
magnetising and LP2 which is
white shows during demagnet-
ising. Tiis a standard TV.
pre -amp type transformer.
MR1 is a RM4 metal rectifier
and Li is a coil from a scrap
energised Rola speaker.

Using the Unit
Switch to demagnetising

position of S2, white light on. Li is now fed
from A.C. and the article is slowly passed
backwards and forwards a few times

To 4- side of --I.-1
MR/

To coi/ L/

To A.C. side of
MR/

-4-To red lamp

I -
Fig. 2.-The connections

To 6.3l! winding
or TI

To white lamp

to S2.

through the hole in the field coil. This hole
was originally occupied by the pole piece.

Switch to magnetising position of S2, red
light on, and Li is now fed with D.C. via
rectifier. The article is slowly passed through
the hole in coil.

Components Required
Tr 25o v. primary

transformer 25o v. at 60-80 mA secondary
6.3 v. at is secondary

MR1 RM4 metal rectifier

Li 2,500 ohm field coil - t4in. hole

S i Single pole main switch (rotary)

S2 Double pole double throw
switch

LPi Red Perspex domed holder
and lamp (6.3 v. 3 a)

LP2 White Perspex domed holder
and lamp (6.3 v. 3 a )

Screws, flex, etc.

The original was built from wood as per
leading sketch and was found to work well.

For obvious reasons the device must be kept
away from watches and meters.

';" " "' *"---------BOOKS FOR
By F. J. CAMM

Screw Thread Tables, 6/-, by post 6'6.

Refresher Course in Mathematics, 8/6, by
post 9/-.

Gears and Gear Cutting, 6/-, by post 6/6.

Workshop Calculations, Tables and
Formulae, 7/6, by post 8/-.

Dictionary of Metals and Alloys, 10/6,
by post 11/-.
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Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket
Book), 3/6, by post 3/9:

N ewnes Metric and Decimal Tables, 5/-,
by post 5/3.

Practical Mechanics Handbook, 12/6, by
post 13/-.

Slide -rule Manual, 6/-, by post 6/6.

Mathematical Tables and Formulae, 5/-,
by post 5/3.
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THE milling of large and wide faces of the
type found on articles sirzilar to the
surface plate which formed the sub-

ject of a previous article in these notes
requires an equally large cutter in order to
cover the area in the shortest time. This
surface plate referred to is an excellent
example for demOnstration purposes and the
width of 9in. makes two cuts necessary.

A cutter about loin. in diameter is, of
course, somewhat outside the scope of the
lighter type of centre lathe-it will, of course,
swing in the gap, but as there is no adjust-
ment between the table face and the cutter
spindle it would not cover a distance much
greater than gin. wide. Fig. t illustrates this
point for the benefit of newcomers who
may doubt the assertion. It becomes readily
apparent that the small extra surface which the
larger member produces is outweighed by the
very real possibility of chatter occurring,
and the time and material needed for such a
tool does not in this case make it a sensible
proposition. Coupled to all these items is the
general awkwardness of assembling so massive
a cutter on what after all is a comparatively
small spindle ; so I advise readers not to
imagine that because a cutter is very large it will
operate really efficiently. One can overdo
such matters and the result is frequently a
poor cutting tool.

Whereas this cutter is too heavy for the
light lathe, the 6in. diameter member is a
practical proposition, and I suggest that
those contemplating the making of this
equipment adopt this size as a standard
diameter.

The Design
The chief factor with this class of milling

operation is rigidity, and in addition to
clamping and supporting the workpiece
securely the cutter requires a solid body as
well as a stiff spindle on which to assemble it.
The latter is naturally governed by the size of
lathe the reader possesses, but the design of
cutter body is an item which can receive
attention.

A `fairly large and, therefore, heavy piece
of steel or cast iron stores energy when it
rotates-it becomes a miniature flywheel, and
this condition has, I suggest, much to do with
the dampening of vibration which would arise
in a thin and flimsy disc.

This is obviously not a highly technical
explanation, but many older and experi-
enced readers will appreciate that this takes
place. Endeavour, therefore, to secure a
billet of material approximately to the
dimensions given in Fig. 2.

A perusal of this drawing reveals that a
series of small circular tools is inserted

5.-Making Milling Cutters
By " TUBAL CAINE "

(Continued from August issue)

into holes bored in the face and held there
by a substantial socket -head grubscrew. For
a cutter of this size six tools are needed,
and though very accurate spacing is not
essential the holes should be bored within
± rj3zin. across the chords. An evenly
balanced cutter will avoid persistent chatter,
and a large degree of error will introduce
vibration especially if the lathe bearings are
in need of repair.

Turning and Facing
The first operation on this billet is, of course,

the turning and facing of all the diameters.
As the fitting of this cutter on the headstock
spindle is of prime importance this process
requires special attention, and the only
way to secure accuracy is to make up a series
of simple gauges for the checking of each
stage.

For the depth of the recess you can use a
narrow steel rule, but a plug gauge carefully
screwcut to represent the spindle thread
will prevent you removing the part from the

Headstock spindle.
Workpiece.

Centre
height cannot

alter

Largest
cutter

Only this comparatively small
extra area is machined with
the larger

cutter /

Workpiece.

Headstock Smaller Boring
spindle. cutter table.

Fig. 1.-A comparison between the use of large
and small cutters.

chuck before it properly fits on the thread.
Next turn up a double -end plug gauge of the
type so well known in the workshops-a
diameter at one end being equal to the exact
size of the spindle nose register and the
other about .00zin. smaller.

The Register and Thread
The boring of this register is nothing more

than a series of light cuts until the final dia-
meter is reached, and the provision of a secon-
dary gauge very little smaller enables you to
know how much to bore out for the last cut.
To make sure the cutter fits the register
correctly check and see that it first gauges
to the small diameter and then advance the
cross slide the required amount until the
opposite end locates satisfactorily ; but
remember it must slide without being too
tight, otherwise you will experience diffi-
culty in removing the body from the spindle.

Internal calipers are useful in conjunction
with a micrometer for determining the bore
size until the small end of this gauge just

enters, and with gentle manipulation quite a
close accuracy is achieved. A skilled turner
will, in fact, bore this recess without the
above -mentioned gauge; he relies solely on
his sense of feel when adjusting the micro-
meter to the caliper.

Once the register is finished the screw -
cutting of the hole is an easy operation, and
as this thread merely holds the cutter on the
spindle and does not in any way locate it
there is no need to make this a perfect fit
to the screw plug gauge. A nice easy fit
for the full depth is all that is needed.

Once the register and thread is completed
the chuck is removed from the spindle and
the cutter body substituted, but before doing
so drill three equally spaced holes about
in. diameter round the periphery as I have

indicated on the drawing. These will assist
the removal of the body from the spindle
and save hammering it where the tool holes
appear-a practice that soon makes the body
very unsightly.

Now run the body on the thread and
register, finish turn it all over and face the
front surface. A light skim only is needed,
just enough to true them and so ensure perfect
concentricity; when this is completed gently
apply a file to the corners of the outside
diameter to blunt the razor-sharp edges that
will have appeared there. Once again take
the body off the spindle and mark out the
six tool holes on the front face.

Marking the Tool Holes
There no need to go to the trouble of

making a special wooden plug to insert into
the centre bore to provide a site for the
compasses, an easy and effective way is as
follows. Most of you have a pair of odd leg
dividers similar to those shown in Fig, 3, so
set these to apply from the outside diameter
and mark six rather long scratches at intervals
equal to the spacing of the tools. Centre pop
one of the lines deeply, and then set the

Tommy holes are drilled in the
periphery for removal of cutter
head from spindle,s spaced

evenly
between

too,s

3/9"

Register
to suit
spindle

nose

-a.

Thread to
suit lathe

5X3"clia
Slide fit.

/34'

Too/s
at back

of
cutter

6 holes
on SRC°.

7/2d°.

Flat for grub screw. y

3'S "Whit. grub screw.

Fig. 2.-Section through the milling cutter.
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orthodox dividers and step off the remaining
five points. You will undoubtedly make three
or four attempts before you arrive at a suitable
spacing, but spend a little time on this
operation and so secure the centres within
the above specified +1/32in.

Centre pop the five markings and transfer
the blank to a drilling machine (if you possess
one) which will take a 39/64th drill-one
with a Morse taper is necessary-and open
out each hole carefully. Next pass the a in.
diameter reamer through these drilled holes,
taking care not to rush the work and so
secure a clean hole which is the correct size.
Try a length of silver steel in each hole to
see that tools made from that material fit
without trace of ';shake,
as this can completely
ruin the effectiveness of
such a large cutter.
Drilling the Tool

Holes
For those who do

not possess a drilling
machine c a p ab I e of
taking these large drills
and reamers, set the body
on the lathe boring
table and with a drill
in the Morse taper of
the headstock spindle drill and then ream
each hole before you disturb the setting for the
next position. Any suitable block of metal
will serve for a support while this work is
being carried out, and as we have not yet
machined up angles plates or cage blocks for
such work this is a case for improvisation.
Two square blocks of bright mild steel,
attached by screws passing through the
centre, will do  very well. To these is
attached the circular body. They need
spacing out to allow some simple clamp of the
type used by toolmakers to pass over both the
flange of the body and the block of steel.
Heavy clamping is not essential-a little over
finger tightness will hold the disc securely
against the pressure of this fairly large drill.

Scrape the sharp edges off the holes back
and front, and then mark out, drill and tap
the side holes for the grubscrew that holds
the tool in place. The body is now ready to
receive the tools.

Scribing point.

This leg bears
on turned __._
diameter.

Fig. 3.-A pair of
odd -leg dividers.

The Tools
Silver steel is the best material for these

items, and a foot or so of gin. diameter is
required for either one or two sets. I advise
two complete sets to make sure that, in the
event of them being burnt or otherwise
damaged no time is lost while they are
reground. You can, of course, make do with
perhaps two or three spares, but an extra set
of six does not take much longer to grind
ready for cutting.

There is no need for me to go very much
into detail on the making of these tools, because
they follow standard outlines, and anyone
who can make and grind a lathe tool should
be able to finish off these sets without
difficulty.

The heat treatment also is an easy process.
Heat the tool to a bright cherry red, taking
care to heat it thoroughly and slowly. Quench
in clean cold water by plunging it into a bucket
and stirring the water with the tongs and tool
until the latter is cold.

Tempering is the next stage, and the tool
is again heated, this time by playing the gas
flame on the shank and allowing the heat to
travel toward the tip. Clean the tool with
emery cloth before starting this work, and
watch the colour as the flame gradually causes
the article to become hotter. This will
travel toward the tip, and when it reaches a
straw colour plunge it once more into the
water. The usual sharpening on a small
emery wheel will make it ready for use
in the cutter body.

I have shown a flat on the side of this tool

adjacent to the grubscrew which holds it in
place; this you can file before hardening the
tool and about 1/32in. deep is sufficient. If
you omit this item and harden the tool
grind the flat, but make sure it appears on the
correct side. The cutter is now finished.

A later article will deal with the setting of
each tool prior to taking a cut over a casting
or large piece of black bar material ; so now
it is proposed to deal with those tools which
everyone can make and use to carry out
innumerable milling operations on the lathe.

Small Tool Design
Fig. 4 illustrates a popular form of cutter

which may be filed and ground in various
diameters, but it is advisable not to make the
cutting portion too long as there is a risk they
may snap under pressure while operating.

Make the two flats behind the teeth approxi-
mately even with the aid of a coarse file and
see that a generous radius is left in each
corner. Next file the end teeth in the manner
indicated in Fig. 4, but do take care when
filing the angular clearance to see that they
are running in the correct direction, otherwise
the tool will not cut unless you reverse the
direction of rotation of the lathe headstock
spindle. A small " nick " cut with a hacksaw
before you commence filing is a good guide
where to stop filing for each tooth. If you face

Small nick.

One tooth.

L

Other tooth.

T

-1-

Note. Teeth "run" in opposite
cfirectibns see text

nfililhall111411141tilli0H,

Radius both
sides.

lino- about .005 this is Angle if required
afterwards removed when grinding. Sides angled.

Fig. 4.-Design for a small milling cutter.

each end of the silver steel before attemping
to produce the teeth, this gives a perfectly
flat face, and when filing the angles just remove
sufficient metal to leave only the smallest
amount of flat face-a line about .005in. wide
is enough. When both sides are identical

this shows both of these face teeth are exactly
the same height. A light touch on the grinding
wheel after the hardening operation will then
bring them to a sharp edge.

The heat treatment of these cutters is
exactly the same as described for the tools
in the large cutter head.

The side angles are not ground when
resharpening becomes necessary-the cutter
is pressed flat on the side of a wheel and the
front face is ground together with the end
teeth. Exercise care in the latter case and see
that an equal amount is ground off each side.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged sketch of these side and
front teeth, mainly to show clearly the above
explanation regarding the " line ' mentioned
above-remember these are ground to a sharp
edge before the cutter is used.

Driving the Cutter
As these smaller cutters are made with a

straight shank some form of chuck is necessary
in order that a satisfactory drive is secured,
and though the orthodox drill chuck is often
pressed into service a superior gripping device
is the collet style of chuck. These tools are
made from silver steel and of a standard size,
consequently the reader should experience
little difficulty over holding the tool securely-
in fact, quite deep cuts are possible without
the cutter pushing back into the collet. If
this persists it may be due to the collet being
worn on the front edges, or it may have worn
oval. It may be preferred to turn a smaller
diameter behind the teeth and use this for the
purpose of clamping ; the flange so formed
then prevents this occurring.

There are other types of milling cutters
which will eventually find their way into the
amateur's workshop, but the two examples
given in this article will suffice for a host of
different parts which call for milling. The
cutting speeds at which to operate the tools
will be dealt with in a future article. In the
case of the end mill, never allow this to project
too far from the collet.

A final piece of advice is to carry out the
hardening and tempering processes very
carefully as they can mar and ruin an other-
wise good tool. Heat the tools slowly and do
not let the flame concentrate on the actual
cutting edges, but rather let it " run down to
them." By using this method you will
eliminate the risk of burning and so softening
the particular point which does all the cutting.

(To be continued.)

Two world motor -cycling records were broken at Swannanoa, New Zealand, under idea
conditions. Russell H. Wright, aged 25, a builder, of Invercargill, New Zealand, became the
fastest motor -cyclist in the world, when he thundered through the timed kilometre on his r,000 c.c.
Vincent Black Lightning to return an average speed of 5 m.p.h. better than the four-year -old
German record of 180 m.p.h. held by Wilhelm Herz, on an N .S.U. His official time was
185.15 m.p.h. Half an hour later, the tuner of the machine, Robert Burns, of Christchurch,
New Zealand, climbed into the machine, to which had been added a sidecar, and bettered his own
world sidecar record by a little more than 6 m.p.h., bringing it to 163.06 m.p.h. The photo shows :

Russell H. Wright in his machine at speed.
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Notes on the Construction of the Various Types of Rangefinder

ANUMBER of very interesting devices
are employed in photography to
determine the camera -to -subject dis-

tance, and rangefinders of this kind also have
other applications. Several of the methods
employed lend themselves very readily to
home construction, and a good degree of
accuracy is not difficult to achieve.

Most rangefinder methods employ some

Fig. r.-Range-
finder with
gravity pointer.

C

Base line

Fig. 2.-Calibrating the rangefinder in Fig. 1.

form of triangulation, whereby the distance
of the object can be determined. Almost
without exception the scales are marked in
distances, so that the figures are read direct.
Feet markings are most general, but if the
rangefinder is to be used with a camera
having a scale marked in metres, the finder is
best based upon this unit of measurement.
For this purpose, sufficient accuracy will be
achieved by measuring or calculating with
3ft. 3in. to the metre.

The Gravity Rangefinder
This simple type of finder is shown in

Fig. r, and may be constructed from card,
wood, metal or stiff celluloid, etc. The
sights may resemble those used on a rifle,
or consist of two loops or tubes forming a
peep -hole sight. The scale can have a
radius of zin. to 3in. and the pointer hangs
freely.

The rangefinder is suitable for level
ground, streets, etc., only, and measures the
angle between the vertical afforded by the
pointer, and the base of the subject. As the
user's height to some extent governs the angle
of sighting, the latter is best marked out by
drawing a scale diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.

Here, " A " is the distance between ground
and user's eye-usually about 5ft. 3in. to
5ft. 9in. A long base line is drawn on a large
sheet of paper, and distance " A " marked
off to some convenient scale, such as lin.
to the foot. Line " B " is then drawn, to the
farthest distance to be measured-say Soft.
The angle " C " is then transferred to the
rangefinder scale by means of a protractor.
This gives the Soft. mark. Lines " D,"
" E," etc., are then drawn, and the angle for

By F. G. RAYER

the respective distances marked upon the
scale, until the latter is complete. All
distances are measured, to scale, along the
base line.

A Parallax Finder
This is another very simple method which

employs the distance between the user's eyes
as the rangefinder base, the apparent displace-
ment of the object being measured by a scale,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It is extremely
simple, accurate, and may be used anywhere,
not being confined to level ground.

In use, the object is sighted with the left
eye only, the left -eye sight -line being brought
to coincide with it. The right eye is then
opened. If the object is near, the eyes will
be turned in slightly so that the scale lines
towards the centre of the card appear to be
aligned with the object. If the object is
distant, the eyes will be turned outwards,
approaching the parallel sighting position for
infinity. By noting the
coincidence of scale and
object, the distance may
thus be read, the left -eye
sight -line being kept in line
with the object at all times.

The user must stand
facing the object squarely,
and the scale must always
be at the same distance
from the eyes. This can
be assured by always hold-
ing the scale at arm's
length, or by having a
cord loop attached to the
scale, and passing round the neck. The
exact position of the scale 'markings will also
depend on the inter-pupilary distance, which
varies with different persons. The scale is
thus best drawn by trial, distances being
measured off to some convenient subject,
and the right-hand sighting line drawn. A
transparent scale with thinly scribed lines is
best, but by no means essential.

4

Fixed mirror

Left eye

s
6

Feet 9
fS

SO

Infinity

Restx or card sce/e ---"r
Fig. 3.-A ii apparent displacement or parallax

rangefinder.
As with the rangefinder in Fig. r, the scale

can be calculated or arrived at trigonometric-
ally, if this method is preferred, the inter-
pupilary distance and distance between scale
and eyes being measured, it not being over-
looked that the former decreases as the eyes
are turned inwards.

Split Image Rangefinding
This method is largely employed and can

have great accuracy. The general manner of

working will become clear from
Fig. 5. The user views two images of
the subject, one seen directly through the half -
silvered mirror, and the other reflected from
the pivoted mirror. For an object at infinity,
the lines of sighting will be almost parallel.
When sighting nearer objects, the pivoted
mirror is slightly turned to make the
sighting lines cross at the required distance.
To determine the distance to the object,
the wheel is therefore turned until the two
images coincide, and the figure read from
the scale.

The half -silvered mirror may be lightly
sprayed only, so that direct vision is still
possible through it. In other cases the
silvering may be scraped away over a small

AO!
eye

Scale A- Distance markings
'1C

Leff eye fine Left
eye

4.-Operation of the parallax rangefindes.

,Jut 1111111111.

Fig. 6.-Split image rangefinder.

area, and this lends itself most readily io
home construction. One half of the mirror
may be cleaned (e.g., the top half) so that the
subject viewed through the rangefinder is
seen in two halves, displaced until the wheel
is turned to make the images coincide. Or a
narrow strip of silvering may be left hori-
zontally on the mirror, allowing direct
observation of top and bottom of the subject,
with a narrow centre strip to be brought into
coincidence. It is also feasible to use a
mirror with a centre spot scraped clear ; or
with all the silvering scraped away except
that on a small central area. All these methods
are employed by different manufacturers, and
that chosen is largely a matter of personal
preference. The mirror is permanently fixed
in the rangefinder body at 45 deg.

The second mirror is silvered all over. As
its movement is very small, the simplest
method is to have a screw bear upon the
bracket upon which it is mounted, as shown.
A full rotation of the wheel will then cause
only a slight movement of the mirror. A
light tension spring bears the bracket back
against the point of the screw, which should
be of steel and fairly blunt.

Photographic rangefinders of this type are
frequently very small, as little as riin. being
allowed between mirrors. Higher accuracy,
especially for greater distances, will be
obtained with greater separation between the
mirrors, though zin. will be ample, for most

Scale
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purposes. When the rangefinder is made, it
can be calibrated by sighting objects at
measured distances, the figures being scribed
on the wheel or scale. Small celluloid or glass
windows are usually fitted to exclude dust.

For photographic purposes it becomes less
necessary to measure the distance correctly
as the subject becomes more remote. For
this reason, a suitable feet scale would be :
2, 21, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, to, 15, 20, 30, 40 and
infinity. A suitable metre scale would be :
I, 1.2, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 4, 6, 12, 20, infinity.
This also applies to the other types of range-
finder described. But if the camera has
different figures, these may be used on the
scale.

Nigkt Finder
The method of operation for a finder

produced for use with flash equipment, or in
situations of very poor light, is shown in

Lens

Inner tube
Ground glass

Outer tube
Fig. 7.-Image focusing rangefinder.

Fig. 5. Two narrow beams of light are pro-
jected, the angle between them being adjust-
able by means of a pivoted- mirror exactly as
in Fig. 6. The wheel is turned until the two
spots of light thrown on the subject coincide,
and the distance is then read off the scale.
In some circumstances it may be preferable
to set camera lens and rangefinder scale to
the same figure, and approach or withdraw
until the spots coincide, when the flash can
be fired.

Rangefinders of this type are relatively
large-about 6in. long by tin. square. A
torch bulb and dry battery can be used. The
lens system is almost essential, so that narrow,
parallel beams of light are thrown. To
achieve this, the lenses must be of such a
focal length that when situated near the bulb
the light rays are gathered into parallel
beams. Small condenser type lenses of about
tin. focal length will achieve this.

Such a finder is intended for use only when
light is so poor that an ordinary type cannot
be used, or in complete darkness. It is not
effective in daylight as the spots thrown will
be invisible.

Eye
lens

Optical Finders
A focusing type of rangefinder may be

constructed as shown in Fig. 7, and operates
in exactly the same way as does focusing a
camera with a ground glass screen. Here,
however, a high-grade anastigmatic lens is not
required, since the image is only to be
observed with the eye, and marginal resolution
is of no importance. In addition, the actual
field of view taken in by the lens is of no
importance, since the finder is used to deter-
mine distance only.

To permit of critical examination of the
image on the ground glass, an eyepiece lens
is situated at the back of the tube. This may
be a simple small magnifying glass of about
I lin. to 2iin. focal length. The distance
" A " is fixed, being such that when the eye-
piece is held to the eye, the ground glass is in
sharp focus. This can be found by trial. If
required, the glass screen may be prepared
by rubbing two small pieces of glass together,
fine abrasive being placed between them.
The ground side of the glass should face the
large lens, when fitted in position.

An outer tube, a smooth sliding fit on the
inner tube, is required, and carries the large
lens. This requires to have a focal length of
about I lin. to Sin. A magnifying type of glass
will be suitable, the expense of a multiple

element being unneces-
sary. A position will be
found in which the lens
casts sharp images of
distant objects on the
screen. This is the infin-
ity setting for the outer
tube. As the subject
viewed grows progres-
sively nearer, the dis-
tance between lens and
screen must be increased,
to obtain sharp focus.
The position of the
outer tube can thus be marked, for
measured distances. These markings will
then show the distance of any object brought
into sharp focus on the screen. Adjustment
will be simplified if both tubes are of metal, a
smooth fit, and if a helical slot is cut in one

WintiCrii*
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Fig. 5.-Night rangefinder.

tube, engaging with a pin fixed to the other.
Rotation of the outer tube wilLthen cause it
to move backwards and forwards. The scale
may then be marked round the circumference
of the tube, which will allow additional space
for figures.

Pivoted
mirror

ring

Screw

Wheel

Extendible- -Ladder
A Useful Article for the Handyman to

Make for His Own Use

By

T. H. E. MARSH

THIS extendible ladder is simple to make ;
it is not handsome, but it is very
efficient and quite cheap. Each

single ladder is I ift. oin. long, and bolted

Fig. i (Left).-
The completed

ladder.

Fig. 2 (Below).
-Template for
positioning

rungs.

together the two give a maximum length
of 19ft. oin.

The rails are zlin. x sift. oin.
long, and four will be required. The treads
are 'lin. x ;in. x 15in. long, and zo are
required. To make lay all four rails on edge
with the bottom ends level with one another.
Mark off the position of treads with ten equal
pitches of izin., starting from the bottom.
Make sure that all the rails are marked off
square to one another. Then make one saw
cut tin. deep right across the rails and cut
away a wedge-shaped piece I lin. long just to
clear the cardboard template, Fig. 2.

Drill two holes in. diameter at a slight
angle through each side of the treads. Then
nail all together making sure that all the
treads are at the same angle to the rails.
Use 21in. long wire nails and drive well home.

Four small blocks oin. Ilin. x in. are
required, two nailed to the bottom of the
top ladder at the back and the other two at
the top of the bottom ladder at the front
of the rails.

Two Ain. diameter hook bolts 7in. long,
each with a wing nut and one strap of mild
steel about 2in. ,< ' ' 15in. long, with two
7/I6in. diameter holes Izin. apart are required
to bolt the two sections together, see Fig. 1.
If the ladder is to be used by a heavy person
four hook bolts and two straps are required.

The ladder is assembled as shown, but it
must not be extended beyond 19ft. oin. A
platform for supporting a paint pot, etc.,
may be made from two pieces of wood 2in.

x I2in. long, and three pieces zin.
x rz lin. long nailed together as shown.

Two Ain. diameter bolts 2 lin. long are
required to fix the platform to the top of the
top portion of the ladder. This platform
makes an excellent " stand off " when work-
ing close to a wall. A good coat of red lead
and two coats of a suitable colour of outside
paint will preserve the ladder for many years.

GEARS AND GEAR -CUTTING
Edited by F. I. Camm

3rd. Edition

Price 6s. from all Booksellers or 6s. 6d. by
post from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton

Street, London, W.C.2.
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dentification with the Astro
An Inexpensive Way of Studying the Stars

By JAMES VOSE

READERS interested in star identification
need not be deterred from their study
by lack of an astronomical telescope.

An ex -Air Ministry Astro Compass, obtain-
able for los. or so from advertisers in this
journal, is an accurate instrument which
enables positive identification to be made
of the hundreds of stars which are visible to
the naked eye. The finest telescope can do
no more, in this respect, as a star is still only
a point of light when seen through the most
powerful telescope. The Astro Compass was
originally made for the purpose of determining
true north in a moving aircraft, by taking a
sight from a known fixed star. It can be
equally well used in reverse, so to speak, by
sighting from a fixed observing position on
to an unknown star, or planet, which can then
be identified by reference to an almanac
such as the Nautical Almanac or to a star
catalogue, such as Backhouse's catalogue.
In addition, a " wanted " star can be found.
Suppose, for instance, we want to find the star
Regulus. From the almanac we find that
Regulus is declination 12.13 and its right
ascension is to hr. 5 min. equal to 151
degrees. By setting the Astro Compass to
these figures and looking through the sights,
Regulus will be seen framed in the " horns "
of the sights.

Star Movement
It is first necessary to understand how the

stars move (apparently) around the , sky.
As the earth turns on its axis once a day
(sidereal), the stars appear to make one
complete revolution round the celestial pole
(approximately at the star Polaris) in 24 hours
(sidereal). Sidereal day is slightly shorter
than our Solar day, so that the stars also_
appear to move, a little under one degree
per day, so that in a year the stars appear
to have rotated 36o degrees and are back in
the same position again. Both these 'move-
ments are in a counter -clockwise direction.

The Charting of Stars
The position of a star is charted in the same

way as is a position on the earth's surface-
by latitude and longitude. The celestial
equivalent of latitude is the declination and is
measured in degrees from the celestial equator.
Thus Polaris is approximately 90 degrees
declination. Stars below the celestial equator
have their declination prefixed by a minus
sign. Thus Sirius is -16.39 declination.
The celestial equivalent of longitude is the
right ascension, usually measured in hours and
minutes (sidereal), which must be converted
for our purpose into degrees. One hour
equals 15 degrees. One minute is a quarter
of a degree.

On the polar projection map Fig. 2, the
concentric circles are declinations at to degree
intervals, with the pole as centre 90 degrees
declination, and the celestial equator o degrees
declination. A few of the brighter stars

have been "added below the
equator as they are useful
for reference. The
straight lines radia-
ting from the pole
are the meridians,
starting with o
degrees (the
first point of
Aries), the
other meri-
dians are

Fig. 2.-
Croon -polar
snap of
principal
stars. Names
of constella-
tions are under-
lined. The scales
are as follows :
the vertical scale on the <,

" o " meridian-degrees
of declination at to degree
.intervals. Inner circular scale
-degrees of right ascension. Middle
circular scale-hours of right ascension. Outer scale-the several meridians are south at midnight

on the dates set against them. The" first point of Aries" is on " o " meridian.

S

numbered in hours
(right ascension) and

also in degrees.
TIrc several
m zridians are

south at
midnight

E"

A,

Fig. 1.-The
Astro Compass
set up for star identification. A-Spirit levels ;
B-Divided scale of vertical axis ; C-Knob
for turning polar axis; D-Divided scale of
polar axis ; E-Line of sight to star ;
F-Divided scale for declination ; G-Divided
scale for inclination to polar axis ; H-Knob
and vernier for setting " G" ; 5-5-Line

of polar axis to celestial north.

H

on the dates set against them. This enables
the map to be held overhead, and " set " so
that the stars on the map are in the same relative
positions as the stars in the sky. For inter-
mediate dates, and for times other than
midnight, the map must be revolved
accordingly

Using the Astro Compass
The compass must be set up on a tripod-

one was described in the December, 1954,
edition of PRACTICAL MECHANICS-and
levelled up. The lower divided circle must
be turned until the " N " and " S " divisions
face true north and south respectively.
The top head must be tilted by means of the
small milled knob until the LAT reading
(the white figures) corresponds with the
latitude of the observer's locality. The polar
axis of the instrument is now in line with the
earth's polar axis, and the instrument is
ready for use.
Finding a Star

To find a particular star, first look up its
declination and right ascension in the almanac,
and convert the hours of right ascension into
degrees. Setting the Astro Compass for
declination is simply a matter of adjusting the
peep sight on its friction pivot until the
pointer is against the required degree on the
scale. Setting for right ascension is, how-
ever, more involved, and there are various
ways of arriving at it. The most straight-
forward, and perhaps the simplest method,
is first to set the Astro Compass to o degrees
R.A. (the First Point of Aries), take a note
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of the degree reading, and then revolve the
Polar Axis the necessary number of degrees
to bring the compass in line with the required
star. The first point of Aries is on a line
from Polaris, through a point approximately

/ degrees west of the great " W " of
Cassiopeia and on through the Square of
Pegasus, about 1 / degrees west of the two
stars forming the eastern side of the square.
See map, Fig. 2.

If Cassiopeia is not visible, the R.A. can
be established by first setting the compass
on to a known star, and then revolving the
Polar Axis, either east or west, the amount
of the difference between the R.A.s of the
known star and the " wanted " star. The
small constellation-the Pleiades, sometimes
known as the seven sisters-is a useful group
for reference in this manner as it is instantly
recognisable.

Still another method of finding the R.A.
of a star is to use the hour and date circles
of the map given here. For example, suppose
we want to find Hamal at midnight on
October 20th. From the map we see that

Fig. i.-A view of the
completed rain gauge.

Hamal is practically dead south at that time,
so if we turn the Polar Axis to south -18o
degrees on the " True Bearing " scale, and
set the declination to 23.15, Hamal will be
seen in the sights. The same method can be
used for other stars, and for other times, by
calculating the orientation of the required
star at the required time. These calculations
are a little confusing at first, so it is as well
to calculate for a time about quarter of an
hour ahead, so that the compass can be set
ready in plenty of time. Note that the times
given are for observations on the Greenwich
meridian. For places east of Greenwich, the
stars appear 4 minutes earlier for each degree
of longitude east of the Greenwich meridian,
and for places west of Greenwich, 4 minutes
later for each degree.

The Planets
The almanac also gives the positions of the

various planets as they move around the
heavens and, if these are found by the
compass and noted, it will avoid the confusion
which nearly always arises with the student

of astronomy between the planets and the stars.
A list of the brightest stars, with their

declinations and right ascensions to the
nearest degree, is appended. This will
enable the compass to be used for practice
purposes, but for serious study a proper star
list is essential.

LIST OF BRIGHTEST STARS
With degrees of declination and right

ascension

SIRIUS -16° 3" too°
VEGA ... +38° 4" 279°
CAPELLA ... +45° 5" 78°
ARCTURUS ... +19° 3' 213°
RIGEL - 8° 2' 78°
PROCYN + 5° 2' TLC
ALTAIR ... + 8° 4" 297°
BETELGEUSE + 7° 3" 88°
ALDEBARAN +16° 3' 68°
POLLUX +29° o" 115°
SPICA -10° 5" 200°
REGULUS +12° e 151°
CASTOR +32° e 113°
PLEADES +24° e 56°

A Self -recording Rain Gauge
Was Last Month Wetter than This? Make this Ingenious Model and

You Will Know

ONE of the
most satis-
fying models

to build is an
instrument which
records some mea-
surement itself, and
this rain gauge can
be built by anybody
with a little patience

and ingenuity. If you refer to Figs.
and 2 you will see that it consists essentially
of a metal cylinder, A, to hold the water
collected by a funnel, J. A tube, H, conducts
the water from the funnel into the cylinder.
As the water rises in the cylinder it carries
with it a float, B. A cord, with the float at
one end and a weight at the other, passes
over the pulley, C, which revolves as the
float rises and causes an indicator, E, to move
round a graduated circle, F, thus recording
the amount of rain falling.

Making the Wooden Box
This is 7in. square, Ift. in. high in front,

and Ift. tin. high at the back. The wood
should be /in. thick. In the front piece cut
a circular hole 4:n. in diameter, with its
centre loin. from the bottom. The dial
consists of a piece of cardboard 5in. in
diameter, divided into 4o equal divisions, as
shown in Fig. I. The hole through which the
spindle passes is lin. in diameter. Glue this
centrally inside the front piece.

The cylinder is made from stout sheet tin
or copper, and has a diameter of exactly 2in.
It is gin. deep. A piece of metal, gin. by 7.28in.,
is needed for this. Bend sin. at either end,
as shown in Fig. 3. Hammer this join up
tightly and run solder down it. Make a narrow
flange round the bottom and solder in a
circular piece of metal as in Fig. 3. See that
it is perfectly watertight. The two bearings
D D, for the spindle, project zin. above the
rim. They are 4in. long, tin. wide, and

/min. thick. Rivet them exactly opposite
each other, as shown.

The Funnel
Obtain a funnel with a diameter of

exactly 5in. across the top and cut off all
but tin. of the spout. Fix this firmly in the

top of the casing. The tube, H, is lin.
internal diameter. Bend it, as shown, and
solder the bottom end carefully into the
cylinder as near the bottom as possible. The
top is joined to the funnel spout by a piece
of rubber tubing, M. The tube, K, is about
Tin. long, and is soldered carefully into the
position shown. Obtain a piece of tubing
with a tap, L, bend as shown, and fix firmly

Joint
Fig. 3.-Details
of the cylinder.

in a hole in the
front, exactly
opposite K. Join
the two by a
piece of rubber
tubing.

The Spindle
The holes for

the spindle
should be bored
in such a position
that they are
exactly opposite
the hole in the
centre of the dial.
The spindle
-a 5in. length of rod-should turn in them
freely. The pulley is made by cutting three
exactly circular discs of wood lin. thick, and
glueing them carefully together. The smaller
central disc must be exactly 6in. in circum-
ference-1.9in. diameter. Fix this firmly
on the spindle, which is kept in position by
two clips, X X. The arm, E, cut from thin

M

T

F
E

-2

/1 /".
7"

Fig. 2.-A cross-section
showing the various parts in

position.

sheet metal, is in. long. Solder carefully to
the end of the spindle.

The float, B, is On. diameter and in.
thick, cut from a piece of hardwood, and well
painted. Use strong, black thread for the

counterpoise weight should be a
little lighter than the float. Use a small ball
of lead.

Screw the wooden case together, leaving
one side out. Insert the cylinder and join
the tubes at M and K. Insert the spindle
through the hole in the dial and first bearing.
Push on the pulley and insert spindle into
second bearing. Adjust the pulley until it is
central and the arm just clears the dial. Fix
with the clips X X. Pass the cord once com-
pletely round the pulley. Screw in the remain-
ing side and make the case firm.

Setting the Dial
Pour in the funnel enough water to make

B float freely, and adjust the spindle until
the arm points to zero. A sheet of glass, G,
is fixed to the front to prevent rain getting
at the dial and arm.

Fix the instrument in an open space. When
rain falls, it is collected by the funnel,
delivered into the cylinder, and the float
rises, making the arm move round the dial
With the dimensions given, tin. of rain rises
exactly 6in. in the cylinder and, since the
pulley is exactly 6in. circumference, this
gives one complete turn of the pointer to an
inch. Whenever the instrument is read, open
the tap, L, and allow water to run out until
the pointer is again at zero, when it will
again be ready to record.

WATCHES :
ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIR

By F. J. Camm
6th Edition

A book dealing with modern methods of repair,
adjustment and timing and including information
on the adjustment of a watch for passing the Kew

A" Test.
6/-, By Post 6/6

From George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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By CECIL JASPER

A Useful Spare -time and Profitable Hobby

SIGNWRITING can be a profitable under-
taking provided one is enthusiastic and
willing to practise in order to master

the brush and acquire speed.

The Tools
The tools required need not be elaborate

or too expensive, their quality, however,
should be good if competitive work is to
be achieved. The most important items

Fig. i -Examples of pon ted and chisel -edged
writing pencils.

are the brushes and these are known in the
trade as writing pencils. They are of different
sizes, named according to the quills
they are set in : such as Lark
(small) ; Crow, Duck and Small
Goose (Medium) ; Large Goose,
Small Swan and Large Swan (large).
Writing pencils are also set in
tinplate, when they are sold by
numbers : oo, t and 2 (small) ; 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
(medium) ; 8, 9 and to (large). Some num-
bered pencils may be seen in Fig. 1.

The best type of writing pencil is made
of pure red sable hair, which retains its shape
and holds the paint well, sable hair also
possesses natural flexibility and spring,
necessary for executing good writing. Other
cheaper types of pencils are brown sable
and ox hair. Writing pencils may be
pointed or chisel edged (see Fig. 1), the latter
being called " one stroke." These pencils
have become popular, yet many signwriters
prefer the pointed writing pencils. If dis-
appointment is to be avoided, it is recom-
mended that all intending signwriters should
possess a good set of pure red sable pencils
to ensure satisfactory results. Good pencils
cost money but last a long time if properly
looked after. They should be washed out
in turpentine or white spirit two or three times
after use, then when the paint is rinsed out
of them, a little grease or Vaseline worked
into the hairs to keep them soft. Always
keep writing pencils in a suitable box to
protect them from dirt and dust ; care should be
taken to see that the points do not contact
the ends or sides of box, so as to damage the
ends or points.

Maid Stick or Rest
This is an essential tool yet it is easy to

make. Take a piece of cane, and some cotton

R D)

Fig. 4.-Using
the mahl stick.

Fig. 2.-The
sign writer's

box.
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Fig. 3.-The block alphabet, showing sequence

and direction of strokes.

wool ; place the cotton
wool in a piece of new
chamois leather, draw
ends together then

Fig. 4a.-A
further view of
the mahl stick in

use.

place on end of cane and bind up with strong
twine. Other suitable tools are a thumb
palette, palette knife for cleaning, and a
number of dippers for colours. As a
matter of convenience, the latter can be
clipped to the palette board when writing.
A straight edge, a pair of compasses, some
chalk and strong cotton for snapping lines
are also essential.

Signwriter's Box
This box is very useful, especially when

moving around ; it acts as a kind of store
for tools and paints and is, in addition, handy
for standing on or for using as a seat. The
most convenient size for the box is t5in. long
by 6in. deep by tain. high, as seen in Fig. 2.
It should have a top drawer suitable for
carrying writing pencils, a jointed mahl
stick and compasses. Beneath this should be
two sets of small box drawers these can be
reserved for colours in small pots, tins,
or tubes. Turpentine, oil, varnish or goldsize
can be kept in four small cans with screw tops
to keep out dirt, dust or air. About two
drawers could be reserved for transfer gold
leaf, cotton wool or clean rags, and a palette
can be secured to the lid by means of a clip.
A leather handle would be best for a wooden
box, and a small metal handle could be soldered
to a steel box.

Paints
Paints used for signwriting should be

durable, able to withstand dampness and
heat, and be fast to light. The materials
should dry in a reasonably quick time so as
to avoid spoiling by dirt and rain. For good
work a careful selection of paints is advised
from a firm specialising in materials for sign -
writers. (Remember lettering work done with
cheap materials is very exposed, more per-
haps than in any other trade.)

Preparing thc Ground Work
The signwriter does not always prepare

the groundwork upon which he writes, so
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Fig. 6.-All letters ca z be drawn in
square, oblong or circle.

cannot be blamed for the deterioration of
this. When working on his own account,
however, it is a sound plan always, if possible,
to prepare the groundwork himself to ensure
good work.

Groundwork for signs should he prepared
as for ordinary house painting, care being
taken to observe the rule of coat sequence-
priming, stopping, undercoating and finishing,
allowing ample time for each successive coat
of paint to dry. The
finishing material
should be a high grade
enamel, and this can
be employed for the
lettering as well. Paint
used for actual writing,
however, must lend
itself to easy applica-
tion under the writing
pencil. It is difficult
to produce good writ-
ing with paint that fails
to flow out correctly.
Colours ground in tur-
pentine and bound
with mixing varnish
or goldsize are exten-
sively employed to -day
by signwriters. Gold -
size is a useful material
which assists in the
drying off, but should
be used with discre-
tion as too much
means a brittle surface.
A little goldsize mixed
in flat oil paint, or
gloss speeds up the
drying.

The signwriter uses
practically all pig-
ments from drop black
to white lead and the
pigments should have
good body to ensure
good covering power.
Tube colours are exten-
sively used as they are
of good quality, econo-
mical and convenient.

or about a

Waste is negligible, for only just the amount
needed for the job is squeezed out of the tube ;
the tint or shade can be mixed on the palette.

Choice of Colour
This often depends on personal taste, dark

colours are less likely to develop defects
than light colours, and the latter show up the
dust. Light shades also absorb and retain
more heat from the suns rays than dark
colours. Black lettering on a white ground
is often favoured as regards legibility, more
than white lettering on a black ground.
In using this, there is a tendency on the part
of signwriters to -day to use over -pigmented
and under -bound materials in an attempt to
cover in one coat ; the outcome of this is a
cracking up of the paint on the letters. For
white writing on a black background, Titan-
ium Zinc White will be found to be the best
mixture for pure white
lettering. Yellow letters
on a black ground also
give good legibility at
a distance.

Fig. 5.-How the brush is held when the mahl
stick is not in use.

Mastering the Writing Pencil
Mastery of the writing pencil is necessary

in order to gain confidence and to achieve
good work. The method of practice and
working should be " free and easy." This may
not come at once, but with some perseverance,
confidence and skill will be achieved. Try
to avoid a cramped manner of working at the
start ; this is generally the result of being too
fussy. At the commencement one cannot
hope to letter with the same legibility as the
signwriter with years of experience. Do not
be discouraged, however. You will be
surprised what can be achieved with patience
and practice.

All lettering must be written between
two chalk lines, top and bottom. These
should be " snapped " across the board you
are going to practise upon as follows : Take
a piece of strong cotton and tie a loop in the
centre of it, next hold the thread by the loop
and rub chalk a few times along it. Stretch
the thread across the board, take hold of

it in the centre with the teeth, raise it
about r in., and then release it to snap
back on to the surface to leave a chalk
line.

The next job is to try out the block alphabet
(shown in Fig. 3). Remember, a good sign -
writer always makes a good Mock letter.
Carefully study the outline and direction of
stroke of each letter. Begin by dotting out
the outlines of the letters with a pointed piece
of chalk, and when satisfied that the shape is
correct, outline the letteQ with colour. Put
a little paint on the palette, and charge the
writing pencil. Having done this, take the
mahl stick in the left hand, placing the knob
end on the board in a position suitable to the
right hand. The mahl stick should cross
under the part to be written on. Next take
up the writing pencil and hold it in the same
manner as you would a pen ; avoid holding
it too close to the hairs of the pencil, but
allow the forefinger to rest on top of the
handle. This is shown in Fig. 4.

As the right hand lightly rests on the mahl
stick lay the pencil on the top of the letter,

ABCDEFGH1JKLMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ & LIGHT ROMAN

a bcdef99hi jklmnopqrssttu
vwxyz
airdeffghijklinnepqrstauexip

j ti IL YZ

SMALL LIGHT ROMAN

LOWER CASE BLOCK ALPHABET

a6 eadch hi,j hi mnefiqTS YfrrAy3
SIGNWRITERS ITALIC

eggJe8f 911.A91NYZA9
(9?Yggrrrjr y5 SCRIPT CAPITALS

Fig. 8.-Several of the more pomedar alphabets in use by signwriters.
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then make a firm, downward stroke, using
the point and trying to maintain even pressure,
repeating this till the letter is outlined.
Recharge pencil with colour and fill in the
letter. The corners of letters can be squared
each time by a little flick of the pencil. The
down strokes of all block letters should be a
little thicker than the up strokes.

To ensure that all letters are vertical, use
a set square and draw a light chalk line
through each letter to act as a guide until
the eye gets accustomed to straight lines.

Master vertical lines first and curves after-
wards, and when necessary use the mahl
stick as a straight edge. Place it on the work
in a horizontal or a vertical position. Take the
pencil between the thumb and forefinger
close up to the hairs, now use the little finger
as a guide to draw the pencil along to run a
line.

It is essential that the forefinger should
rest on the pencil, as this enables the operator
to roll the handle slightly when turning a
curve, an action which keeps the point of the
pencil down on the surface and enables the
writer to complete the curve in one movement.
It is essential to practise this rolling motion
as it helps to avoid ragged edges when making
curves. The beginner may become adept in
wiping off ragged edges, but practice and
interest will soon dispense with this.

The block alphabet should be thoroughly
mastered, then it will be found that other
styles will come to hand easily. At times the
mahl stick may be dispensed with ; this may
be convenient when writing small letters.
Fig. 5 shows how the brush is held when the
mahl stick is not in use.

Spacing
All letters of the alphabet can be drawn

in or about a square, oblong, or circle. Fig. 6
shows this. All letters, however, do not
require same amount of space, so the
following points should be carefully borne in
mind :

Careful spacing is needed with W and I.
The W must encroach on the I space. Allow
a little more space when I comes next to N
or any other straight, vertical letter. This
also applies when I comes next to curved
letters like 0, C, G and Q. See that the
bottom of A and the top of V and W are
spaced more closely on account of receding
from the vertical. Spacing should appear
even when observed from an average distance.
The signwriter realises that correct spacing
depends on the eye alone ; it does not consist
of leaving equal widths between letters, but
what appears to be equal widths. Spacing
means a careful adjustment of letters until
by the eye they appear correct. This is illus-
tracted in Fig. 7.

Always leave a space of one letter between
words to ensure legibility. Remember a well-
proportioned letter should be height 4,

breadth 3, thickness of verticals and horizontals
Zths approx.

All horizontal lines appear thicker and
should be written slightly thinner, while the
downward strokes of curves should be slightly
thicker than vertical strokes.

Curved letters occupy more space than
straight ones. The letter M requires about
the thickness of N or H plus the letter I. W is
a double letter, being wider at the top but
receding at the bottom. This forms a large
space so any letter following a W should be
spaced nearer to make space appear equal.
Letters L, J and F have self-contained
spaces ; they may be placed a little nearer to
other letters.

It should be noted that a number of letters
appear to the eye to be equal in size, top and
bottom, but this is not so. Examine a piece
of letterpress upside down and note the
capitals B, E and S. They appear top heavy
and they would appear like this if written
exactly the same size top and bottom. Note
the spacing of the word " WATER " in
Fig. 7 ; A and T can upset the balance.

WATER
WATER

Wrong.

Right

Spacing between letters calls for practice
and judgment, and is not possible by pure
measurement alone. Although all letters of
the alphabet can be constructed in a square,
oblong or circle they would look unsatis-
factory if spaced like this on an actual sign.
The vertical letters coming together would
look correct, but the others would look odd.
A signwriter gets to know by practice the
peculiarities of the alphabet ; this makes it
necessary for the beginner to experiment so
as to acquire the art of setting out.

The main groups of lettering in use to -day
are Block, Roman, Italics and Script. Block
Letters are known as " Sanserifs," and Roman
as " Serifs." Roman is written with thick
down strokes and thin up strokes. The
Roman alphabet is suitable for high-class
work, for advertisement and trade vans.
Roman style letters have feet called " Serifs,"
thus the letters require more care in the
spacing out. The serifs may be light or heavy,
pointed, square or round. When Roman
letters are written on the slope they go well
with " Signwriter's Italics," and small script
lettering, as it can be adapted to cramped
space. Several of the more popular alphabets
are shown in Fig. 8.

Writing a Sign
Suppose the lettering, A. THOPER & SON,

is to be painted on a signboard. After con-
sideration we find that the lettering is best
written in two lines. There are seven letters

Script #14

Wisawiet

Fig. 9.-Some trade signs.

in the name, including the initial ; this means
seven spaces. Mark out the centre of the
board and chalk 0 in this space then place
the letters
P -E -R on the
right side spf
the 0 and the
letters A -T -H
on the left
side of the 0.
A 11 o w more
space between
the A and T .

Fig. 7.-The
right and wrong
ways of spacing.

as it is an
initial. Place
the letters &
SON, on the
second line in
four spaces ina similar
manner, a n d
allow equal Fig. 10.-How pointers are
space at 'each formed.
end of the
sign to give balance. Place a little well -
mixed paint on the palette, charge the writing
pencil, and use the point well when outlining
the letters, afterwards fill in in the usual way.
Allow more space when writing Roman letters
to make room for the serifs.

Many firms to -day adopt distinctive and
individual lettering for their businesses ; a '

good deal of this lettering on trade signs is
not a true style. This can be seen by the
word " ANSELLS " in Fig. 9, the capital letter
A is a small script letter. The prospective
signwriter should devote his main attention
to mastering the principal alphabets, Block,
Roman, Italics and Script. Having accom-
plished this he can turn his hand to these
other forms of writing which he will find
easy to execute when he is a master of the
correct styles. The pointers in Fig. so also
provide a useful field for practice. The
signwriter who can write the true styles
correctly and neatly will always be in demand,
providing he is in the right place for the
work.

Royal Naval Gunboat

Fitted with Gas Turbines
H.M.S. GREY GOOSE, a war -time

steam turbine gunboat is now a floating
test-bed for the Royal Navy. She has recently
been fitted with two of the latest Rolls-Royce
R.M.6o gas -turbine engines of advanced design
for experimental purposes and has been showing
her paces in the Channel off Portsmouth during
sea tests. These engines are expected to give
35 per cent. more power than that of the two
steam turbines which Grey Goose originally
had. This increase is combined with a 5o per
cent. reduction in weight and a saving of 25
per cent. in machinery space. The photograph
shows H.M.S. Grey Goose moving at speed

'n the Channel off Portsmouth.
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THE planetarium in its modern form is the
development of an idea expounded by
Dr. Bauerfeld. It comprises an optical

projector of great complexity situated on the
floor of a room provided with a hemispherical IU:11
ceiling. The projector-electrically-controlled
by a skilled operator-is able to project
moving images of the star fields, the Sun,
Moon and planets on to the hemispherical
ceiling to simulate the night sky.

The realism produced is truly breath-
taking. Dr. Fox, of the Adler Planetarium,
Chicago, has said, " visitors come to see a
stirring spectacle, the heavens brought within
the confines of museum walls. Not a trivial
plaything, a mimic aping of the firmament, but
the heavens portrayed in great dignity and
splendour, dynamic, inspiring in a way that
dispels the mystery but retains the majesty."

The effect is one of great beauty, giving an
impression of standing under a cloudless, star-
lit sky, with the advantage that the projector
operator can show to an audience the sky
exactly as it would appear to an observer at
any latitude, on any specific night of the
remote past, the present or remote future.
Complex astronomical happenings which in
nature may require thousands of years to run
their course may be presented to an audience

-" hold infinity in the palm of his hand and
eternity in an hour."

Fig. 1.-A fine example of an Indo-Persian celestial globe
made in bronze and inlaid with silver.

in a matter of minutes. It will be readily
appreciated that a planetarium may provide
an educational and cultural centre at which
large masses of persons may be introduced to
the queen of the sciences. Indeed, many
thousands may be made fully aware of the
wonders of the macrocosm and each one may

Star projectors

Sun planet
projectors

Fig. 4.-The fixed latitude instrument of Dr.
Bauerfeld.

History of the Planetarium
The history of the plane-

tarium is not without interest.
From the earliest times the

inhabitants of Asia had some
cognisance of astronomical phe-
nomena and this passed by
Egyptian and Babylonian civi-
lisations into Greece. The
astronomers of these great civi-
lisations were familiar with the
movements of the stars, the
phases of the Moon and the
wanderings of the planets-in
fact they used the heliacal
rising of Sirius to determine the
length of their year and other
astronomical events to position
inter alia feast days and the
times for the sowing of seeds.

This pre -occupation with
the sky caused celestial globes
to be produced much earlier
than terrestial globes, the star
fields being more accurately
understood than the terra aque-
ous surface of man's home, the
Earth. A fine example of an

23.27'

1111

1, Plane of
ecliptic The Sun

Perpendicular) xis of rotation
to ecliptic

Equator

Fig. 5.-The inclination of the Earth's axis of
rotation to the plane of its orbit.

Indo-Persian celestial globe made in bronze
and inlaid with silver is shown in Fig. t. The
oldest celestial globe extant is preserved in
the museum of Florence being made at
Valentia before the year 1200. Much skill
was lavished on the celestial globe, some
artists producing a terrestrial globe surrounded
by a glass celestial globe, the whole apparatus
being provided with a mechanism for showing
the relative positions of the Sun, Moon and
planets. A 12ft. diameter globe of this kind
was made for Louis XIV, at Venice, by
Coronelli, at the close of the seventeenth
x " Terrestrial and Celestial Globes." E. Luther
Stevenson. Two vols. Yale University Press, ton.

By FRANK

century. Evidence is available,
however, to suggest that the
original celestial globes were
made by the Arabs circa
300 s.c.i.

Armillary Spheres
The next step forward in

the manufacture of a model
of the heavens, designed to
show the complex move-
ments of the Earth -Moon
system and the apparent
movements of the Sun and
stars, was the armillary sphere.
It is in essence a skeleton
celestial globe, the series of
rings (armillae) representing
the great circles of the
heavens and revolving on an axis within
a horizon circle. The armillary spheres which
have the Earth as centre to represent the
geocentric astronomy of the ancients are
known as Ptolemaic, and those with the Sun
as centre to represent the true heliocentric
astronomy are termed Coperni-
can.

Eratosthenes, Hipparchus
and Ptolemy all made use of
the armillary sphere (276 B.c.
to A.D. 161). Ptolemy gives a
very full description in its
famous work the Syntaxis,
Book V, Chapter I. Tycho
Brahe, the celebrated Danish
astronomer, made elaborate
equatorial and zodiacal armil-
lary instruments and these
have been fully described and
illustrated'. The elegant armil-
lary sphere shown in Fig. 2
was made by Phillipe Danfrie
the elder circa 157o.

Early Planetaria and the
Orrery
Models of the solar system,

showing the Sun with its
retinue of planets visible to the
naked eye (Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn),
adapted to move by clockwork,
were commenced in the early
17th century. Johannes van
Ceulen de la Haye is credited
with the first of the wheel -
work planetaria after a design
by the astronomer Christian
Huygens (1682). This remark --
able model is preserved at

2 Tycho Brahe's description of his
Instruments and Scientific Work.
As given in " Astronomiae Instauratae
Alechanica" (1598) COOCnilagen, 1946. Phillipe

Fig. 2.-An armillary sphere made
Danfrie the elder circa 1570.

It has been widely reported that Madame
Tussauds are having built at the Zeiss
works, in Oberkochen (West Germany), a
planetarium projector to be housed in a
planetarium building on the site of their
cinema, next to the Wax Works, bombed
in 1940. The planetarium will be open to
the public in 5957.

No planetarium has ever been built in
Great Britain. The Science Museum
has considered such a project but after
much procrastination it is still not
known whether they are to proceed with
the idea or not.

tarium.
In the early 17o0s George Graham, a

skilled instrument maker, designed and
constructed an instrument which included the
Sun, Earth and Moon ; this is now in the
Museum of History of Science at Oxford.

Rowley improved Graham's
design and presented to his
patron, the Earl of Orrery,
a working planetarium in 1712.
Later the essayist Sir Richard
Steele coined the name " an
orrery " which has ever since
been used to denote mechanical
models of the solar system.
Many fine wheel -work orreries
are on view at the Science
Museum, South Kensington,
and one of these by the Rev.
Wm. Pearson (1813) showing
the mean motions is presented
in Fig. 3. Noted artists and
constructors of the orrery in-
clude Eise Eisinga, of Franeker,
Holland (circa 1775), P. M.
Hahn and A. de Myluis (circa
179o) and David Rittenhouse,
of Philadelphia (circa 1767).
A fine Rittenhouse orrery show-
ing the elliptical Keplerian
orbits of the planets is now
preserved at the University of
Pennsylvania.

All orreries of the form dis-
cussed above have one major
objection which is shared with
the armillary sphere and the
celestial globe: the observer
views the model from an
extra mundane position which
places him in the position of a
cosmic traveller outside the
universe-a position which
while mentally refreshing is
alien to man's natural view of

F.R.A.S.

Lyden. The design is such
that the relative speeds of
the planets are correctly inter-
related to agree with the
relations which exist in the
actual solar system. The
problem of providing suit-
able gear trains is no mean
one. Practical solutions
were available, however, by
Huygens' continued fractions
and the subject was treated
very excellently by Camus in
his Cours de Mathematique,
1752. The problem of the
gear trains is of particular
interest to our subject for
a not dissimilar problem
occurs in the modern plane-

by

istory,Desirt&itse

(L ef t .)-T he
planetarium
brings the vast
spectacle of the
heavens within
the walls of a

museum.

sphere and illuminated by a lamp. The sphere
was rotated by water power to simulate the
rising and setting motion of the stars. The
platform was so constructed as to remain
stationary and act as a horizon circle and
ground plane.

A similar device, called .a Uranium, of
58ft. diameter, was constructed by Prof. Long,
the first Lowndes' Professor of Astronomy at
Cambridge in 1758. Thirty persons could be
accommodated inside the Uranium. The
stars were small holes pierced through the
metal wall of the spherical shell of the
Uranium and an external source of light gave
the watchers inside a realistic view of the
heavens.

A modern mechanical orrery of large
dimensions, in which the planets are arranged
on rails and moved by electrical carriages,

Fig. 3.-A wheelwork orrery at the Science Museum, South Kensington, made by the
Rev. Win. Pearson (1813).

Ecliptic

Polo

Fig. 7.-Orientation of
the projector for various

latitudes.

the universe from his home on
the Earth.

Celestial Spheres and Orreries
in which the Oberver is at the
Centre

In 1655 Andreas Busch, of
Limberg, under the direction of
Adam Olearius made a sphere of

tft. diameter ; at its centre was
a platform on which 12 persons
could be accommodated. The stars
were painted on the inside of the

H,

Polar ax,s

X

Normal to ecliptic

G

Genera/ Illumination
lamp

-0-H

Fig. 6.-Simplified diagram of planetarium projector.
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THE planetarium in its modern form is the
development of an idea expounded by
Dr. Bauerfeld. It comprises an optical

projector of great complexity situated on the
floor of a room provided with a hemispherical IU:11
ceiling. The projector-electrically-controlled
by a skilled operator-is able to project
moving images of the star fields, the Sun,
Moon and planets on to the hemispherical
ceiling to simulate the night sky.

The realism produced is truly breath-
taking. Dr. Fox, of the Adler Planetarium,
Chicago, has said, " visitors come to see a
stirring spectacle, the heavens brought within
the confines of museum walls. Not a trivial
plaything, a mimic aping of the firmament, but
the heavens portrayed in great dignity and
splendour, dynamic, inspiring in a way that
dispels the mystery but retains the majesty."

The effect is one of great beauty, giving an
impression of standing under a cloudless, star-
lit sky, with the advantage that the projector
operator can show to an audience the sky
exactly as it would appear to an observer at
any latitude, on any specific night of the
remote past, the present or remote future.
Complex astronomical happenings which in
nature may require thousands of years to run
their course may be presented to an audience

-" hold infinity in the palm of his hand and
eternity in an hour."

Fig. 1.-A fine example of an Indo-Persian celestial globe
made in bronze and inlaid with silver.

in a matter of minutes. It will be readily
appreciated that a planetarium may provide
an educational and cultural centre at which
large masses of persons may be introduced to
the queen of the sciences. Indeed, many
thousands may be made fully aware of the
wonders of the macrocosm and each one may

Star projectors

Sun planet
projectors

Fig. 4.-The fixed latitude instrument of Dr.
Bauerfeld.

History of the Planetarium
The history of the plane-

tarium is not without interest.
From the earliest times the

inhabitants of Asia had some
cognisance of astronomical phe-
nomena and this passed by
Egyptian and Babylonian civi-
lisations into Greece. The
astronomers of these great civi-
lisations were familiar with the
movements of the stars, the
phases of the Moon and the
wanderings of the planets-in
fact they used the heliacal
rising of Sirius to determine the
length of their year and other
astronomical events to position
inter alia feast days and the
times for the sowing of seeds.

This pre -occupation with
the sky caused celestial globes
to be produced much earlier
than terrestial globes, the star
fields being more accurately
understood than the terra aque-
ous surface of man's home, the
Earth. A fine example of an

23.27'

1111

1, Plane of
ecliptic The Sun

Perpendicular) xis of rotation
to ecliptic

Equator

Fig. 5.-The inclination of the Earth's axis of
rotation to the plane of its orbit.

Indo-Persian celestial globe made in bronze
and inlaid with silver is shown in Fig. t. The
oldest celestial globe extant is preserved in
the museum of Florence being made at
Valentia before the year 1200. Much skill
was lavished on the celestial globe, some
artists producing a terrestrial globe surrounded
by a glass celestial globe, the whole apparatus
being provided with a mechanism for showing
the relative positions of the Sun, Moon and
planets. A 12ft. diameter globe of this kind
was made for Louis XIV, at Venice, by
Coronelli, at the close of the seventeenth
x " Terrestrial and Celestial Globes." E. Luther
Stevenson. Two vols. Yale University Press, ton.

By FRANK

century. Evidence is available,
however, to suggest that the
original celestial globes were
made by the Arabs circa
300 s.c.i.

Armillary Spheres
The next step forward in

the manufacture of a model
of the heavens, designed to
show the complex move-
ments of the Earth -Moon
system and the apparent
movements of the Sun and
stars, was the armillary sphere.
It is in essence a skeleton
celestial globe, the series of
rings (armillae) representing
the great circles of the
heavens and revolving on an axis within
a horizon circle. The armillary spheres which
have the Earth as centre to represent the
geocentric astronomy of the ancients are
known as Ptolemaic, and those with the Sun
as centre to represent the true heliocentric
astronomy are termed Coperni-
can.

Eratosthenes, Hipparchus
and Ptolemy all made use of
the armillary sphere (276 B.c.
to A.D. 161). Ptolemy gives a
very full description in its
famous work the Syntaxis,
Book V, Chapter I. Tycho
Brahe, the celebrated Danish
astronomer, made elaborate
equatorial and zodiacal armil-
lary instruments and these
have been fully described and
illustrated'. The elegant armil-
lary sphere shown in Fig. 2
was made by Phillipe Danfrie
the elder circa 157o.

Early Planetaria and the
Orrery
Models of the solar system,

showing the Sun with its
retinue of planets visible to the
naked eye (Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn),
adapted to move by clockwork,
were commenced in the early
17th century. Johannes van
Ceulen de la Haye is credited
with the first of the wheel -
work planetaria after a design
by the astronomer Christian
Huygens (1682). This remark --
able model is preserved at

2 Tycho Brahe's description of his
Instruments and Scientific Work.
As given in " Astronomiae Instauratae
Alechanica" (1598) COOCnilagen, 1946. Phillipe

Fig. 2.-An armillary sphere made
Danfrie the elder circa 1570.

It has been widely reported that Madame
Tussauds are having built at the Zeiss
works, in Oberkochen (West Germany), a
planetarium projector to be housed in a
planetarium building on the site of their
cinema, next to the Wax Works, bombed
in 1940. The planetarium will be open to
the public in 5957.

No planetarium has ever been built in
Great Britain. The Science Museum
has considered such a project but after
much procrastination it is still not
known whether they are to proceed with
the idea or not.

tarium.
In the early 17o0s George Graham, a

skilled instrument maker, designed and
constructed an instrument which included the
Sun, Earth and Moon ; this is now in the
Museum of History of Science at Oxford.

Rowley improved Graham's
design and presented to his
patron, the Earl of Orrery,
a working planetarium in 1712.
Later the essayist Sir Richard
Steele coined the name " an
orrery " which has ever since
been used to denote mechanical
models of the solar system.
Many fine wheel -work orreries
are on view at the Science
Museum, South Kensington,
and one of these by the Rev.
Wm. Pearson (1813) showing
the mean motions is presented
in Fig. 3. Noted artists and
constructors of the orrery in-
clude Eise Eisinga, of Franeker,
Holland (circa 1775), P. M.
Hahn and A. de Myluis (circa
179o) and David Rittenhouse,
of Philadelphia (circa 1767).
A fine Rittenhouse orrery show-
ing the elliptical Keplerian
orbits of the planets is now
preserved at the University of
Pennsylvania.

All orreries of the form dis-
cussed above have one major
objection which is shared with
the armillary sphere and the
celestial globe: the observer
views the model from an
extra mundane position which
places him in the position of a
cosmic traveller outside the
universe-a position which
while mentally refreshing is
alien to man's natural view of

F.R.A.S.

Lyden. The design is such
that the relative speeds of
the planets are correctly inter-
related to agree with the
relations which exist in the
actual solar system. The
problem of providing suit-
able gear trains is no mean
one. Practical solutions
were available, however, by
Huygens' continued fractions
and the subject was treated
very excellently by Camus in
his Cours de Mathematique,
1752. The problem of the
gear trains is of particular
interest to our subject for
a not dissimilar problem
occurs in the modern plane-

by

istory,Desirt&itse

(L ef t .)-T he
planetarium
brings the vast
spectacle of the
heavens within
the walls of a

museum.

sphere and illuminated by a lamp. The sphere
was rotated by water power to simulate the
rising and setting motion of the stars. The
platform was so constructed as to remain
stationary and act as a horizon circle and
ground plane.

A similar device, called .a Uranium, of
58ft. diameter, was constructed by Prof. Long,
the first Lowndes' Professor of Astronomy at
Cambridge in 1758. Thirty persons could be
accommodated inside the Uranium. The
stars were small holes pierced through the
metal wall of the spherical shell of the
Uranium and an external source of light gave
the watchers inside a realistic view of the
heavens.

A modern mechanical orrery of large
dimensions, in which the planets are arranged
on rails and moved by electrical carriages,

Fig. 3.-A wheelwork orrery at the Science Museum, South Kensington, made by the
Rev. Win. Pearson (1813).

Ecliptic

Polo

Fig. 7.-Orientation of
the projector for various

latitudes.

the universe from his home on
the Earth.

Celestial Spheres and Orreries
in which the Oberver is at the
Centre

In 1655 Andreas Busch, of
Limberg, under the direction of
Adam Olearius made a sphere of

tft. diameter ; at its centre was
a platform on which 12 persons
could be accommodated. The stars
were painted on the inside of the

H,

Polar ax,s

X

Normal to ecliptic

G

Genera/ Illumination
lamp

-0-H

Fig. 6.-Simplified diagram of planetarium projector.
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Fig 8.-Three of the sixteen aspherical condenser lenses as they
appear inside a star globe.

was constructed at the Munich Museum in
1913. The designer was Franz Meyer, chief
engineer of Carl Zeiss. This orrery is housed
in a circular room of twelve metres diameter.
A 22 cm. illuminated opal ball at the centre
of the room represents the Sun. An earth
carriage for an observer is provided and this
is power driven to make one revolution about
the sun in 12 minutes, the observer riding
on the carriage. It is generally agreed that
the next logical step from the Munich con-
struction was taken by the Museum's curator
Dr. Oskar Miller, who proposed a refined
model in which the heavens would appear
exactly as they do to an observer on the Earth.
Dr. Walter Bauerfeld, as previously men-
tioned, solved the problem with his bold
idea of a stationary sphere with a projector
at the centre able to project images on to the
inner surface of the sphere. The projector
was to incorporate the principle of the orrery
so that the images could be made to move
with such relative speeds that they represented
the true relative speeds found in nature.
This idea of Dr. Bauerfeld is the genesis of the
modern planetarium. It enables an observer
within the sphere (usually a hemisphere)
to share in the complex motion of the Earth
and see the true panorama of the skies from
the anthropocentric viewpoint.

Projection Planetaria of the Bauerfeld
System
Much detail design work was necessary

to translate Dr. Bauerfeld's basic idea into a
practical working system. The credit for
the final piece of optical equipment is due to
the repository of brains and engineering
skill centred on the Carl Zeiss works at
Jena and Oberkochen. On the roof of a
factory building at Jena an 83 ft. diameter
dome was constructed to hold 700 spectators.
At the centre of the dome was placed a fixed
latitude projector designed by Bauerfeld.
The general appearance of this instrument is
shown in Fig. 4. The star globe was capable
of projecting 4,50o fixed stars of the 1st to
6th magnitude of brightness on the inner
surface of the dome. Thirty-one separate
projectors were mountedon a spherical shell
of gunmetal with a nitrogen lamp of zoo c.p.
at its centre, and they were so divided up
that the 31 lantern slides derived from large-
scale star maps would form a continuous
picture of the stellar sky on the inside of the
dome. The required spherical shell took the
geometric form of an icosahedron having
each of its twelve corners cut off by planes
in such a manner that the resulting 20
hexagons and 12 pentagons have identical
circumscribing circles.

The Milky Way was projected by lantern
attachments and separate projection heads
marked in Fig. 4 were used for projecting

images of the Sun,
Moon and planets.

The star globes and
the special projectors
were rotatable about
the axes. XX, YY,
which represent the
polar axis and the
perpendicular to the
plane of the Earth's
orbit respectively.
The disposition of
the axes is more
readily appreciated
from the geometry
of Fig: 5.

It was found, how-
ever, that this pro-
jector, while satis-
factory for the fixed
latitude at Munich
and Jena (for which
it was designed) was
not able to project
the whole fixed star -

sky for positions of small latitude. An
improved projector to overcome this objection
and able to simulate the whole star -sky for any
latitude was the subject of a British Patent
Specification No. 244448 of 1924 in the name
of Carl Zeiss. It is in substance the superior

Venus E2.
Mars E3.
Jupiter E4.
Saturn E.

F. Projector for the Moon.
G. Projector for the names of the

Constellations.
H. Projectors for the Equator.

Ecliptic.
Hour Circles.
Parallels, etc.

K. Projector for the Meridian.
Electric driving motors are denoted by the

capital letter M.
Motor M, provides power for the annual

motion about axis YY normal to the ecliptic.
Motor 22 provides power for the daily

(diurnal) motion about axis XX,, the polar
axis.

Motor M, provides power for change of
latitude about axis H,H.

Motor M, provides power for precession.
To understand the mechanical and optical

features, it is desirable to relate the operation
of the projector with details of the astro-
nomical phenomena it is able to represent.

(A) Star Globes
Each star globe contains 16 star field pro-

jectors consisting of an aspherical condenser
and f/4.5 Tessar-type projector lens system

fed by a t,000 -watt lamp, the
filament of which is shielded to
give uniform illumination. In
all, 9,000 stars are projected
and this includes stars down to
stellar magnitude 6.5. It is
helpful to know that a star of
magnitude t is 2.512 times as
bright as a star of magnitude 2 ;
and a star of magnitude 2 is

0 2.512 times as bright as one
of magnitude 3, and so on.
Hence, a star of magnitude t is
(2.512)5 times as bright as one
of magnitude 6 (6 - =5) or

- 40,000 too times as bright.
The star magnitudes are

represented by different sized-60,000 spots of light on the dome

. ;

Sun . .    

Light
years 20.000

I 40,000
1 60,000

80.000
0

40,000 I
20.000

60,000
80,000

-60,000
Light
years

- 40,000

-20,000

- 20.000

Fig. 9.-The Milky Way or Galaxy and glo

model projector now produced by Zeiss,
and hereinaftek described in detail. The
improved model, often termed a " dumb-
bell " model, from the characteristic shape
of the twin star globes on a cylindrical frame-
work, is shown in Fig. 6. This model projects
stars for the Northern and Southern hemi-
spheres. Rotation of the dumb -bell on axis
HH, enables the projector to operate for any
latitude as shown in Fig. 7.

The general layout of the projector (Fig. 6)
will be more fully appreciated from a careful
study of. the parts denoted by capital letters
which are taken in alphabetical order.

A.

B.

C.
D.

Star globes each containing 16 star
field projectors fed with a t,000 -watt
lamp, to provide, in all, 9,000 stars
of the Northern and Southern
hemispheres.
Projectors for the Dog Star-Sirius.
Algol in Perseus
Mira Ceti in Cetus variable stars.
Delta Cephei in Cephus
Megallanic clouds.
Globular clusters.
Nebulae.
Projector for the Milky Way.
Projectors for the Sun.
Aureole.
Zodiacal Light.
Gegenschein.

E. Projectors for the naked eye planets
Mercury Et.

surface, the images being pro-
duced by accurately hand -
punched holes in very thin
copper foil. The accurate holes

bular clusters. are so made that a range of
Ecliptic

Fig. Io.-The Zodiacal light.

65 punches from o.0009in. diameter to o.o3in.
diameter give the various star magnitudes
sufficiently to produce a realistic star -filled
sky.

To simulate the fading of the stars as they
approach the horizon, a gravity -controlled
occulting device is mounted in front of each
star projector ; this gradually restricts the
light through the lens as the lens comes into
line with the horizon of the planetarium. The
horizon of the planetarium is usually hand -
painted by a scenic artist to represent the
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Winter solstice

Fig. 11.-Apparent path of Sun amongst the
stars (about I° per day west to east).

well-known skyline of the city or town in
which it is situated. Further occulting devices
prevent star images being projected on to the
audience.

(B) Special Star Projectors
The famous stars Sirius, Algol, Mira Ceti

and Delta Cephi are represented by special
projectors to reproduce the characteristics of
the star in question. These characteristics
are as follows :

Sirius. This star is the brightest in the
whole heavens with a negative magnitude of
1.58. It requires a projector of its own.

Algol. " The Demon Star " is a dark,
eclipsing, variable star ; its magnitude for
about two -and -a -half days is constant at 2.3
magnitudes. It then decreases rapidly in
brightness to magnitude 3.5, taking about five
hours. Finally, in a further five hours its
original brightness is regaineds.

Mira Ceti (" The Wonderful ") is invisible
for six months at about 9.6 magnitude. It then
becomes visible to the naked eye for about six
months. Its magnitude changes from 9.6
to 3rd.

Delta Cephi is the type star for the famous

3 " Some Famous Stars." Prof. Smart.

cepheid variable stars4. Its magnitude varies
from about 3.6 to 4.3 in 5.37 days. It is
believed to be a pulsating star. To provide
such changes in magnitude the variable star
projectors have a rheostat control for reduction
and increase of the light intensity.

Megellanic clouds. These appear in the
night sky of the Southern Hemisphere as
small patches of light. They were named after
Magellan, the circumnavigator. From detailed
investigations it is known that these " clouds "
are island universes outside our own star
system, the Milky Way. Specially stippled
negatives used with a projector lens system
provide a realistic effect on the planetarium
sky. The same technique is used for the
globular clusters and other nebulous objects.

(C) Milky Way or Galaxy' is the spiral star
system of too,000 light years across in which
our Sun is an average -sized star. Some idea
of the system is given in Fig. 9.

If one looks out at the heavens on a clear,
moonless night, about 3,000 stars are visible
above the horizon to the naked eye. A faint,
broad band of light encircles the sky in an
irregular manner : this is the Milky Way. It
is, in fact, the edge of the great star system in
which our Sun is approximately 3o,000* light
years from the central region in Sagittarius.

Two drum -like projectors, one for each
star globe, produce the Milky Way by pro-
jecting light through negative films made
of the northern and southern half of the
Milky Way. These films are made in their
turn by photographing a drawing carefully
prepared with stipling of the correct intensity.

The tenuous appearance of the Milky Way
is produced in nature by millions of stars at
great distances from the Earth and Sun. On
the planetarium sky a similar effect is pro-
duced by a multiplicity of spots of light.

(D) The Sun Cage and Projectors
The Sun Cage contains a projector for the

Sun per se and five other projectors : two
for the aureole round the Sun's image ; one

* A light year is 5.88 x, to" miles.
4 " The Size of the Universe " F. j. Hargreaves,

F.R.A.S. Penguin Books.
5 " The Milky Way." By Bok and Bok (Harvard

Series).

Earth

Sun

Fig. 12.-The Sun cage.

for the Zodiacal Light and two for the
Gegenschein.

The aurole round the Sun is produced by
the strong scattering of light which is seen
in nature close to the limb of the Sun.

The Zodiacal Light appears as a faint
hazy conical beam along the ecliptic (Fig. to)
a little south (in the northern hemisphere)
of where the Sun is below the horizon. It is
attributed to sunlight reflected from great
numbers of meteoric bodies.

The Gegenschein or Countergiow is a
very faint round patch of light about the size
of the Great Square of Pegasus. It is situated
on the ecliptic at the point diametrically
opposite to where the Sun is at a given time.

It is to be appreciated that while the Sun
moves across the sky each day from east to
west owing to the diurnal motion, the Sun
also has another motion across the sky from
west to east owing to the Earth's motion in
its orbit. (See Fig. r.)

The mechanism of the Sun cage is easily
understood from the simplified drawing at
Fig. 12.

(To be continued)

32 Colour Transparencies with a 16120 Camera
A Method of Masking Which Doubles the Number of Exposures

THERE are, no doubt, many photographers
like myself who have not attempted

colour photography because of the high cost
of materials and processing. It may be of
interest to users of 16/2o cameras, therefore,
to know that at no expense, a simple mask can
be made which will give 32 exposures instead
of the normal 16, thus halving the cost of
colour film. I adopted this method last
summer and the resulting transparencies
were of excellent quality.

The mask consists of a strip of backing
paper sin. x 1 3/16in. the ends of which,
after opening the back of the camera, are
threaded between the roller guides and
the camera body. The paper is then pressed
flat and a note made of the two places where
it meets the outer edge of the frame opening.
The paper is then removed and folded at
these points and when replaced should fit
snugly within the countersunk frame opening.
Slide the mask until it is flush with one edge,
thus masking just over half the frame opening
(see sketch).

The colour film is now inserted and 16
exposures taken. Owing to the mask the
film is only exposed for half its width. Remove
the film from the camera and rewind in the

By R. J. FREEMAN

dark. Slide the mask to the other side of the
frame opening, re-insert the film and 16
more exposures can be made down the
unexposed half of the film. There are now
32 exposed frames, size 42 mm. x 27 mm.

It is essential to mask half the viewfinder

Roller guides

Negative area

Empty spool
chamber

Hinged Fo d mask Mask in positionback here

Showing the Mask and position.

-a piece of masking tape can be used for
this purpose-and it must be remembered
when doing this that the image on the film is
reversed, therefore the mask is placed on the
side opposite to the mask inside the camera.
This must also be reversed for the second
run through. When using the finder for

horizontal pictures the masked portion ould
always be at the bottom to avoid tilting the
camera. This also gives the effect of a rising
front and unnecessary foreground can be
eliminated.

Masking the film in this way has the same
effect as the use of a long focus lens in a 35 -mm.
camera and can be very useful.

The resulting transparencies were mounted
in the usual way and if the normal 35 -mm.
masks are used, the rarger size transparencies
obtained by this method allow room to correct
sloping horizons and eliminate unwanted
intrusions at the edges of the transparencies.

Our New Companion Magazine !

THE PRACTICAL
HOUSEHOLDER

each month
1st issue dated October. On Sale Sept. 8

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW !
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Constructional Details and Scale
Drawings of a Loco to Run on
the "0" Gauge Layout Given

in Our May and June issues

By E. W. TWINING

(Concluded from the August issue)

FI GS. 5 and 6 show respectively one of the
cylinders and one of the valve gears.
The left hand is drawn in both cases,

but both the right and the left hand are alike
except for the fact that they are handed.

There are two methods of making these
cylinders ; they may be of cast brass or
gunmetal or they may be built up of little bits
and pieces of tubing, in part silver soldered
and, in the case of small parts, soft soldered
together. I have shown in Fig. 5 a built-up
job, because I feel sure it will be neater,
much less massive and will not have to be
mounted in the lathe for boring and machining
as if castings were used.

The stroke of the pistons is tin. and thickness
is 7/32in., whilst the bore is 7/16in. Of the
valve, the travel, in full gear, is }in., the
diameter, of the valves is lin. and the admission
edges ate 25/31in. apart All the necessary
measurements are given on the drawing.
The parts to be silver soldered are the
cylinders to the flanges, the port pieces at
each end and the cylindrical valve chests.
In addition hard solder the boss to which
the port face is screwed. It is advisable to
silver solder the half tubes which form the
exhaust manifolds though this is not important

l4 0
I . I , , . I

The B.R. locomotive " Britannia."

silver soldering must be done first and then
the soft soldering after the borax is cleaned
away. The parts which can be soft soldered
are the little plates over the drilled ports
through the valve chest, the little half -round
plates to fill the ends of the manifolds, the
main exhaust connections at the manifold
centres and the bosses on the cylinders which
take the studs to hold the cylinders on the
frames. It is recommended that all steam
and other pipe joints be silver soldered.

The cylinder covers are to be separately
fitted by circles of about five screws at each
of the ends. Both of the pistons and the
valves will have to be carefully lapped in,
particularly the valves. The pistons will
each have a single deep groove turned in it
at its centre, and this will be filled with soft
cotton wick wound in to form a soft packing.

Fig. 6.-Elevation and plan of valve gear.

and the heat may injure or distort the valve
chest. It will be safe to soft solder it and all
the other parts as well. The steamports are
drilled into the cylinder through the valve
chest barrel and then have little brass plates
soldered over the outer openings to seal
them.

The blocks in the centres of the valve chests
and manifolds will have to be carefully fitted
and can be soft soldered, though those taking
the steam pipes can be silver soldered. All

3.

This should be well greased. The valves
have no packing-they slide metal to metal
and depend upon perfect fit, with a film
of oil for their steam tightness.

The best way in which to fit up the cylinders,
having assembled the frames and their
stretchers together, will be to fix them by the
studs and nuts firmly to the frames ; then,
with the four pipe flanges screwed to the
valve chests, insert the ends of the pipes, into
the flanges and solder them. To remove the

Photograph: British Railways.

boiler again, simply unscrew the flanges. Of
course, it must be checked that the boiler is
in its right position, that it is level and at the
correct height before the soldered joints are
made. See also that the blast pipe points
directly upward through the chimney before
soldering the exhaust pipe into the two flanges.
I have not indicated the length of the exhaust
manifolds. This does not matter much so
long as they extend to beyond the final exhaust
ports. These are each composed of two
circular holes which are indicated by fine
dotted lines in the longitudinal section. The
end plates of the manifold should come just
beyond these circles : in other words, they
should be in line with the outer
cylinder covers.

The Valve Gears
The gears, with which I

include the connecting rods
and crossheads, control the
steam which is admitted to
the cylinders and this gear is
itself driven by the cylinders.
In this model, although it is
so small, full Walschaerts
gear is fitted, so it is reversed --
by moving the radius rod to
the opposite end of the curved
expansion link as in the full-
sized engine. It will call for
very fine and accurate work-
manship, and some of the
links are very small ; it will,
however, be a job well worth
doing. It should be made of
steel throughout for strength,
including the coupling rods
but excluding the piston
rods, the pistons and the
slide valves. The rods will
be of German silver and the
valVes and pistons of brass.
All the links and rods can be
cut and shaped from sheet
metal. Observe that the
radii of the expansion links,

4',

2in. is equal to the length
of the radius rods between

their end centres. These expansion links are
double, with the radius rods between them.
So cut four links all together. In the full-size
engines there are die blocks working in the
slots of the expansion links but these are not
necessary in the model. They would be too
small to make and pass a pin or screw through
them. So make the pins through the ends of
the radius rods of large enough diameter
to fit the whole width of the slots in the links.

The eccentric rods have their centres
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1. FOR CHISELS AND PLANE IRONS
Flat stones stable for sharpening any flat -bladed
tool, and for outside -bevelled gouges. In coarse or
fine grits of silicon carbide or ALOXITE (alum-
inium oxide). Combination (coarse and fine) stones
also available.
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2. FOR GOUGES WITH INSIDE BEVEL
Slipstones of various sizes, in silicon carbide or
ALOXITE (aluminium oxide), for all tools that
need sharpening on an inside curve.

Sharpening Stones
by CARBORUNDUM

3. FOR SHARPENING GIMLETS
Bore a hole with gimlet in hard wood. Fill hole with
silicon carbide grain by CARBORUNDUM (120 to
18o grit). Work gimlet in hole with a little oil. Then
repeat in a second hole, without oil.

4. FOR SHARPENING AUGER BITS
Small stones like these are ideal for sharpening
auger bits and other small tools. Auger bits
should be sharpened so that the bevel is on the
upper side of the cutting blades.

Write for pamphlet, 'The Art of Sharpening', to Dept. H, The Carborundum
Company Limited. Responsible organizations may borrow an entertaining z6 mm.
sound film, in colour, called 'Here's How', on the same subject, from the same address.

S. FOR SMALL OR INACCESSIBLE
SHARPENING JOBS
CARBORUNDUM make a complete range of
small sticks of different section and different grit
sizes, for every kind of small sharpening job.

SOLD BY TOOLSHOPS AND GOOD

HARDWARE STORES EVERYWHERE

THERE'S A PRODUCT BY

CARBORUNDUM
FOR EVERY SHARPENING JOB

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY LIMITED, TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER 17
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GOOD., CHEAP
Item No. MIXTURES
8001 POT LUCK. Almost anything, but chiefly

Screws. Bolts. Washers, Rivets I" to 6 B.A. 4 lbs.
5/-, 8 lbs. 9,-.

8004 MIXTURE. 2-6 B.A. Nuts, Bolts, Screws,
Washers, etc. 3/6 per lb. Over 300 to the lb.
1 lb. 2/-.

8012 SELT-TAPPING SCREWS. All sizes. Approx.
1 gross 4/-. 1 gross 2/6.

80I2A SELF -TAPPING SCREWS. Larger sizes /" long
and longer. 4/6 per gross.

80I2B SELF -TAPPING SCREWS. Smaller sizes 1"
long and shorter. 3/6 per gross.

AND QUICK NUTS,

Item No.
With extra shaft assembly on 2, V x I" x 5/32"
Ballraces. 14/- each.

2010 FLEXIBLE COUPLING (Universal Joint) con-
sisting of leather Disc. 21" dia. x 1" thick. Fitted
with two Bronze Spiders to fit r dia. Shafts,
Overall length 2 ,,". New and Boxed. 2/6 each,
25/- per doz.

2018C OILITE BUSHES 1/16" flanged r I/D., ;" O/D.
1" long. 6d. each, 5/- doz.

2018D ILITE BUSHES 1/16" flanged 1" I/O., /" 0/0.,
/" long. 4d. each, 3/- doz.

2018E OILITE BUSHES 3" I/D., .1" 0/0., I" long.

H
D

SCREOLTS.WS. WETC.ASERS.
AN B

Item No.
3033 RESISTANCE, Carbon Type, ideal for controlling

series Motors up to 24 v. at 5 min). Infinite
variation from open circuit to less than I ohm by
turning the screw. Suit sewing machines, model
railways, blowers, pumps, charging plants, light
dimming, etc. 2/9 each, 4 for 10/-.

3049 MICRO SWITCH changeover. 5 amp. 250 volt
U.S.A. 4/- each.

OTHER TYPES IN STOCK.
3024A THERMOSTAT in Ceramic housing, 17" x /" x

r, can be set 10 degrees C. to 150 degrees C.
Will carry .5 amp. These Thermostats are taken

8005A MONEL RIVETS as strong as steel but rustproof 3d. each, 2/6 doz. from equipment but all are checked and are in
(Nickel Copper Alloy) R.H. & Csk. 302" dia. to 2022A BEVEL GEARS 1 to 1. 24 T 1" dia. 5/16" hole. good order. 2/- each.
3/16" dia. 7/6 per lb. 4/- per 1 lb. Steel. 3/6 per pair. 3078 JUNCTION BOXES, 5 -way Black Bakelite. 2

8015 MIXED SPRINGS over 20 types all useful 2060B FLEX DRIVES 4 ft. long r dia. outer(" dia. shaft. dia. x r deep with cover. A.M. Ref. 5D565.
Model Engineers' stock. Packet containing 100 to Union nuts each end threaded 15/16" x 20 T.P.I. 14 Ross -Courtney Cable ends with each box. 9d.
150 5/-. , Shaft ends .150" sq., very handy for workshop each, carton of 10 5/,

8019 WOOD SCREWS 1," to 11" long. Chiefly Csk. use. 10/6 each. 3027 SWITCH. 5 amp. 250 volt. On/off flush fitting
Steel. 2/6 per lb. 2060C Same as 2060B but 2' 6" long. 7/6 each, slide knob type, made by Arrow. 1/- each,

80I9A WOOD SCREWS 11" and over. Chiefly Csk. 2060. FLEX DRIVE. 3' 3" long, 1" dia. outer. Inner 10/- doz.
Steel. 2 lbs. for 2/6. 1" sq. each end, union nuts threaded ;" x 19 OTHER ITEMS -

8021 SPLIT PINS up to 1" dia, 5 gross for 5/-. T.P.I. 5/- each. 6010A GREASE NIPPLES, 2 B.A., straight 4 B.A. Hex.
8024 B.A. NUTS Full Plain Steel. 2, 4 and 6 B.A. 2043 VICKERS OLEO HAND PUMP made for pump- 4d. each, 3/6 per doz.

approx. 8 doz. each size. 4/6 for 2 gross, ing air in small quantities to 700 lbs./sq. in. or 6010B GREASE NIPPLES, Tecalemit type; straight
8024A B.A. NUTS Full Plain Brass. 2, 4 and 6 B.A.

approx. 8 doz, each size. 6/- for 2 gross.
over. Rather like a Stirrup Pump. 15/- each,

2024 GEAR BOX. Contains 10 to 1 Worm 5" dia. and
'knob

only, I" gas thread. 6d. each, 5/- doz.
7014 BALL' RACE, 1" bore, g" 0/0. and 5/32" wide.

$029 BRASS FOIL. One each 7 pieces 12" x 6" .001",
.002", .003", .004", .005" .006" and .010" thick.

Wheel /" dia. Both Bronze. 1/" dia. with
21" dia. dial marked 0-100 its 5's (I" bore).

2/3 each, 25/- doz.
7048 LARGE DOUBLE THRUST RACE, approx.

10/- pkt. Black crackle case. 3/- each. 6/" bore, Sr 0/D., 21" wide. Wt. 111 lbs. Con -
8029A STEEL SHIMSTOCK 4" wide, 1 ft. long. Sizes ELECTRICAL ITEMS tains 64 *" dia. balls, £1 each.

.002", .003", .004", .005", .006", .008"..010" and 3003C RELAY. 6 volt, 30 ohms, 2 break (4 5/32" dia. Over 20,000' other Races between the above two
015". Silver Points), Wt. 8 oz. Contains Jones 4 -way sizes.

* Mixed and made up to I lb. 7/6 per I lb. packet. socket and OA ohm resistor. 1/8 each. I6/- per 4023 STAINLESS STEEL SCREWED ROD, 7/32"
MECHANICAL ITEMS doz. Very tasty, very cheap. B.S.F. only, I ft. long. 9d. each, 81. doz.

2007 VEE BELTS (endless). Size M35, I.E. ;" wide at 3003 RELAY P.O. TYPE 600. 500 ohms. I pair 7020 STEEL BALL, 21" dia. Precision Ball Bearing.
top x 35" inside circumference, M.L. 7. Motor/ changeover, 2 pair make, and I pair break ALL Wt. 21 lbs. 2/6 each.
countershaft size. 2/6 each. 25/- per doz. 57/15/- PLATINUM POINTS (18) will work 10-30 v. SEE MY LIST FOR
per 100. (Normal price 6/4 each.) D.C. 17/6 each. Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Washers, etc. By the doe. and gross.

2007A VEE BELT (endless). M26 r x 26". 2/6 each. 3007 12 v. SOLENOID SWITCH made for Car Starter Also Rivets from 1/32" dia. in grosses. Aneroid Cap -
2007B VEE BELT (endless). M22, ;' x 22". 2/6 each, switches by C.A.V., a super heavy job with sules, Shock Absorbers, Worm and Bevel Gears, Oil
2007C VEE BEI,T (endless). A33 1" x 33". 3/- each.

-x
mounting bracket and starter cable end con- Seals, Switches, Low Voltage Motors, Tungsten Silver

2007H VEE BELT (endless). A26 r 26". 2/6 each. nectors. 12/6 each. Worth more than double, and Platinum Points, Electric Blanket Heating Cord,
2009 WORM & WHEEL. Assembly 40 to I. Steel 3030 CARTRIDGE ELEMENT. 230 volt 40 watt, Silver Solder, Steam Packing, Insulating Material,

Worm 5/16" O.D. Bronze Wheel 13/16" 0.D., 1" dia. x 2!" long with 8" long leads. Suitable Silver Steel, Shimstock, Copper Foil, Copper Tube from
Worm Shaft On Ballraces. Wheel Shaft in Bronze small soldering irons, heating dies, moulds, etc. 1/32" dia., Screwed Rod in Brass and Steel B.A., B.S.F.
Bushes, has 5/16" x 40 T.P.I. L.H. thread with Not suitable for direct immersion in liquids. and Whit, Allen Grub and Cap Screws in ".A.. B.S.F.
nut slide in framework. Precision job. 9/6 each. 3/6 each, and Whit.

IT'S MY LIST YOU WANT All goods on 28 DAYS' APPROVAL against cash. 15/. WORTH AND OVER
POST FREE (Inland). Please send plenty of postage with small orders. Surplus will be refunded with order.

K. It. ITIIISTON (Dept. P.M. 9). NEW MILLS, STOCKPORT. 'PHONE: NEW MILLS 2028.

100 yds. Fine Braided Copper Wire
wound on fishing rod type reel. 31in. x

I lin. 6/6.
New Frequency Crystals 9,100 kc/s, 10/6
Type FT 243, 5675-8650 kc/s. in 25 kc/s
Intervals, 10/6.
Powerful small Blower Motors, 12/24 v.
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used for the Hedge
Trimmer. Or can be used Car Heater.
Meter Kit, 21in. P1/c calibrated meter.
Volt; 0-3-30-150-300-600 D.C. 0-60
m/a. and 0-5,000 ohms with ebonite
case 4in. x 6in. x 1Dn., 27/6.

Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21,6. 17-11-5 volts, at
5 amps., 22/6. 17-11-5 volts at I amps.,
16/6.6.3 volts, 21 amps., 8/6.12 months'
guarantee.
Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, I A.,
8/6. 3 A., 14/6, 4 A., 23/6. 6 A., 30/-.
16 A., 50/-. 24 v. 6 A., 58/-. 250 v. 100
mA H. W., 9/-. 250 mA., 17/6. 60 mA.,
6/6.
Miniature 12 or 6 v. Relays, 10 amp.
Silver Contacts. SM, 6/6. DM or SM and

SCO, 7/6.
Veeder Counters. P.O. Type, 24/50 v.
D.C. 0.9999, 15/6.
M/c Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/6.

Small Motors. 12 v, A.C. D.C., 2in. x
I'/in., 10/-.

Carbon Twist Drills. Sets of 9,15 in. to
:1, in. or 7-1 in. to lin., 3/6.

12 v. D.C. Relays. S.P. D.C. 25 amp.,8/6.
Rheostats, 12 v. I A., 2/6.12 v. 5 A., 10/6.

New Rotary Transformers. Inputs
6 or 12 v. Output 250 v. 80 mA., 17/6.
G.E.C. Germanium Crystal Diodes,
New 6 v. Oak Vibrators. 4 Pin, 8/6.
Uniselector Switches. 50 point 3 level.
21-50 v, D.C., 17/6. POst Paid,

Fishing Rod Aerials. Sets of 3, 8/6,
plus 1/6 Rail Charge.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.
THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
253, Portobello Rd., London, W.I I.

Park 6026.

VIBRO ELECTRIC
METAL ENGRAVING
PEN
Operates from
4 or 6 volt
accumulator
or A.C.
Trans-
former.

10

A compact unit of saws
One for every lob.

SPRING STEEL
Tempered & Hardened.

Wood Pruning Tenon
Saw Saw Saw

Key Metal
Hole Saw

91- only. Complete
Post 1:-. BARGAIN

EngravesBrass,Copper,
Silver. Nickel,

Aluminium, etc,
satin Butt (PM9)

BLO-LITE 2/6
post 6d.

Super -heat
flame, PER -
FECT for light
Brazing. Solder-
ing, Tinning,
Sweating, etc.
Fits into ordin-
ary Gas Tubing.
Full instructions.

246 High Street,

4/..Depositand 8
ninthly. at

10'9.
New self
con-
Mined
Model.
Electric
Paint

STRIPPER
(No paraffin.) Old
paint goes like
magic. Cost ad.
per hour. One
year guaLaenpotese. 1

8 mthly, 5,-
it 5/..

Harlesden, N.W.10.

Just plug in
SPRAYER. and spray.
Free jet CASHEasier thanfor ceiling,
Jar, Flex, a brush - 75/.
Plug and \ twice as fast..,"
Filter. Gntd

AC/DC PAINT C.aD. or
Cash 39/6.

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

. with " VINAMOLD" the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results, Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of tnodelS
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSHALTON, SURREY

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

Mg"
D.K.W. AUTO UNION

2 R.W. Generating Sets. Maximum output
controlled from 30 to 60 v. and up t4.30, 85
amps. These are beautifully built by-tfile of
the largest factories in Europe and are
UNUSED. at a fraction of cost. 83210, -each. Carriage 25/-.
EX-B.A.F. TOOL BOXES. -Size 14in.
x 9in. x Sin. Dovetailed and metal bound,
818 each. Carr. 2/6. Size 20in, x 12in. a 111n.
Price 13/8. Carr. 3/6.
GENUINE BOSCH MAGNETOS. -Totally
enclosed heavy duty polar inductor type.
Beautifully made, 70/, Carr. 3'6.
SM.A11.1, TRANSFORMERS. -200;2501 ph,

'50 cy. to 12 v. 100 w. Extremely useful for
domestic power purposes, model railways
and small, low -voltage hand-latOps. Price
35/, Post 2/..
IRONCLAD 11.13. SWITCHES. -500 V.
60 amp with two fuses. Size llin. x 6/in. x
41n. Price 1918. Post 2/4.
DYNAMOS. -Shunt wound, foot mounted,
ball bearing 14/32 v. 9 amps. 288 w. 67:6.
Cart', 335.
COIL SPRING BELTS. -1/81n. 3 12in,
long extends to 15in. Any number can be
Joined together. 20 for 4/6. Post 9d,
MAHOGANY FINISH BOXES. -Beauti-
fully made with brass -bound lid and brass
fastener. Size 14in. x 9in. x 9in. 8/6. Post
2/4.
BARGAIN PARCEL OF AIRCRAFT
INSTR MENTs.-Containing One Alti-
meter. Air Speed Indicator, Rate of Climb
and three assorted instruments. Six in all.
Amazing value at 29/6. ALSO A LARGER
PARCEL CONTAINING in addition to
the above One Turn and Bank Indicator,
Boost Gauge, Repeater Compass, Nine in
all, 49/8.
SIGHTING TELESCOPES. -Mark M.70 C.
24in, overall. Precision built. 2316. Post
2/-.
Hundreds of other bargains available. Send

Slump far List.
EASTERN MOTORS, ALDEBURGH.
SUFFOLK Phone 51
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5/16in. apart. They arc driven by return
cranks from the main crank pin on to which
they are to be pinned ; but when fitting these
they should be made a fairly tight fit on the
crank pin, sufficiently so to make them hold
for moving the gear without pinning, until
you are sure that the valves have the correct
amount of travel. When this is known drill
the return crank and the crankpin together
and knock in a pin.

In the prototype engines the reversing is
by screw gear and the screw is down on the
reversing shaft. This is unusual, but it saves
space in the cab ; however, we cannot copy
it in this model as it would be too small.
I have therefore shown an ordinary reversing
rod which will, at the rear, be pinned to a
simple push -and -pull lever .in the cab. Such
lever can have a sector plate alongside of it,
which sector can have two notches, one at
the forward position and one at the rear, into
which the lever will spring. The rod will
make the same angle upward to the cab as the
round screw shaft makes in the full-size gear
and, in fact, the rod in the model can very
well be made of round rod or tubing if
desired.

The Reversing Shaft
This will call for some comment because it

cannot run straight across the engine as it
would foul the water tubes, as may be seen
from Figs. 3 and 4. Therefore we shall have
to crank the shaft downward to miss the tubes.
The amount of the cranking is shown in Fig. 6.
The whole shaft must be silver soldered and
the shouldered ends of the round rod riveted
over in flat steel plates as indicated. Since
the shaft is cranked it will need to have bearings
on each frame plate made up, each of two
parts. These should be of brass and will be
screwed in place.

The crossheads are each made of three
pieces, silver soldered together, the
piece being the only one having any com-
plication in its form. It is filed out to clear
the connecting rod little end and thet the
side cheeks are attached. The gudgeon pin
passes through these side cheeks and through
the cover -rod eye. The outermost of the
cheeks in each crosshead has a lug extending
downward to which the union links are
attached. There are two links, one on each
valve gear, which rise upward from the union
links to receive the valve spindle and the
radius rod, the latter being the uppermost.
This link is called the " combination lever."
It gives the provision for the lap and lead of
the valve and it is turned over at its top in
order to give a double bearing for the two pins.

The Radius of the Track
The reader will remember that the minimum

radius of the curves of our " 0 " gauge rail-
way in the outdoor line described in our
May and June issues was 5ft. That was
measured to the inner rail and the engine
has been designed to take this curve. In
order to make it do so the wheelbase of the
bogie has been slightly increased. The front
axle has been put forward Sin. by the scale
of 7mm. to the foot, which is actually only

/
4e 0" I" 2" 4"

I

i=r

7"

Inches

L
Fig. 7.-Longitudinal section of tender with spirit drip feed and water pump.

mm. This will never be noticed and was
done to prevent the leading bogie wheel from
fouling the front cylinder cover when the
engine took the 5ft. radius curves. All other
wheelbase measurements are correct and
bogie wheels are of correct scale diameter.
The rear radius truck has its pivot forward
under the front edge of the fire box and here a
block is silver soldered to a cross stretcher.
A pivot pin is carried up through a tapered
hole in the block and is held in place by a tiny
pin through the pivot pin. Note that the
main frames are strengthened by additional
pieces soldered to them, where they are
shallow, over the trailing wheels.

The Spirit Burners
There are five of these filled with asbestos

string to serve as wicks. The spirit pipe passes
through all of them and this is drilled for the
egress of the spirit in each burner tube which
is made of slightly flattened brass tubing.
The heights of all the burner tubes must be
exactly equal and must be of the same height
above the rails as the receptacle into which
the flow of spirit is regulated on the tender.
At the back end the spirit pipe is supported by
a bent -plate stretcher between the main
frames under the middle of the fire box. It is
shown in the fire box cross-section, Fig. 4.
At the front end the pipe is flattened, soldered
and a screw passes up through it into the bogie
pivot stretcher. The spirit drip feed and the
tubular box into which the spirit falls, drop
by drop, is shown in Fig. 7, together with the
pipe which, running along under the tender,
is flexibly connected to the burner tube by a
short piece of pure rubber tubing. The
tubular box is open at the top and the dotted

A model of the Class 7, mixed traffic, 4-6-2 locomotive " Britannia." This model was on show
at a recent exhibition at Euston Station but is not the actual model described in this article.

line across it represents the correct level of
spirit. The bent pipe at the back of the box
is to carry off any overflow. The drip feed
adjustment is provided by a screw -down valve
which is shown as one of the items in the
group of parts which is the subject of Fig. 8.
As may be seen it is really a needle valve. The
angle of the valve and its seat is fine and gives
a very accurate adjustment, especially if a
fine thread be put upon the screw, say a
No. 4 B.A.

In the rear of the fire box a back -pressure
valve is screwed. This is a Bassett-Lowke
fitting ; its catalogue No. is 115 t and it is
connected to a hand pump. This also is by
Bassett-Lowke Ltd., its number is 723/2.
The connection is by a long pipe of ;in.
diameter, which is coiled elliptically once
around in order to provide, by its elasticity,
sufficient flexibility to allow the engine and
tender to pass around a curve. It will be
obvious that in order that the pump shall
send water to the boiler, when it is in steam,
the pipe must take pressure in excess of that
in the boiler, which will be about 3o or 4o lb.
per sq. in., so the delivery must be made
through a metallic pipe connection, not a
rubber or composition one. It will be neces-
sary to see that the union nut on the check
valve is screwed up tightly. It will be found
that Bassett-Lowke Ltd. supply an internally
screwed collar with the check valve; this can
be soft soldered into the back of the boiler.

Springs
It will be necessary, or advisable, to fit

springs to all the axle boxes on the engine and
on the tender. These can be of the simplest
possible kind and the reader can form them
how he likes, but the methods shown in
Fig. 8 will be found quite good. The tender
and the trailing axle boxes all have the cast
spring buckles drilled up nearly to their tops
and tiny spiral coils of fine steel spring wire
inserted to press down on to the axle boxes.
Where there are axle box guides these will
form part of the axle boxes and will slide up
and down with them ; the edges of the slots
in the frames being the actual guides. The
six coupled wheels can be sprung as indicated,
as may also be the bogie axles. Pieces of clock
spring can be used. Small and thin, of
course.

There is an enlarged sectional view of the
safety valve given in Fig. 8. This is not a
Bassett-Lowke production, they do not list a
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suitable one and this valve must be specially
made for the model. The collar which is
soldered to the boiler and into which the
valve itself screws* will probably have to be
made of two pieces of brass, one for the spigot
and the other for the saddle portion. They
should be silver soldered together, then
drilled and tapped.

The valve itself is given a comparatively
flat tapering scat and is then ground down
with one or two grades of carborundum and
finally with a fine abrasive. The boss on the
top of the valve can have a saw cut across it
for turning it with a semi -rotary motion.
This boss is really provided for lifting the
valve with pliers or some suitable tool in the
event of its sticking. The length of the stem
must be watched to see that the longitudinal
boiler stay does not prevent the valve from

1 I l
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Fig. 9.-Device for stopping train.

Fig. 8.-Derails of safety valve, driving and tender axle boxes Wand spirit needle valve.

seating when its case is screwed right down.

Remote Control, Stopping and
Restarting
The regulator on this locomotive (the model)

is an ordinary plug cock and the plug is
drilled so that the lever makes an angle of
90 deg. to the plug's open and closed positions,
each of which are at 45 deg. to the horizontal.
The lever has a length between centres of
3/16in. so that its outer end travels almost
exactly in. in opening and closing the cock.
From a pin, or a screw, in the end of the
lever, a rod is pivoted and this has, at its lower
end, a fork in which is mounted a little
wheel or roller gin. in diameter. When the
roller is in the down position the regulator is
open and when it is up steam is shut off.
With steam " On " the roller is exactly /16in.
above the level of the track, or should be. In
the drawing of the tender, Fig. 7, I have
shown chain dotted lines parallel with the
rail surfaces. These lines represent the heights
of the roller. The first measurement A equals
5/16in. and the second, B, the rise and fall of
the roller, tin. Incidentally there is " C,"
which is he level of the spirit in the sump,
which level is 13/16in. above the rails.

Fig. 9 shows the movable ramp which,
operated from the signal box or other point
which may be preferred, moves a rod running
longitudinally with the rails and looks like a
point rod. This rod engages, by means of a
forked end, with a crank arm which is fixed
on one end of a short shaft. At the opposite
end there is a forked lever having a pin
through the fork, which pin passes through a
slot in a length of 3/16in. by 3/16in. Tee
brass. The length of the levers and the
movement of the rod are such that the ramp is
lifted exactly the required gin. to close the
regulator and the length of the " T " brass
ramp must be sufficient to prevent the train
rrom over -running it. On the approach side
there is pivoted to the end of the ramp an
inclined plane made of the same " T " brass.
The upper end of this rises and falls with the

ramp and at its lower end it is pivoted in a
bracket fixed to a sleeper of the track. There
are two other brackets, or bearings ; these
are to carry the short shaft and must be
screwed to two ties fixed to a pair of other
sleepers.

Whether the whole arrangement on the
engine and the track is the best to install I am
not sure. It will, of course, work positively
and it seems desirable to shut off steam at any
necessary point on the railway and to be able
to start up again without going to the engine
but whilst you can stop at any station you
cannot stop at a home signal unless you fit a
ramp there. You can, however, arrange for
the ramp to operate the signal. Of course, you
can hold a train on a distant part of the line,
as long as you wish, and then restart it. The
ideal arrangement would be to have a ramp
made of angle brass and on the engine two
rollers one below the other, one roller passing
along above the angle and the other below it ;

N

there would be no
spring on the regulator
and the ramp bar would
either push up the
regulator or pull it down.
This might lead to
accidents to the engine,
however, because you
could have no inclined
portion of the ramp and
the locomotive would
have to approach the
ramp very accurately
and only after it had
become engaged with
the angle could the ramp
be operated. So it
would seem to be that
the arrangement drawn
will be the best.

In fitting ,the spiral
springs (they are shown
in Fig. z) be careful to

see that the regulator opens and closes easily
and that the springs do open for steam every
time. Watch also that when you raise a ramp
it doedinot raise or overturn an engine.

It may interest the reader to know that full
particulars of the prototype engines, with
drawings, were given in these pages in the
issue for April, 1951, and that in October of
the same year, the B.R. standard tank locomo-
tives were given. These engines are of the
2-6-4T type so there is the same number of
axles as in the class 7 tender locos, only the
wheels have a diameter of 5ft. 8in. The
cylinders are i8in. by 28in. stroke and the
fire boxes are between the frames. As the
model railway owner will need a second
engine on his line I would suggest that it
should be a B.R. tank. They can largely be
built the same size, as regards cylinders and
valve gear, from the drawings here given, but
the boiler will be a little lower pitched so as
to yield a longer chimney and a taller dome.

PRACTICAL MOTORIST
AND

MOTOR CYCLIST
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Care in Maintenance and Overhaul ; Making a Car Heater ; Overhauling the Triumph
Mayflower ; Valve Grinding Points ; Fuel Pipe and Tank Repairs ; Garage Mechanic's
Diary ; Accessory Review ; Our Experts Advise, and many other valuable articles.
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DAMAGE S
SAVE YOU £3. 10 . 6 on this

SCREWCUTTING, BACK GEARED,
PRECISION LATHE

and on GENEROUS EASY TERMS !
SPECIFICATION :-Swing -in -gap, 31n. model 7f in., 3;, in. model 8/in. Diameter of leadscrew,
8 t.p.i... tin. Diameters of Nose, Mandrel, and Tailstock Barrel, Dn. Clearance through Head
and Tailstock fin. Tee slotted
Saddle Cross slide. ,Phosphor
Bronze Parallel Split Brushes.
Change Wheels : 2D, 25. 30, 35, 40,
45, 50, 55 and 60 teeth. 16 d.p.
extra, 65 or 63 teeth wheels for
metric pitches extra.

Standard Equipment includes :
Faceplate, Catchpiate, and extra
Back Plate in rough screwed to
fit Mandrel nose. Requires or I,

h.p. motor to drive.
ORIGINALLY 231.10.0. <raw 1116ft

ma/
only 26.19.6 Deposit

& 12 Monthly
Payments of£27. 19 . 6 ON GAMAGES

EASY TERMS 38/6
Cu, r. and Pkg. outside 50 miles radius of Holborn 13/9 England and Wales. 23/9 Scotland. Crate
201- (returnable). Prices of suitable motors sent On request.

EXCEPTIONALLY
STRONG (18 GAUGE)

STEEL TOOL BOXES
An exceptionally

well -designed
and well -

made chest of irnmense strength. 18 gauge

steel. 4 fitted drawers.
Front forms useful

tray When down. Secure
pattern lock and two

keys. Drawer
sizes : 15in. x Tin. x deep.

two each 15in. x 7in.
deep-one divided

into two compartments-andll5in.
x 7in. x lin.

-divided into two compart-
52 /6

ments. Weight Pkg1. 513
91 lb. England

Oar. and
and Wales. 6 Scot16 land.

TOOL LIST
FREE

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I. HOL 8484

Si.O.trown
4, AUDIO AIDS

Handphones with individual
volume control. Ideal for use
with church and cinema deaf aid
installations or for individuals
with impaired hearing. They
provide the essential clarity of
reception when listening to Radio
and T.V.

Send for Brochure ' P ' of all
types available. If desired,
advice is given on selec-
tion of type most suited to
individual needs.

S. G. Brown provide Headphones
and associated equipment for
all known purposes.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD,
HERTS.

Telephone : Watford 7241.

(5)
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COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
ADDITA-TV CONVERTER

Any T.V. receiver which
will receive Alexandra
Palace will also receive
the commerical pro-
grammes by the simple
addition of our converter.
No mods. to the T.V.-
simply plug in the aerial
leads and connect to the
mains. Converter is in
neat stove enamelled
case with provision for
fixing to the side or back
of the T.V. Price 26.10.0
or 2E10.0 deposit and
six payments of £1.
BUILD YOUR OWN
CONVERTER. If you
build the converter your-
self you can save up to
£2.0.0. We will supply all
the components includ-
ing stove enamelled case,

valves and even transfer for decora-
tion and indentification for 24.10.0.
Data is included free with the parts or
available separately price Lt.
KIT FOR WIRELESS WORLD CON-
VERTER also ,available. Price 2218
plus 2/6 postage. Data available.
separately 116.
MADE UP WIRELESS WORLD CON-
VERTER. Ready to work. Price 59;6
plus 2/6 postage.

BAND 111 AERIAL KIT
Known as the Folded

V ' this is probably the
most efficient aerial for
its size that it is possible
to obtain. It is direc-
tional, signal strengthen-
ing, and noise reducing.
Complete kit including
alloy elements, neat
plastic centre piece.
Polythene insulators.
and fixing bracket.
Mounts anywhere, in
loft, on window frame.
drain -pipe, etc. Price
8/6 plus 1,6 post. Con-
structional data free
with parts or separately
price 1!-.

iT

--THIS MONTH'S SNIP-,
MALNS TRANSFORMER

9/6
Post 2-.

Fully shrouded-
standard 200-250 v.
primary. 280-0-280
at 80 m!a. 6.3 v. at
3 amp.. 5 v. at
2 amp

FISHING ROD
FROM DINGHY

MAST
Tubular aluminium not
separate sections. ex-
tends like telescope from
Thins. to 9ft. 6/6 each.

NOW A .C.13.C.
MULTI -METER KIT
Parts suitable for
making a multi -
meter to measure
A.C. volts as wellas D.C. volts
milli -amps and
ohms. Price for kit
containing all the
essential items in-
cluding moving -coil meter. metal
rectifier, resistors. range selector, cali-
brated scale, etc., etc.. is 19/6, plus 1/-
post

15/-,
and

plus 9d. post and pac
The D.C.

king
oat,. version

is

NOVELTY RADIO
Complete tunable M
Radio with room for Sin.
speaker in bee.
NEW AND UNUSED.
COMPLETE EXCEPT
FOR VALVES -*AND
SPEAKER, 29/6..PoStage
2/6.

MAKING A SOLDER GUN
A 7 -second solder gun of the type costing
£3-£4 was described in last month's issue.
Only two essential parts are required-
(a) the transformer and (b) the push
switch. These we can supply at 13/6,
plus 2/- post. The rest of the parts you
will have in your own " junk ' box.
Copy of the copy article concerned given
free with the kit.

AMAZING LITTLE MAINS T.R.F.
uses a 3 -valve circuit with high -efficiency
coils-covers long and medium wave
bands and fits into the neat white or
brown bakelite cabinet-limited quantity
only. All the parts, including cabinet.
valves, in fact, everything, £3/19/6 plus
2/- post. Constructional data free with the
parts, or available separately 1/6.

INFRAY LAMP WARMER
Means real comfort in bed as
it emits Infra Red Rays which
warm and keep you healthy. Economical.
 Costs only rld. per
hour (elec y at ld.
per unit).  Abso-
lutely safe, no health
or fire risk.  Ideal
for many other uses
-over pet's basket.
rearing pup, chicks,over desk, work-
bench. etc.  All
complete and ready
to work.

Price 38/ -
Post & Packing

2/-.

SIX TORCHES 5/ -
Parcel containing 2 hand
lamps and four assorted
tubular torches. Only
5/-. Post 1/6.

MAKE A
CONVECTOR

Almost any metal
case can be con-
verted into a useful
convector type elec-
tric heater if you
use our porcelain
mounted element
250 watt small size.
Price 2/6, post 6d.

CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt charger
which can be connected to a " flat "battery and will enable the car to be
started instantly. Kit comprising the
following
Mains transformer 19'6
6 -amp. rectifier 32'6Regulator Stud Switch 3/6Resistance Wire 2/ -Resistance Former 2/6Mains on/off Switch 1/-0 -5 -amp. Moving Coil Meter 916Constructional Data 1'6
or if bought all together price is 69/6.
plus post and packing.

THE TWIN
20

Completefluorescent
fitting. Has
built'- in bal-last andstarters-
stove enamel-
led white and
ready to work.

Ideal unit for the kitchen, over the work-
bench, uses two 20 -watt lamps. Price
complete, less tubes, 29/8. or with two
tubes, 3916. Post and insurance 2/6.
Extra 20 -watt tubes 7/6 each.

MULTI -SPEED
MOTOR

Works off A.C.
D.C. mains fitted
with gear box gives
any speed from 1
r.p.m., 22/6, post
and packing 1/6.

CONSOLE
CABINET

Beautifully veneered
and polished. Price
£9.18.6. Plus 15/-
carr. and ins.

ALL -WAVE
RADIO -CHASSIS

5 -valve superhet Edge -
lit station named dial.
Price 29.19.6, plus 7(6
carriage and insurance.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should bt addressed 10 Dept. 1, 123, Torotious Road, Eastbourne.

Pr1,011ili -l...per.. Itottestt., va 11 at
92-46, Windmill Hill. 192-3 Fleet Street, I29, Stroud Green Road, 249, High Rd., Kilburn.

Ringlip, E.C.4.Fbabury Park. Phone MAlda Vale
none : ELISLIP ribose : P'LEet 55833, Phone : Altl'h.ay 1049 4991
Hall day, Wed0,0Iay. Hail limy, Saturday.1 Half day, Tbunalay. Half day, Thursday,
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THE REVOLUTIONARY FLOORING ! !

h 01111Mar
the modern true

POLYVINYL PLASTIC FLOORING
Builders all over the country are using

" REDIMIX " for their new bungalows and
houses because it is the most modern flooring
material-it does not require specialists to
lay it-and it is cheap in cost.

-FREE
AMAZING

OFFER

To introduce " REDIMIX ", the new
wonderful Polyvinyl Plastic Flooring,
The Laymatt Flooring Company will
present FREE OF CHARGE ONE
EXTRA TIN FOR EVERY TIN ORDERED

" REDIMIX " POLYVINYL FLOORING is a plastic
which comes to you in a tin-ready for laying. It is ideal for covering
any kind of existing surface-concrete, quarry tiles, flagstones, compositions
of all kinds, timber-in fact, any unsightly and uncomfortable dusty floors.

It is supplied in a very wide range of beautiful colourings
from plain to a multitude of marbled and veined colours.

Apply at once for your free offer
order form and beautiful colour
chart to :-

DESK P.M.8,
The LAYMATT FLOORING COMPANY,
36-40 Seabourne Rd., Bournemouth.

'YOU LAY IT YOURSELF' ! !

NEW! LEARN
THE PRACTICAL WAY
With many courses we supply
actual equipment thus com-
bining theory and practice
in the correct educational
sequence. This equipment,
specially prepared and de-
signed remains your property.
Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision, Mechanics, Electricity,
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry,
Photography, Commercial
Art, etc.

L. -

THE ADVANTAGES

SLICED

A

 for quality

- for flavour

for aroma

for cut

- for freshness

7j if1soi///1
IT'S A GALLAHER TOBACCO PER OZ.

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Accoun fancy

Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Automobile

Engineering

Banking

Book-keeping

Building
Business Management

Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Service
Civil Engineering
Commercial Subjects

Also courses for University
A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S.,

Commercial Art &
Drawing

Customs & Excise Officer
Draughtsmanshin

Economics
Electrical Engineering
Electronics
Fashion Drawing
Cleating & Ventilating Eng.
Industrial Administration
Journalism
Languages

Marine Engineering
Mathematics

M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Photography

P.M.G. Licences
Police
Production Engineering
Public Speaking
Radar

Radio & Television
Servicing

Radio Engineering

Refrigeration
Retail Shop Management
Salesmanship

Sanitation
Secretaryship
Sheet Metal Work
Shorthand &, Typing
Sound Recording
Structural Eog.
TeleCalsSlunisations

Television
Time & Mellen Study
Tracing

Welding
Writing
Works Management
Workshop Practice

and many others.

Degrees, General Certificate of Education, B.Sc.Eng., A.M.I.Mech.E., L.I.O.B.,
.E., A.b1.1,1.A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. Certificates, etc.

OF E.N.I. TRAINING
* The teaching methods are planned to meet modern
industrial requirements. * We offer training in all

subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. * A tutor is personally allotted by name to
ensure private and individual tuition. * Free advice

r COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

INSTIVITES
The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation

covering all aspects of training is given to students
before and after enrolment with us.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

J

Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E. INSTITUTES (Dept. 144k)
43 Grove Park Road, London,W.4

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
September. 1955.
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THE equipment forms a loudspeaker
telephone with control of conversation
from one point. It is for domestic

use only and finds a most useful application
in dealing with tradesmen where the trades-
men's door is remote from the kitchen, for
instance down a flight of stairs which have
frequently to be climbed for quite trivial
matters.

Buz

15 ohms
-WW

LS

Push

6V+
31/.-

6V-

A Loudspeaker Telephone
A Useful Device for Domestic Use:,

By S. SIMPSON

buzzer, 15 ohm resistor, contact A3, and
kitchen speaker, back to 6 v. -.

The buzzer operates and causes the kitchen
speaker to sound. The housewife hears the
call and puts down the " on/off " key, so
operating the circuit 6 v. H-, relay A/3,
on -off key, back to 6 v. - via one terminal
of the kitchen speaker.

Relay A/3 closes' and performs three

01) 0

In

Fig. r.-The theoretical circuit.

The telephone is quite easily built and the
materials listed below are readily obtainable
from most radio dealers. The two relays are
ex Government stock.

List of Materials
Kitchen Control : Loudspeaker, less cabinet,

5in. diam., low impedance ; key switch,
Kellogg on -off; key switch, ,Kellogg, non -
locking ; lamp -holder, miniature Edison
screw (MES) ; lamp, MES 6 v. 0.3 ampere ;
" break -off " bakelite connector strip, five -
way ; suitable cabinet to hold all of above.

Door Speaker : 5in. speaker, as kitchen ;
buzzer, high-pitched, 4.5/6 v. working ;
variable resistor, 15 ohms, to carry o.3
ampere, intermittently ; electric bell push,
as used in normal bell systems ; four-way
" break -off "bakelite connector strip ; suitable
panel to hold above, less push.

Amplifier Panel: One relay, 4.5/6 v.
operating with two " make " and one " change-
over " contact sets ; one relay, 4.5/6 v.
operating, with two " changeover " sets ;
one 5 ohm variable resistor to carry 0.5 amp.
intermittently ; two five -pin valveholders ;
two output transformers, battery -pentode
operation ; resistor, 50,00o ohms ; resistor,
75,00o ohms ; resistor, variable, 250,000
ohms ; capacitor, 0.0r mfd., 300 v. working ;
capacitor, o.r mfd., 300 v. working ; one
HL2 valve ; one KT2 valve ; capacitor,
electrolytic, 4 mfd., 150 v. working ; " break -
off " connector strips, four-way, five -way,
six -way, one each ; H.T. battery, 90/120 v. ;
four dry cells, heavy duty, 1.5 v. ; quantity
insulated wire, 24 s.w.g., for panel wiring ;
quantity twin bell -wire, for interconnections
between panels ; staples, screws, clips as
necessary.

The Sequence of Operation
The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig.

and comprises three distinct units : (r) kitchen
control ; (2) amplifier ; (3) door speaker.
The system functions as follows : the caller
presses an electric push-button mounted
on the door in the usual manner. He thus
completes a circuit from 6 v. .4-, through the

Out

.43

Relay contacts B2 change over the kitchen
speaker to the input of the amplifier (it will
be remembered that contacts A3 have changed
over and will remain so for as long as the
" on/off " key is at " on "). At Br the door
speaker is transferred to the output end of the
amplifier. The kitchen speaker is thus
connected as a microphone and any speech
can- be heard at the door speaker.

The " S/L " key is spring -loaded, returning
to " listen " when pressure on the key is
released and breaking the holding circuit for
relay B/2. On releasing, the original condition
is restored and the door speaker reverts to its
function as a microphone.

At the end of the call the " S/L " key will
automatically return to " listen " and the
glowing pilot lamp will remind the user to set
the " on/off " switch to " off." This action
releases relay A/3,which then breaks the battery
supply to the amplifier valves, extinguishes
the pilot lamp and returns the kitchen
speaker to the buzzer circuit in readiness
for the next caller.

Summing up these actions :
(r) The caller presses the button ;
(2) The housewife hears the kitchen speaker

sounding ;
(3) She switches " on " and presses to

6V+
0

0)
Door
speaker

A2

A/

Relay 413

LS Trensf

HT 0

Relay

8/

82

Fig. 2.-The wiring diagram.

250,000
ohms

HL2

501,17,

0 0 0
614 GB+ GB -I -IVY,.

HT- hSV '
LT6V-

Earth

functions : (a) at A2 it completes the circuit
from 6 v. -, through both valves and RI
back to 3 v. - (the resistor presets the supply
voltage to the 2 v. level necessary for, the
valves) ; (b) at A r it closes a circuit from
6 v. to the pilot lamp and back to 6 v. -
via the kitchen speaker terminal ; (c) at A3
it changes over the kitchen speaker from the
buzzer circuit to the output of the amplifier.

The conditions now existing are : (r) pilot
lamp is alight ; (2) the amplifier is alive ;
and (3) the door speaker is acting as a micro-
phone while the kitchen speaker functions as
the loudspeaker.

Normally, the caller waits for an answer
and this is supplied by the housewife, who
now presses down the " speak/listen " key to
" speak." Relay B/2 operates over the circuit
6 v. 4-, relay B/2, " speak -listen " key, back
to 6 v. --- via the kitchen speaker terminal.

50,000
ohms

0
G9-2 HT+

-4:5V

Lamp

0
On/off

0

KT2
0

Transf'1: LS

HT 0
75.000 Kitchen
ohms speaker

0.1/uF

too'4,uF

Speak/
listen

" speak " ;
(4) She replies verbally to the caller ;
(5) She releases the " speak " key to hear

the caller's reply ;
(6) At the end of the conversation she

switches " off " ; the " speak " key auto-
matically returns to the correct position.

Wiring and Construction
The layout can be set to suit the con-

structor's own choice of panel dimensions.
The relays can be mounted in any position
which permits of free operation of the
movable part (armature) and the springsets ;
they are, for all practical purposes, independent
of gravity. The cover of the amplifier unit
should be drilled to enable a screwdriver to
be, inserted for adjustment of the volume
control. The battery for valve heating and
relay operation consists of four dry cells (each



THE process of washing photographs is at
least as important as any other stage
in their production, for upon the

thoroughness of the removal of the last traces
of undeveloped silver depends their eventual
permanance.

The washing bath described here has had
-Tnany years' use, and has been copied by

others, in each case with complete satisfaction.
It fulfils the purpose of producing a strongly.

circular rotation of the water and contents,
thus ensuring that the prints do not stagnate,
or stick together. An overflow is provided
at the upper portion of the bowl, and since
the water entry is at the bottom, a continuous
flow of fresh water is maintained. Hypo
being a heavy salt, where a circular motion
exists, it tends to form a sort of vortex of
strong concentration in the centre of the bowl.
In order to drain this away, a shielded
secondary outlet is also allowed for.

The basis of the apparatus consists of an
upright -sided cylindrical bowl of the type
used for standing preserving jars in while
they are being heated. It is known as a
Maslin Pan, and is of aluminium, with small
loop handles near the top. The prototype
was tztin. diameter by about 6in. deep, and
just takes join. x 8in. prints. Larger sizes
are also available. Three holes of approxi-
mately 'lin. diameter are drilled in the bottom,
and a larger hole to take a short length of
copper pipe (3/16in. internal diameter) is also
made in the lower edge, as shown. A final
hole of sufficient size to take a tin. length of
aluminium tube (approximately in. internal
diameter), is also provided, and this is made
at about tin. from the top edge, to act as,
overflow.

As aluminium was in use, it was decided to
employ 'a heatless solder, and the result was
far better than anticipated. It is essential,
however, to very thoroughly rough up both
adjacent surfaces. Each surface is then given a
thin coat, allowed to dry thoroughly, and
then united with a generous application of the
compound. The joint is temporarily
" splinted " in position by means of cellulose
tap and allowed 24 hours to harden before
use.

In this way, the three small outlet holes are
covered by the aluminium lid of a dentrifice
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of 1.5 v. rating) ; these are connected in
" series," i.e., the side terminal of one is
connected to the centre terminal of the next.
Regard the free side terminal as 6 v. -
The second centre terminal is then 3 v. ±,
and the fourth centre terminal is 6 v. -P.
These cells should be mounted somewhere
near to the amplifier and the H.T. and G.B.
batteries may be mounted along with them.
The earth connection is made to the nearest
water pipe as in radio practice.

Wiring between the units is made in twin
bell -wire of good insulation properties. It
will be noted that only five wires are required
between the kitchen control and the amplifier ;
since six wires will be available, a pair should
be used as one wire between the pilot lamp
terminals on the kitchen unit and the amplifier.
Do not fit the valves into the amplifier until
the method of adjusting the L.T. supply is
clearly understood (see paragraph headed
" L.T. Compensation ").

Adjustments
The pitch of the buzzer can be raised by

inserting one or two strips of soft blotting
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paper between the vibrating part (armature)
and the polefaces. Readjust the contact screw
until reliable operation is obtained.

To control the volume of the calling signal
increase the amount of resistance in the buzzer
circuit ; the limit is determined by the
current necessary to operate the buzzer.
This test should be checked from the push,
as the resistance of the lines to and from the
push is also in circuit when the system is
used normally.

Volume control of the speech out of the
kitchen speaker is set by adjustment of the
2.50,000 ohms volume control. Since it also
controls the volume heard at the door speaker
it should be adjusted with that fact in mind;
a speaker working in the open requires more
power than one which is in a small room.

Little more need be said as regards main-
tenance. An occasional check of the relay
action is advisable ; clean the inside face
of the armature and the poleface, then draw
a soft lead pencil along the inside of the
armature angle to provide lubrication. Never
apply oil-even of the finest-to a relay.

Failing batteries will be indicated by inter-
mittent operation of the buzzer and by falling

volume of speech. H.T. failure generally
shows up as falling volume and roughness of
reproduction. Over a long period of time
the 4 mfd. capacitor may begin to deteriorate ;
this will probably show up as the H.T. battery
ages and will cause either a " plopping
sound or perhaps a "howl."

Battery life should prove very economical,
as the equipment consumes only a small
current and is not in use for lengthy periods.

L.T. Compensation
The initial adjustment of the L.T. supply

for the valves is made by setting the resistance
of the 5 ohm preset to include all of the
resistor. Now close relay A/3 from the
" on/off " key and connect a voltmeter across
the pins marked " a " on Fig. 2. Reduce the
amount of resistance until the meter shows
2 volts (both valves must be in their holders
during this test and it is advisable to dis-
connect H.T.-r). It will be seen that this
adjustment leaves a little leeway for subsequent
readjustment as the battery ages ; as stated
above the " discard " point is likely to be
determined by faulty operation of the buzzer.

A Photographic Print Washing Bath
A Useful Device for the Darkroom Enthusiast

By H. HUCKSTEP

tin. Four small notches are first made in the
lower margin of the lid to allow the water to
escape, and it will also be necessary to make a,
tiny hole in the top of the lid to prevent
unpleasant gurgling noises which will other-
wise be caused by an air -lock.

Inlet pipe
following curve of bow'

Hose

Strap
riveted

here

Wire guard
for

\\overflow

Additional out/et Overflow pipe

Derails of the bath.

The entry pipe, bent as shown is next
" soldered " in, and it is recommended that,
if possible, a strap is riveted in position to
provide extra support, since this pipe gets
the pull of the rubber hose. Lastly, the over-
flow spout is fitted, and the aluminium guard -
wire is also placed to prevent prints blocking
the overflow.

The rubber hose is simply gas tubing, and

the free end is fitted to a tap connection or a
plastic " anti -splash."

The washing bath is now complete, and
can be used as soon as the " solder " is hard.
It is placed in a sink or bath, and the hose
connected to a cold tap, which is turned
on fairly fast. The water will swirl round quite
forcibly at first, but as the level rises, it
slows down. The tap should be so adjusted
that the prints rotate fast enough to prevent
them clinging together, but they should not
turn over or stick to the sides by centrifugal
force, if so, it should be turned off slowly
until it is sufficient only to maintain the level
of the water and to keep the prints gently on
the move.

Generally speaking, half an hour in. this
bath will provide ample washing, since it is
automatically removing the contaminated
water and replacing it by fresh all the time.
An additional safeguard is to soak the prints,
immediately after fixing, in a solution of one
per cent. anhydrous sodium carbonate, which
converts the hypo into a less harmful and
more soluble compound.

List of Parts Required
One aluminium Maslin Pan (or similar

aluminium bowl) of sufficient size.
8in. copper pipe, 3 /16in. in diameter, for inlet.
6in. aluminium wire for outlet guard.
Small piece (approximately tin.) aluminium

pipe lin. in diameter for outlet.
One aluminium lid of dentifrice tin.
6ft. gas tubing with tap adapter.
Heatless solder.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS
by F. J. CAMM

CONTENTS
The " Argus.' A L9 Television Receiver. 3 -inch Midget Televisor. A Compact Televisor. An A.G.-D.C.
Television Receiver. A Combined Television and Broadcast Receiver. The " Argus " Pre -amplifier. Low Noise
Factor Pre -amplifier. Two -valve Pre -amplifier. A " Spot-wobbler." A Black Spotter. A Variable E.H.T.
Generator. A Portable E.H.T. Generator. An Alignment Aid. The Grid -dip Meter and Bar Generator. A
Pattern Generator. The Telesquare. The Practical Television " Lynx." The Practical Television " Super -visor."
Aerial Data

288 pages, 156 illustrations, 15/. net, or 15/6 by post from
BOOK DEPT.,

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.2. :

O.
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ELEQTRIC
LA FC 2ani, :FOOLS ON

"EASIEST"
OFFER roma OF EASY

TERMS

13/11

FOR THIS
BLACK & DECKER lin. (elec-
tric). 13111' deposit and 8 monthly
payments of the same amount.
(Cash Price 15.19.6).

(To calculate easy payments
add 5 per cent. to the price
shown and divide by 9. This
gives you the deposit figure,
and is also the figure to be
paid each month for 8
months.) (B. & DECKER
ONLY.) lin. Drill, £5.19.6.
fin. Drill Kit, £12.9.6. lin.
Drill, £1.3.12.6. Orbital
Sander, £13.15.0. Sander
Polisher Drill. 89.10.0.
Polish Pack, 813. bin. Heavy
Duty Electric Saw, £19.0.0.
The B. & D. Lathe, £5.15.8.
Lathe Saw Table, 63.0.6.
Saw Table Protractor, 5/-.

5in. Saw Attachment. £3.11.6. Buffing and Polishing Accessory Kit, £1.1.6. AbraSive
Accessory Kit. £1.10.3. Disc Sanding Table Attachment, £1.15.9. Screwdriver
Attachment, £3.0.8. lin. Chuck, £1.5.9. Paint Mixer, 2/6. Depth and Bevel Attach-
ment. £2.1.0. Rip Fence for 6in. Saw, 10/3. lin. Bench Stand (Vertical), £3.14.3.
lin. Bench Stand (Vertical), £6.1.0. lin. Horizontal Stand, 1913. Replacement
Accessory Items : 4in. Coarse Wire Wheel Brush, 813 : 3M. Rag Buff, ; 31n. Wire
Cup Brush. 8/3 ; 51n. Moulded Rubber Pad (with Clamp Washer and Screw) -Threaded
Shank, 9/3 ; 5in. Moulded Rubber Pad (with Clamp Washer and Screw)--lin. Chuck
Shank. 1016: 51n. Lambswool Bonnet, 813: Screwdriver Bits (Nos. 5 to 9 Screws).
6/6 ; 51n. Metal Sanding Plate, 716: 5in. 50 -grit (Coarse) Open Grain Sanding Discs
(package of 6). 3/- : 5in. 80 -grit (Medium) Open Grain Sanding Discs (package of 6).
2/9 ; 5in. 120 -grit (fine) Open Grain Sanding Discs (package of 6), 2/6 ; 60 grit (Coarse)
Abrasive Paper for No. 44 Sander (package of 12). 2/9

'
100 grit (Medium) Abrasive

Paper for No. 44 Sander (package of 12). 2/9: 150 grit (Fine) Abrasive Paper for
No.44 Sander (package of 12). 219 : lin. x tin. Coarse Abrasive Band. 1/2 ; lin. x
Fine Abrasive Band, 1/2 ; tin. x fin. Coarse Abrasive Band. 1/5 ; lin. x tin. Fine
Abrasive Band. 1/5  lin. x lin. Coarse Abrasive Band, 1;6 ; lin. x lin. Fine Abrasive
Band, 1/6 , Tapered Abrasive Roll. 5/6 ; Coarse Straight Abrasive Roll, 3/3 ; Fine
Straight Abrasive Roll, 3/9 ; 61in. Combination Blade, £1.6.6 ; 61in. Planer Blade,
£2.15.0 ; 61in. Crosscut Blade. £1.4.9 Bin. Abrasive Disc (reinforced), 21.11.6 ;
bin. Abrasive Disc (unreinforced), 15/3 6in. Abrasive Disc (for thin section steel),
15,3 ; 61in. Flooring Blade, £1.4.9: Automobile Polish (14 fl. ozs.). 4/3 : Utility
Electric Wax (7 ozs.). 2/9 ; Tube of Disc Cement. 2,- ; Tube of Buffing and Polishing
Compound. 1'9 ; (in. dia. Band Arbor ( lin. Shank), 2/- ; tin. dia. Band Arbor ( lin.
Shank), 2/6 ; lin. Band Arbor (tin. Shank), 2/9 : Abrasive Roll Arbor (lin. Shank),
3 0 ; 1tn. dia. Wheel Arbor (fin. shank), 3/9 ; 5in. Combination Saw Blade.
£1.1.6: 5in. Fine Tooth Saw Blade. £1.1.6 : 3in. " Abradisc Rubber Pad, 13/9
3in. " Abradiscs " (80 grit). 15/9. Replace Drill Bits and 3in. Grinding Wheel in
fin. Electric Drill Kit and Buffing and Polishing Kit from standard stock items.
Orders must be for One Master Carton or Multiples thereof. All prices are nett to
Useriand subject to alteration without notice.
Post Remittance to

DESK 234, " LAFCO"
3 CORBETT PASSAGE, ROTHERH1THE NEW ROAD, BERMONDSEY,

S.E.16. BER 4341. Extn. 1.
We have several Branches in Every Town, Village and City -Your Nearest

Pillar Box.

BUY DIRECT FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS
AT

HALF
PRICE

EMULSION .

liPikA11:111*4

"PLASTIMUL" EMULSION PAINT is easy
to use -absolutely odoUrless and dries quickly

2 FOR I
To introduce the world's
latest and finest Plastic
Paint to you, we will for
a short period present -

ABSOLUTELY FREE -ONE tin with EVERY tin ordered.
For instance :-If you order one pint you get two
pints -if you order two pints you get four pints
and if you ordered fifty gallons you would receive
one hundred gallons. All carriage paid home ! ! !

YOU WILL RECEIVE DOUBLE THE
QUANTITY THAT YOU PAY FOR

NOW is your chance -Stock up while the
going's good -This offer cannot remain

open indefinitely.
Write off at once now for your
FREE PRIVILEGE ORDER FORM,
beautiful brochure and colour chart

Write to Desk P.M.P. 8:
Plastics Division

THE LAYMATT FLOORING COMPANY
36-40, Seabourne Road,
Bournemouth, Hants

WHAT'S YOUR LINE ?
Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Maintenance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring
Accountancy Exams.
Auctioneer's Exams.
Auditing
Book-keeping
Civil Service
Commercial Arith.
Costing
English
General Education
Geography
Journalism

GENERAL CERT. OF EDUCATION. R.S.A.

Fire Engineering
Forestry
Locomotive Engineering
Machin: Design
Machine Drawings
Mechanical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Eng.
Quantity Surveying
Languages
Mathematics
Modern Business

Methods
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams.
Shorthand
Short Story Writing

and many others

EXAMS

Radio Engineering
Road Making
Sanitary Science
Steam Engineering
Surveyor's Exams.
Surveying
Telecommunications
Television
Textiles
Wireless Telegraphy
Workshop Practice
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If you lack the qualifications which would get you a better job ; more pay and quicker
progress ; if you wish to know how The Bennett College can guarantee to teach you
up to qualification stage by one of the easiest, quickest and soundest methods of mind

training ; if you wish to learn how Personal Postal Tuition can
prove that you are cleverer than perhaps you think you are -
if you like the idea of studying in your own time, at your own
pace, with your own tutor guiding you, helping you, teaching
you by post -send at once for this recently published important
book-' Train your mind to SUCCESS.' It is quite free. Just
fill in the coupon below and name the subject you are interested
in (some of the many Courses available are listed here). Send in
coupon to us TODAY. You will never,
never regret it. But do it today. Act NOW!

ENNETT COLLEGE ,
(DEPT. 1.76.F), SHEFFIELD

Please send me, without obligation, a free copy of "Train
your mind to SUCCESS " and the College Prospectus on :

SUBJECT

NAME

 ADDRESS

I Please write in Block Letters. AGE (if under 21)
15, VINMM1 .11Mr 1 alMMINI=10

771/S PAY
COULD BE THE TURNING -

POINT IN YOUR LIFE.

Mir COUPON
COULD BE YOUR PERSQ.NAL

PASSPORT TO SUCCESS.

Send &WOW/
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Vat4kELECTRIC

TOOLS ON EASY TERMS

1001 lobs can be tackled with these high
quality tools. Every item interference sup-
pressed and guaranteed. Build up your home
workshop stage by stage. Write for free full
catalogue and easy terms schedule.

Cash 8 Mthly.
Price Deposit of

in. Drill ... £5.19.6 12.0 14.10;in. Drill Stand ... £3.14.3 8.0 9.3
;in. Drill Kit ... £12. 9.8 21. 5.0 21.11.2
Sin. Sander Polisher

Drill .. Lathe£9.10.0 £1. 0.0
Craftsman's £5.15.6 12.0
Lathe Saw Table... £3. 0.6 6.6
Sin. Port. Saw Att. 23.11.6 7.0
!in. Drill ... ... £13.12.6 £1. 7.6
in. Drill Stand ... £8. 1.0 13.0

Gin. H.D. Saw ... £19. 0.0 £2. 0.0
No. 44 Orb Sander £13.15.0 21. 7.6 £1.14.4
When ordering please send Cash Price or Deposit
end state Mains Voltage. All items post free.

£1. 3.7
14.47.6

9.0
21.14.0

15.0
£2. 7.3

THE "I & G"
UNIVERSAL SAW

' Fits any electric hand
drill. Will Jig saw, Cross
cut, Rip saw, Hack saw,
etc. Complete
with attach-
ments and twoextra saw
blades. Send
for leaflet.

Cash Price

49/6
Post Free

OR EASY 61..
TERMS

t -f

No
Vibration
-Robust
-Light

deposit as 8
monthly Pay-
ments of 6/-.

LATERAL SANDER -
POLISHER
Vibratoryprinciple
at approx.
1 2 0 0,0
strokes drier
min. 200+240v.
A.C. only.
Ideal for
sanding
wood :
polishing cars, etc. Send for leaflet.751. S/deposit & 8

si mthly. pal
Post Free meats of 10 -

BURGESS PAINT
SPRAYER

POST
FREE

Cash
Price

75/ -
With new nozzle att. or 4/- dep.
for overhead spraying. Easy & 8 WAILS'.to handle as brush, twice as payments
last. Just plug in and Spray. or 10'-.
For paints, insecticides, varnish, lacquer,
light oils. etc. Fully guar. A.C. mains only.
Mate voltage. Send for leaflet.

THE HORVELL ELECTRIC
PAINT STRIPPER

YOURS NOR
II_ deposit &
"./ 4 monthly
Payments of

7/6.

Outdates the
blowlamp -no paraffin.

no mess. One stroke removes any
number of coats of paint, etc. Specially
shaped blade easily manages corners,
window frames, architraves. etc. Extra
flex 1/- yd. Spare Element 5/6. A.C./
D.C. State exact vol- ('ask ja/ P. & P.
tage. Send for leaflet. Price 99

SPRAYER B STRIPPER TOGETHER
71- DEP. & S MONTHLY OP 141-.

And now . . .

THE ELECTRO
SAW

trf t/4 7IC
'DEPOSIT

& 5 MONT/Il Y A

PAYMENTS
Of 1016

lightweight fret
. aw with a built -
n vibrator unit.

Complete with 4
blades and plan for
building frame for
use as jig Saw free.For A.C. Mains
only. 200-250 volts.

Ca.li Price POST
561- FREE

Send for
Brochure

Will cut lin.
wood, ply-
wood. metal,
plaStic, etc.On/Offswitch in

handle.

I" MICROMETER
This precision instrument is offered
at a fraction of the normal price
and is British made. Simple to

operate and essential to
school, garage, students, the
general handyman and model
makers.

PackingPia and

AUTOMATIC
BLOWLAMP

Self pressurising. Burns
methylated Spirits,
weighs only 7 ozs. 5 lin. high.
Attains temperature of 2,000
deg. F. Will Soft Solder, Silver
Solder. Strip Paint, Bend Glass,
etc. Made of solid brass
without soldered Joints.
Send for leaflet. Post 9d.

KINGSWOOD SUPPLIES (Dept. P.M.13) 3.A 4' PelleeprgeeiikV gal

You simply pour out these

NOVELTIES
with NEW LIQUID PLASTIC
Here's the hobby to make your spare time pay
dividends. You simply choose your mould and
pour out beautiful castings. We supply every-
thing, including instructions. Wonderful
results achieved - wonderfully quickly !

Start right away -no training needed.
Send 2!,c1. stamp for exciting book and
market details. No obligation.

QUALITY PLASTICS LTD.
Dept. P.M.9. BRENTWOOD ESSEX

PLASTICS
The only way to do
production work of
plastic articles is by
INJECTION moulding.
We can supply you
with Machines and

Moulds.

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINES

FROM 0.15.0
TO f52.10.0

*.FOR THIS MACHINE

MOULDS from stock
or made to your own

requirements.

Write for full details to :

THE SMALL
POWER MACHINE

CO., LTD.,

4, Sunleigh Parade,
Alperton, Wembley,

Middx.

Telephone ;
Wembley 1383.

STAG ALLENITE Tools

DO YOU WANT FASTEST PRODUCTION?
If you're looking for tools that will work unusual metals -
making light or medium cuts at high speeds -tools that have
a really long life between grinds, then Stag ALLENITE Tipped
Tools are your obvious choice. For cutting steel, cast-iron,
non-ferrous metals and for specially difficult work (such as
plastics) there are several cutting grades available, -and a full
series of standard shapes and sizes which will fill most
requirements.

The Stag ALLENITE Book of Tungsten Carbide Tipped Tools
will give you full details: send for your copy today.

Write for leaflet to:

EDGAR ALLEN & CO. LIMITED
IMPERIAL STEEL WORKS  SHEFFIELD Q

S T 22
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The Railway
of the Future

SIR,-I should
like to

comment on
Mr. Zalewski's
"Railway of
the Future,"

described in the June issue, from the point of
view of an engineer intending to build such a
line.

The abandonment of wheels in favour of
sliding bearings, travelling on rails the
recessed tops of which are to be filled with a
light lubricating oil, of course, completely
rules out the possibility of gradients in the
completed railway, as the oil would simply
flow down to the bottoms of the grades,
leaving the tops unlubricated. Obviously, no
practical railway could be constructed without
gradients. Even supposing such a line were
to be constructed, however, it could not be in
the open air, as the action of wind, rain, frost,
etc., would rapidly remove the lubricant.
Even underground, there is one other factor
which would still remove the lubricant from
the rails, and that is the unavoidable presence
in the latter of expansion gaps, down which
the lubricant would drain into the roadbed.
Unless one were prepared to construct the
railway in a perfectly level tunnel, hermeti-
cally sealed, vacuum -pumped and thermo-
statically controlled, or alternatively to fabri-
cate the entire permanent way from " Invar "
steel, the lubricated -slider system would be
completely impracticable.

Not very widely known, however, is the
fact that by constructing bearing surfaces
from a hard metal, such as steel, plated with
a thin film of a very soft metal such as lead,
or, better, indium, coefficients of friction com-
parable to that of ice may be obtained.

Having now abandoned the wheel, we
must perforce also abandon the driving -
wheel and look round for some other
method of obtaining reaction and motion.

It would be neither practicable nor econo-
mical to festoon miles of full-sized railway
with thousands of closely -spaced electro-
magnets, solenoids or coils, to say nothing of
the hair-raising losses which would be
introduced by voltage drop at the extremely
heavy currents which would be required. It
must be remembered that we are now con-
sidering, not a demonstration model, but a
solid, full-sized, everyday line carrying
thousands of passengers and tons of goods
daily from, say, London to Manchester ; and
what works perfectly in model form fre-
quently flatly refuses to work when scaled
up to full-size, as many early would-be
aviators found to their cost.

The only possible method of obtaining
thrust for our skating railway would be by
the use of either airscrews or jet engines. No
doubt a jet-propelled skating train would be
capable of extremely high speeds across
country, but this would be of little use if it
were unable to start comfortably from a
station after picking up its passengers.
Imagine the effect on passengers of a red-hot,
hundred -mile -an -hour gale screaming through
the station from the gently starting jet loco-
motive I Or are we to imagine that in 1984
the train departure will resemble the take -off
for the moon of the space -ship in the con-
ventional American second feature film.-
B. L. KERSHAW (Leeds, 16).
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The Editor Does not Necessarily Agree with the

Views of his Correspondents

Gelatine Photographic Filters
SIR,-In your information sought column

of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, R. G. Sanders
requires information on how to make gelatine
photographic filters and maybe the following
will be of interest to him.

If he is an enthusiastic photographer as
well as a practical mechanic he may have the
necessary materials to hand, if not, they are
easily obtainable.

I used Sin. X 2. in. glass negatives which
had served their purpose, and were of no
further use. Select those without scratches
or flaws on the emulsion or glass. First, these
are bleached in a solution of permanganate of
potash and acid, then in an acid hypo bath to

Wax film between.

A

Round brass stem with
circular disc of brass

soldered on
and face

skimmed up.

Glass circle
attached with

and copal varnish.

Gelatine photographic filters.

A-Glass squares attached to catch plate.
B-Grinding edges of glass circles, using brass

stem and disc.
C-Enlarged section of glass circles, showing

V-shaped edge.

clear, finally wash in running water to
eliminate all traces of hypo and set to dry.

Cut the cleared plates into squares 3/ r6in.
to +in. larger than finished circle required,
two glasses are required for each filter. To
colour the clear emulsion I used a Velox
photo tinting outfit which consists of paper
leaves impregnated with dye. Using a
minimum amount of water in a small vessel
the water is tinted the required colour by
the paper leaf (small tin lids are suitable for
this job), the glass squares are placed emulsion
side down, and floated on the surface of the
liquid to absorb the dye. To dry, place them
flat, emulsion side up on a perfectly level
surface.

When dry, the next operation is to cut out
the circles and grind the edges V-shape, the
cutting and grinding can be done on a lathe
catch plate with the glass attached to catch
plate by melted candle wax or beeswax and the
glass cutter fixed in the tool post of the slide
rest. The edge can be ground to size by using

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
3/6, or 3/9 by post

From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

a coarse car-
borundum oil
stone using
turps substi-
tute sparingly
as a lubricant.
After grinding,
clean all glasses
by washing in
turps sub., no
water to be
used, taking
care not to scratch the film or glass.

The next job is to cement the cover glass
to filter glass, remove the emulsion from
the cover glass using hot water and a stiff
nail brush, and dry. For cement I used a
mastic varnish which photographers use for
doping the face of bromide prints. If this is
not to hand use ordinary clear copal varnish.
Coat the film face of the filter and one face
of a cover glass, allow them to dry until the
varnish is tacky and stiff like treacle, and then
place them face to face, gently working them
together to exclude any trapped air bubbles,
but do not use too much pressure as a thin
film of varnish must remain in between the
glasses. Clean the edge and face of the glass
with turps to remove surplus and leave for a
day or two before sealing the edges which is
the final operation.

Before sealing the edges examine air
bubbles, if none present seal edges with
Bostik C cement and allow to dry for a day
or so, and pare off any surplus. Coat the
edge over the Bostik C cement with nail
varnish to give a hard gloss finish which is
better for handling.

The idea of cementing the two glasses
together is that the cover glass protects the
film which is easily scratched. The varnish
in between must be kept in a viscous state and
sealing the edge prevents air getting in to dry
out the varnish ; also to hold the two glasses
together and in position.

Although these filters cannot be compared
with those dyed in the mass and optically
ground flat, they are quite good when used
in landscape photography ; also any shade of
colour desired can be obtained by mixing
the dying solutions.-THOMAS M. ROBERTS
(Liverpool, 13).

Arrowmaking
SIR,-I see that Mr. L. F. Moss (New

Zealand) enquires in the June issue for
details on the construction of arrows.

May I therefore draw your attention to
" Bowmans Handbook of Practical Archery,"
edited and published by P. Glover, 27, The
Dale, Widley, Portsmouth.

The book is in two parts-Technical Notes
on Archery and Hints, Tips and Gadgets-
and it describes how to make all types of
archery gear. It is the only comprehensive
handbook on archery gear to be published
anywhere in the world and it is certainly the
only one in print to deal with the dynamics of
the bow and arrow.-P. G. (Portsmouth).

SIR,-You may be interested to know with
regard to your recent enquiry on the

subject of fletching arrows that all archery
equipment, including bows, arrow shafts,
heads, flights, targets, etc., is available from
Messrs. John Jacques and Son, Ltd., Thornton
Heath, Surrey.-L. V. WOOD (London, W.4).
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SIR,-Re Mr. Moss's query on feathering
arrows (fletching is the proper word !)

I think he can find all information on making
equipment in a small book, costing 4s. 9d.,
called " English Archery," by Frank L.
Bilson, and published by " The Covenanter
Union," 326, St. John Street, London, E.C.I.
-" ARCHER " (Wales).
Space Travel

SIR,-On the subject of space travel, I read
recently that research by high flying

rockets in America show that the temperature
falls the higher the rocket flies and then
starts mounting again until the temperature
of the heaviside layer is estimated to be
between zoo and 65o deg.

Surely common sense must tell us it is not
a barrier of heat to be passed through, but the
fact that the projectile is flying in a partial
vacuum and there is little or no loss of heat
by conduction or convection and very little
by radiation while the surface is exposed to
the burning untempered rays of the sun.

Moreover, conventional methods of cooling
by refrigeration as suggested by your corres-
pondents in the past cannot be used, as they
depend on conduction and convection in free
air.

It seems, then, that until some practical
method of cooling in a vacuum is evolved,
no space travel is possible.

I also read recently that it is now known
that an electric current of many thousands of
amperes is known to be flowing from pole to
pole at an altitude of 5o or 6o miles. Study,
research and experiments on those lines and
on the effects of untempered cosmic and
ultra -violet radiation might yield interesting
results.-W. J. LAW (W.5).
Device for Measuring Current in a Cable

SIR,-I was very interested in your Editorial
in this month's PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

particularly the centre column, which states
that " there is now a device which can be
clipped to the outside of a live cable, for
measuring the current passing within."

These have been in production for over
4o years. They are shown in the 1912
catalogue of Drake & -Gorham, Ltd., under
the name of The Frisby Current Gauge.

The illustration shows a gentleman, wearing
a " straw boater " hat, in the act of? clipping
the instrument round a live cable in a street
feeder box.

The price was about 55s. These were the
days when we used to sell too watt lamps at
5s. 6d. each, and 6o watt at zs. 8d.-now they
are 2s. 2d. and Is. 72d. respectively.

I have read most of your small electrical
" text books " and have a number still in my
possession, kept for reference by our small staff.

I would like to close by wishing you as long
and as successful a life as Mr. Robertson -
Scott, who in his 9oth year still goes out
lecturing.-P. A. LOWNE (Norwich).
Underground Water Pipe Tracer

SIR,-Re Mr. E. Ball's enquiry, page 416,
June, 1955, I did considerable experi-

mental work on his problem some ten years
ago. The following notes will, I think, be
enough to give Mr. Ball a start on the work.

The simplest " vibrator " may be a relaxa-
tion oscillator employing a standard small
neon 24o volt lamp. Alternatively a valve
oscillator of a simple type may be used.

In place of the triangular frame, a coil of
wire with or without an iron core can be
used. Examples of this would be an unscreened
intervalve transformer (the secondary should
be used), or a single headphone with dia-
phragm removed.

The " coil " should be coupled to a one- or
two -valve amplifier, of quite small gain,
feedirg headphones.

It is not always necessary to connect the
" vibrator " output to both ends of pipe -run.
Often one end, say the tap, can be connected
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to one output lead while the other lead may
be " earthed " to some other object, or even
to the pipe itself ! !

A vibrator frequency of around ',coo cycles
is good, but is not critical. Higher is better
than lower.

It might be as well to add that quite a
number of snags arise if one continues to
develop this type of apparatus, and it is
highly inadvisable to make conclusions without
actual experiment.-P. I. KEITH-MURRAY
(Perthshire).

A Garden Sprinkler
SIR, As a regular reader of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS, I would like to take this
opportunity of congratulating you on a fine
magazine and would like to say that it has,

-1 I

Oil soaked string
or felt washer
inside retaining cup

This is countersunk.

(Above and below).
-Sketches giving
constructional de-
tails of Mr.
Cooper's garden

sprinkler.

Blocked

Ho/es qtrdia on
opposite side of
other piece

Tap body

Into ground,

5"

4.4'copper tube
(petrol piping)
and 7" joint.

Petro/ pipe shoo/der

Brass washer
retaining

collar

Stick
insert

Or pole,

0 0 0 0

34.,
Blocked.

Tap body cap,.

-w---Brass tap washer
retainer

Felt washer
Copper petrol pipe
shoulder soldered on

to dawn
tube,

indeed, been " worth its weight in gold "
during the past year or so.

I thought I might be of assistance to many
readers who may require a cheap and easily
made lawn or garden sprinkler. I have used
the design shown in the sketch in making the
one that has served me well for two years.-
R. COOPER (Stockport).

Installing a Ford Engine in a Boat
SIR,-With regard to Mr. Levett's article

on installing a car engine in an inshore
fishing boat (June issue), I would like to make
the following comments.

The rear bearing as illustrated is made in
two halves to enable it to be fitted around the
prop shaft. If this method is employed it has
to be fitted outside the hull to give support to
the prop shaft, just in front of the propeller.
This in turn means some form of support for
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the split bearing which is subjected to corro-
sion by seawater.

If this split bearing is fitted inside the hull
then a second bearing must be added to give
support as near as possible to the propeller.

When two bearings are fitted, they must
be in line with each other to prevent binding
of the shaft.

The sketch shows a method which in my
opinion is better than the one suggested.
This consists of a steel tube accurately
threaded at both ends. On the end projecting
out of the hull an ordinary phosphor bronze
bearing is fitted with a suitable running
clearance on the shaft.

On the other end is fitted a bearing with a
recess for some graphite cord packing, this
being compressed by the normal type gland
with studs. This will prevent water entering
the boat. One grease cup is fitted on the gland
so that grease can be fed to the running sur-
faces and the grease cup on the prop shaft tube.

Before launching this tube is pumped full
of grease if desired to lubricate the rear bearing.

A short distance in front of the gland is
placed a plummer block on each side of which
is fitted a standard ball thrust race, held in
place by two collars to take the thrust of the
propeller.

This method prevents turning grooves in
the shaft and thereby weakening it. Under
normal circumstances, using a moderately
powered engine, a tin. diameter shaft from
bright, drawn mild steel bar is ample, but
turning 3/16in. deep grooves reduces the
effective thickness to -tin. diameter.

I also suggest that the propeller be fitted
with a taper and locked in place by a bronze
or brass nut to stop corrosion, as after a few
months of immersion a steel nut would be
rusted solid.

I do not claim any originality for this
method, but it has been used for many years
in dozens of small craft built by my father,
without any signs of trouble. One ran for four
months without packing and the amount of
water that entered was negligible.

Also shown on the sketch is a method of
fixing the prop tube to a metal hull, a :rectang-
ular or oblong shaped plate being welded to
the tube and held with bolts to the hull.

The prop, tube should be passed through
a slot in the hull, lined up and then tacked
in a few places, withdraw assembly and weld
off. It has been noted on several craft coming
in for shaft replacement that water seems to
lubricate the rear bearing quite well, but
watch must be kept on the shaft between
rear bearing and propeller as quite a bit of
corrosion takes place at that point.

On the point of cooling, I should advise
fitting a pump that will give plenty of water,
as over -heating of car engines in boats is a
common occurrence. This is caused by the
fact that little air flows past the engine and also
because the water -jacket round the cylinders
is smaller on a car engine than on a marine
engine which has a specially designed water
jacket.

If the boat is to be used on
canals or lakes a trap should
be fitted in the water inlet
so that any underwater growth

Mr. Burgman's
propeller bearing.

which is drifting cannot block the pump.
Finally, I would point out that the angle of

the prop tube on the sketch is out of proportion
and the whole sketch is diagrammatic.-
H. BURGMAN (Coventry).
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FOR SALE

BRAND NEW Brooks h.p. Motors
(ball -bearing), 230 v. A.C., 50 c..

2,805 r.p.m. Ideal for driving wood-
working machines, grinders, etc.
Latest type fully guaranteed split
phase, £91141- ; Capacitor, £10/16/-;
carriage paid mainland. Approval
against cash. P. Blood & Co., Arch
Street. Rugeley, Staffs.
CHROMIUM PLATING. -Complete

Outfits, 10/- and 25/- ; Electro-
plating Outfits.  13/6 each. Details
and sample 4d. stamps. A. Dutch,
51, Monkhams Lane, Woodford
Green, Essex.
NEW TOOLS. -Mail orders only, post

free. Micrometer, 0-lin., 10/-;
B.A. 0-6 Socket Spanners, 6/6; Drill
Stands, 1-60, A -Z 1/16in.-/in., 3/9
each. Taps. B.A. 0-1-2-3-4-5-6 1/2
each, 7-8 1/4, 9-10 1/9 ; 40 T.P.I.
3/52in., 3/16in., 7/32in., 3in., 1/10
each ; Spring Dividers, 5in., 6/6;
Spring Calipers, inside, 6in., 5/- ;
Silver Steel, round 13in. lengths, 12
different sizes, 1/32in. to 9/16in., 10/-;
Angle -plate 3in. 6/-; Vee-Blocks 3in.,
6/-, 4in. 7/6; Lathe Chucks Burner D.
4in.,independent, £3/12/- ; Dies,
13/l6in. diam., B.A., 0-1-2-3-4-5-6, each
2/5. 7-8 3/-, 9-10 3/7: Whit. 1/36in.
3/7, 3/32 3/, lin. 2/5; Dieholder,
13/16in., 3/3; Myford 31in. M -L-7
Bench Lathe, £51/17/6. Thousand
tools in stock, best makes. Enamel
Paint, pint 9/6, for outside use; state
colour required. S. Grimshaw, 7,
Hall Street, Manchester. 18.
COMPRESSORS for sale, 21 CFM,

1831bs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; I h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 1. The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone: Hounslow 7558.)
NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, Rivets,

Washers, and hundreds of other
items for model engineers and handy-
men ; s.a.e. for list. Whiston (Dept.
PMS). New Mills, Stockport.
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment : available
from stock. Universal Electrical. 221,
City Road, London. E.C.1.
LATEX FOAM UPHOLSTERY. 2f t.

6in. Damask Mattress, £8/11/-.
carr. 2/- ; 14lin. x 13in. x llin. Seat
Unit, 8/6, carr. 1/- ; 21in. x 18in. x
4in., 32/6, carr. 2/- ; all shapes and
sizes ; s.a.e. list. B & M (Latex)
Sales, 35, Station Road, Addlestone,
Surrey. (Telephone: Weybridge 3311.)
" VIERSPEX for all purposes,

I- clear or coloured dials, discs.
engraving. Denny. 15. Netherwood
Road. W.14. (SHE 1426, 5152.)
RUBBER MOULDS for Plaster Or-

naments from 2!- each. Moulding
compound for mould making 8/6 per
lb. Granulated ready for use. Metal
toy casting moulds from 3/- each,
s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St.
Mark's Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
"QTERNETTE " Domestic Refrigera-

torkJ units complete with 1/6
h.p. motors, reconditioned, charged
with refrigerant and ready for ins-
tallation; suitable for 4/6 cu. ft.
Cabinets, less cooling coil, £61101 -
each. Send S.A.E. for photograph and
instructions for making cooling coil.
Liverpool Refrigeration Service Ltd.,
191, Rice Lane, Liverpool, 9.

'RAINING BY TRANSFER, oak
walnut. etc. Samples 1/- ;

complete range 3/-; roll 16/10..
P.M.. Decano Co., 20, Clarendon
Road. Jersey. C.I.
NIIRROR SILVERING. Few instrac-

tion books, 2/9. Silver or
Chromium Electroplating, 2/9 ; re-
funded if material purchased.
Business; ; hobbies : s.a.e. details.
Beula Co Stonesdewn, Brightling,
Robertsbridge, Sussex.
BLOCKS. -Fully seasoned fire grain

Cast Iron Blocks, ground all
-over. 18in. x 3in. x tin. each in
wooden box ; only 100 available ;
£5 value at 20/- each collected ; 5! -
extra carriage paid. Blackfriars
Precision Ltd., 154-6, Blackfriars
Road, London, S.E.1. ( WAT 3131.)
TIMBER CUT TO SIZE. General

Woodwork Supplies. D.P. P.M.,
78, Stoke Newington High Street,
5.16.
RED RUBBER TUBING, lin. bore,

100ft. coils, 15/-. lin. bore. 60ft.
15/-; Fabric covered Pressure Tubing,
lin. 10 yards 12/6; Cellulose Paint, 5
gallon drums, stone, green, blue,
brown, also clear varnish 40/- drum;
Galvanized Wire Nets, 271n. x 10in.,
}in. mesh. 2/- each, 25 for 30/-.
Carriage or postage extra. Batley &
CO.. Gorsev Works, Stockport

POOL BARGAINS. Surface plates,
-I- 12in. x 8in. 45/-, also 14in.
circular 45/-. P. and P. 4/ -; Slitting
saws, HSS, 21in. to 3in. dia., assorted
thickness, 3 for 10/-; Emery twill
cloth, 50 yds. x tin. 4/-, P. and P.
1/-; Thread chasers, hand or power,
11 to 40 thread, 2/- each; Tap Wren-
ches, adjustable, jin. to lin. 12/6,
P. and P. 1/6; Woodruff cutters, HSS,
to lin. 6/6 each; Wood Chisels 3in.
to lin. 16/- set, P. and P. 1/3. En-
quire for our hire purchase terms
for all tools, send 6d. for catalogue
and bargain list. Dept. PM., Mibro
Equipments Ltd., 81, Derby Road,
Nottingham.

ASTRO. TELESCOPE KITS.
For simple assembly, effic-

ient 3in. dia. instrument at 40in.
focus, easily prepared in few minutes,
ready adaptable parts comprising:
(1) Selected 50mm. dia. objective
mounted in special long duralumin
cell, exterior stoved, instrument
black crystalline finish; (2) turned
eyepiece focusing mount; (3) adjust-
able brass knurled eyepiece, polished
copper body, lacquer protected, length
41in. engraved, magnification 50 dia-
meters linear (equivalent 2.500X
area) shows intricate lunar detail,
Saturn's Rings etc; (4) Test Certifi-
cate with large self explanatory
drawings, details of simple altazimuth
mountings, observational hints and
tips. All parts machine turned, pre-
cision lenses, numerous testimonials;
price 57/6, registered post packing
2/6; extra eyepieces (interchangeable)
high power 80X (6,400X area) 25/6;
Solar 80X for viewing sunspots etc.,
32/6; Polarized 80X for Astro. day-
light and Lunar observation, 35/-,
postage 1/6. Complete Telescopes
made to order with superior stoved
aluminium principal tube, price 115/-.
post, packing 3/6. Delivery 7 to 14
days. Stamp for full particulars.
Photographs available 1/- set return-
able. Below: -
LARGE MAP OF MOON. Ideal for

above. Shows all principal phy-
sical features with alphabetical name
lists describing position, mountain
heights, notable features, etc., 4/9
post paid. Revolving planispheres
from 5/6, star charts 46 x 36in., 6,-,
books, etc. Below: -
POLARIZING SCREENS. Laboratory

grade, from 3/6 pair, with illus-
trated instructions detailing applica-
tion to instruments, experiments, etc.
Below:-
ZAMBONI ELECTRO - STATIC

PILES. 1,500 volts, inexhaustible
potential for static electric experi-
menting, charging Electroscopes,
determining radio activity, etc. Size
1 x 9lin. ebonite cylindrical case,
fitted with lin, dia, brass electrodes.
no chemical action; with instructions.
Price 12/6, post 1/-; 21/- pair, post
1/6. Below:-
ABOVE INSTRUMENTS unobtain-

able elsewhere, schools and
colleges supplied. Terms c.w.o
c.o.d. 1/6 extra. Stamp for lists.
Overseas by Airmail 5/-. J. K. M.
Holmes; " Scientific Instrument
Makers," (Dept. PM 10), 65, Stephen-
son Street. North Shields; Northum-
berland.
ALUMINIUM LADDERS, super

quality, direct from factory ;
save £££s. Baldwin, Risca. Mon.
" A13,- QUALUNG" CYLINDERS.

£2/2/6 ; Regulators, £1/16/9 ;
Compressors, £4/10/-. Pryce, 157,
Malden Rd., Cheam.

50X

ELECTRICAL
CABLE CHEAPER in small coils

(25-49yds.). Prices per 100yd.
lots (less supplied add 5%), twin
rubber or plastic, 1/044 50,'-, 3/029
64/6. 3/029, earthed, '18/6, 7/029
earthed, 135/-. Request lists. all
cables, accessories. P.M., 591, Green
Lanes, London. N.8.
BRAND NEW CABLES : TRS twin,

1/044 50/-, 3/029 66/6 : twin and
earth, 3/029 80/-, 7/029 136/6 ; PVC
twin, 1/044 50/-, 3/029 67/- ; all per
100 yards. Lampholders 7/3, Switches
16/3 doz. All electrical goods, in-
cluding fluorescent fittings at bargain
prices. Lists. Jaylow Supplies Ltd.,
93. Fairholt Road. London, N.16.
WITH NO DELAY POST TO -DAY!

For A.C., 250/1/50, cap. start,
1,425 r.p.m., silent, fully recondi-
tioned and guaranteed Electric
Motors, make : B.T.H., Delco, Remy,
I. 1, 1/6 f.h.p., 88/-, 67/-, 57/-, or
25% deposit secures. Terms c.w.o.;
carr, at cost. Burman. Chalgrove,
Oxford

ELECTRIC MOTORS, all types, A.C.
and D.C., new or reconditioned:

s.a.e. for price list. J. S. Ramsbottom
& Co. Ltd., Dept. P., Keighley.

HANDICRAFTS
1USICAL 'MECHANISMS. Swiss

made for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 18/-. each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65,
Church Street, Wolverton, Bucks.
'TAKE YOUR OWN MUSICAL BOX,

Swiss -made movements. 22/6.
S.A.E. list of tunes. Best make only.
Albert's Music Shop, 45, Heath
Road, Twickenham.
I EATHER for all Leatherwork.
-1-4 Send 21d. stamp for list and 25
to 30 cuttings. Bowell Agencies, 39,
Sandringham Avenue, Leicester.
ARTIFICIAL FLOWER MATERIAL.

Obtain supplies by post. Leaves,
Wires, Stamens. Paper. Send 6d. for
samples and postage to: Miss N.
Biggins, 46, Pilsworth Road, Hey-
wood, Lancs.

HOBBIES
TOY & GAME MANUFACTURE.

The world's first journal
specifically devoted to the manufac-
ture of toys, games, sports equip-
ment and amusement novelties.
Annual subscription £1110/-. Speci-
men copy 2/6. Techniview Pub-
lications Ltd., 125, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.
MAKINGYOUR OWN ? Telescopes,

Enlargers, Binoculars, Micro-
scopes, projectors, or, in fact, any-
thing that needs lenses. Then get
our booklets " How to Use ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms," Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6 ea. Also our Stereo Book

3D Without Viewers," price 7/6.
Comprehensive lists of Lenses,
Optical, Radio and Scientific Gear,
free for s.a.e. H. W. English, Ray-
leigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood,
Essex.

SHIPS IN BOTTLES. -The con-
structional kit that tells you how

to make them ; build for pleasure or
for profit ; kits 6/- each from Hobbies
Ltd.. and model shops. Cooper
Craft, Ltd.. The Bridewell, Norwich.
STAMP APPROVALS. 25 a ld. up-

wards. Jeffreys, 2, Bay View,
Craigavon, Port Talbot.

SITUATIONS VACANT --
The engagement of persons answering these

advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a scheduled
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59
inclusive unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-
tion of Vacancies Order 1952.
A M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City
-"L and Guilds, etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms. Over 95% sue-
cesSes. For details of Exams. and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building. etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook -Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
967B), 29, Wright's Lane, London,
W.8.

SPRAY PLANTS
SACRIFICE PRICE, 4 cu. ft. port-

able Sprayplant, ' £39/10/-;
" Smith " airline Filters, £1 each.
Frattion manufacturing cost. Fans,
Dust Extractors, etc., cheap.
Bellangers. 306. Holloway Road,
London, N.7. (North 4117.)
SPRAY

PLANTS, £10 ; Air
Bottles, 25/- ; Compressors, pis-

ton type, 35/- : s.a.e. list. L. Unwin,
Bousley Rise, Ottershaw.

WOODWORKING
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A

RELIABLE FIRM for Timber
Plywood, Wallboards, Veneered Ply-
wood ; call at our warehouse or send
s.a.e. for price lists. N. Gerver, 2/10,
Mare Street, London, E.8 (near
Cambridge Heath (E.R.) station).
(AMHerst 5887.)
WOODWORKING MACHINES, all

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, 7in., £4/15/-; 8in.,
£5/10/- ; 10in., complete, motorised,
£30. Planers, 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads, £4 ; with 8in. Saw. Tables,
£7/10/-. Lathes, £7110/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, £10/10/-. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts. etc. 12 months'
written and money refund guarantee.
4d. stamp for illustrated booklet.
James Inns (Engineers), Marshall
St., Nottingham.

order 6/-). Advertisements,
Tower House, Southampton

SAWBENCHES,
all sizes from £10 ;

motorised, £20 ; petrol portable,
£32. Spindle Assemblies, from 27/6
for saws up to 36in. Motors, Engines,
Bearings, Pulleys, Belts. Deferred
terms. Send 1/4 for handbook -cata-
logue. Price list free. Beverley Pro-
ducts, Sturton-le-Steeple, 17, Notts.
PLYWOOD 36 x 12 x 3/16, 13/-

doz. ; 24 x 12 x 3/16, 9/6 doz.:
c.p. ; s.a.e. for list. Parmount
(Dept. P.M.), Burnley Road, Rawten-
stall.
WOOD LATHES, Attachments,

Motors and Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning Tools, etc. ; inter-
ested ? Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list .and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co.. Mills Drive, Farn-
don Road, Newark, Notts.

BOOKS
10,000 FORMULAS, Processes,

Recipes, Trade.Secrets.
This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money 'saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full approval against payment,
27/6, p.pd. Below:-
BUILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment, 12 designs in two books,
Enlargers, printers, dryers, timers,
etc., 6/-, p.pd. Below:-
AMERICAN BOAT BUILDERS

Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,
and other helpful articles, 7/6,
p.pd. Below: -
'TELESCOPES --DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p.pd.
Really outstanding American designs
at lowest cost to make. Below:-HOW TO REWIND and Service

Electric Motors. Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/-,
p.pd. Below: -
LATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,

5/-, p.pd.; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning, jigs attach-
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations ; outstanding, practical
" how -to -do -it " material throughout.
Below: -
ARC AND SPOT WELDERS For The

small Shop. Easily, cheaply
made. Full plans, 3/-, p.pd.Below:-
SOLDERING AND BRAZING

Simplified. Outstanding Ameri-
can book. 3/-. Below:-itlIDGET CAR AND SCOOTER
kr-I- Construction, 3/-, p.pd. Below: -
CAR BODY REPAIRING. CompleteA B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6, p.pd. ; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P.M.), Sedgeford,
Norfolk.

WATCHMAKERS
WE REALISE THAT YOUR WATCH

is an essential part of your
life to -day. We have therefore
organised our repair service for
reliability and speed. You will also
find that our charges are more
reasonable than most. Hereford
Watch Company, 13, Castle Street,
Hereford.

EDUCATIONAL
T P.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-

TIONS.-I 5,500 Alignment Peaks
for superheterodynes, 5/9. Data for
constructing TV aerial Strength
Meter, 7/6 ; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/- ;
membership and examination data,
1/-. Syllabus of 7 postal coursesfree and post free. Sec., I.P.R.E.,
20. Fairfield Road, London. N.8.
MERCHANT NAVY Radio Officer

Cadet Training School. World
travel and adventure overseas.
Brook's Bar, Manchester.
LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT. We

provide practical equipment
combined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM 47, London, W.4.
BUILD YOUR OWN T/V and learn

about its operation, maintenance
and servicing. Qualified engineer -
tutor available whilst you are learn-
ing and building. Free brochure
from E.M.I. Institutes. Dept. PM.58,
London, W.4. (Associated with
H.M.V.)

WANTED
LATHE SADDLE 4)in., plain base,

sturdy. Particulars, sketch to.
Box 1.27.

(Continued on next page)
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DIPLOMAS FOR
MODEL MAKERS
IF you make Micromodels you

should go to your local
Dealer and ask him about a
Guild Diploma, Graduate or
Master. You may be qualified.

In TRAMCARS
HORSE. STEAM. CRETE AND

ELECTRIC

i!OttrC!!)44-7

Making tiny three-dimensional
volumentric " Micromodels " is
the hobby of a life -time ; authentic
subjects shrunk to tiny dimensions.
Each gives up to 100 hours of fas-
cinating recreation.

THE TOWER OF LONDON

Printed in colour on special cards
and costing only pence, often selling
for guineas.
Send S.A.E. for Illstd. Literature.

MICROMODELS LTD.
3(U), Racquet (.t., Fleet Street,

London, E.C.4.

THE BULL Long steifo,d
se, ARC XV

( Continued from precious page)
MODEL DEALERS

OBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'
experience of catering for the

needs of modellers. handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield. Hull, Southampton,
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

MISCELLANEOUS
BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-

TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units, £5 ; small units,
Kelvinator, etc., £4 , h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse. 1, The Grove,
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
7558.)
" VORTUNES IN FORMULAS," 900-

-I- page American book of formulae.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2),
Hastings.

COMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT. Mis-
cellaneous Items ; catalogue 1(5.

Pryce, ' 157, Malden Road, Cheam.
NIONEY FOR WASTE MERCURY,
J -T1- highest prices paid ; mercury
containers supplied. Wilton Trading
CO., Melling Rd., Southport.
CARAVAN SPRING MATTRESSES.

Make or remake your own ;
Units, 6ft. x 2ft., 22/-; 4ft. x lft. 6in.,
18/- ; also all other sizes. Send 6d.
for full instructions and upholstery
list. Benfield's, 3, Villiers Rd..
London, N.W.2.
" TAIADISC " 1.1IN. DIAMOND LAP

TT" for carbide tools. 25/9. Send
stamp for leaflet. W. J. Millett,
C.M.B.H.I.. St. Ives, Huntingdon.
EVERY CONCEIVABLE ITEM of

workshop equipment readily
available under our Personal Hire
Purchase Plan. Write for details
to -day to: Garners, 6-8, Primrose
Hill, Barnsley.
STEAM CARS, detailed plans of

power unit for light cars. Steam
launches and small stationary units.
Magazine. Books. S.A.E. for com-
prehensive free lists. " Light Steam
Power." P.M., Kirk Michael, Isle of
Man, U.K.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE
IDENTIFICATION TELESCOPES. Can be used simultaneously by two
observers. Tremendous clarity with powers of 12X and 30X and Object Glass dia.
of 60mm. Cost 1185. Perfect condition EIS, carriage paid.
EX-R.A.F. BINOCULAR HOLDERS. Eliminates Binocular shake. Invaluable
to users of high-powered Binoculars. 21,-, post free.
TERRY ANGLEPOISE TYPE LAMPS. s.b.c. holder and pygmy reflector
31/6, post extra 1/6. Larger reflector with b.c. holder 5/9.
9 x 50 U.S.A. ELBOW TELESCOPES. 57/6 each plus 2,16 postage.
RIFLE SIGHTS. For .22 and .303. Four types available. Prices 82/15/- ; 431101- ;

84/5/- ES/15f..
GRID LIQUID COMPASSES. 4in. and 6in. Dials. 30j- each.
PRISM BINOCULARS :
Brand new 8X with case at L6/19/6 and 88/17/6. Bausch & Lomb Pattern Canadian
Naval Type at E11/15/... Ross 7 x 50 ex -Govt. Perfect at En. New 10 x 50 Coated.
Centre Focusing. Leather case. At E25.
SEXTANTS
Hezzanith Endless Tangent Screw at 021101, (Huge selection from 50/- to 819/10'-.1
New Light Weight 20X TELESCOPES. E411716 each.
EX -ADMIRALTY BAROGRAPHS. Perfect condition, at EIS each.
All these items and many others are fully described in our new catalogue which is
free on request. All purchases covered by our guarantee of " satisfaction or refund
of payment."

Estoblished 1907,

CHARLES FRANK,
67-73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I.

Phone : Bell 2106/7.

P OR T ASS 3" a " £28.10.0
STAMP PLEASE

Cispt. P.M., Buitermare
Works, Sheffield

FREE DRAWINGS
showing

STEAM and HOT-WATER
INSTALLATIONS

Readers of " Practical Mechanics "
are offered, without charge or
obligation, useful drawings showing
correct installations of thermostatic
control, steam trapping and auto-
matic air venting equipment on a
wide variety of steam and hot-water
heating and process applications.
Ask for current list from which to
select.

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.)
Cheltenham, Glos.

ROGERS "s0TRAR,IF-
Compressors. Ex W.D. 3 cu. ft. 5516.
Signal Winkers. 6 or 12 v. . 5/9.Pumps. For lathe coolant ... 15/-.
Steel Cabinets, 5 drawers ... 1116.Abrasive Discs. 51n. Ass'td. doz., 3/6.
Terminal Blocks. 12 way ... 1/3.
Generators. D.C. 6 v.. 12 v., 250 v., 1216.
Aloxite Abrasive. 13in. x 9in., doz., 4/9.
Thread Gauges. 28 arms
Whitworth Screws. 144 ass'td., 5/9.II.S. Drills. 12 Ass'td. to 48 ... 41-.Empire Tape. 41n. x 300 foot ... 7/6.Flexible Drives. 4ft. long, I in.

dram. 816.
Pressure Tanks. 14in. x 1,000 lb., 16/6.
Fibre Washers. 144 ass'td. ... 3/6.
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C..... 3/9.
Grinders. A.C. Mains Twin Ended, 47/6.
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... 3/-.
Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Ass'td. 113.
Races, Belts, Valves, PUlleys, Pumps.

etc.
May we send our list of hundreds of

interesting items.

YOURS for 14 days FREE

PHILISIILIff
World's Largest Sale
Try the wonderful
Philishave Electric
Dry Shaver FREE for
14 days. Send only
5/- deposit (return-
able if not satisfied).
Two shaving heads
with two 6 -bladed
cutters have unique ro-
tary action which genu-
inely' shaves -doesn't
just snip at the hairs.
Result -better, quicker
shave. Operates 110,250 volts
A.C./D.C. 87.9.3 cash less
Your deposit. Or 5/- deposit
can be first payment, followed
by  8 monthly payments of
£1. 12 months' guarantee.
Illustrated brochure of this and
Shavers Free on request.

This U.50
BLACK & DECKER

KIT
N'L, LI DEP.
CASH PRICE 1E9-17-6

other

With this Kit you can clean, buff.
burnish, grind and drill. Com-
prises : Sander. Polisher. Rubber
pad, Lambswool bonnet, 3 sanding
discs, lin. chuck. Allen key, tin electric
wax, tin auto. polish. Cash 89.17.6. but
yours on the finest of all easy terms -81
deposit and 8 monthly payments of 25/-.
With chuck, becomes all-purpose drill.
Can also be used as driving unit for lathe
and saw attachments. A.C./D.C. Fully
suppressed. State voltage.

ONLY
deposit

OR 77'6 CASH
The Simple Way
to Perfect Photo -
ore Phg-
AN AGIFLASH

CAMERA
Just press a
button for
the perfect
photograph, indoors or out, by day or
night. Eight 2/in. x It in. pictures. Special
wide angle Agilux lens and optical view-
finder. Built-in flash equipment, auto-
matic synchronisation and bulb ejector,
removable flash reflector. Fine leather
covered body with satin chrome trim.
51. deposit and 4 monthly payments of £1.
Carrying case 7/6 extra. Leaflet free.

THE MOST VERSATILE
TOOL EVER

PICADOR PUP

Save ground space with the PICADOR
PUP. It comprises a wood turning lathe,
a rise and fall, fully tilting circular saw,
a hooded grindstone with drill sharpening
attachment, together with sanding and
drilling attachments. It GRINDS, includ-
ing Twist Drill Grinding. TURNS, SAWS
wood, plastics, etc. Only £6.15.0 cash or
251- deposit and 6 monthly payments of £1.

Leaflet Free,

ELECTRIC ELECTRIC PAINT
PAINT SPRAYER

STRIPPER

Old paint peels off
like magic with the
Horvell electric paint
stripper. Easy. even
strokes remove paint, varnish, etc., leav-
ing a smooth surface. Four-sided blade
manages difficult angles and corners.
A.C.ID.C. State your actual voltage.
Price 30/- or 41- down and 4 monthly
payments of 7/6. P. & Spare Lea 'let free.
Extra flex 1/- a yard. element 5/6.

Cash 75/-. Or 4 - deposit and 6 monthly
payments of 13,6.

Paint easily, evenly, twice as fast with
the Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprays
paint, varnish, etc. Complete with sturdy
glass container, flex, nozzle for ceiling -
spraying and extra nozzle discs for differ-
ent liquids. A.C. mains only -state your
actual voltage. Fully Guaranteed.

Leaflet free.

The Black & Decker U-1 1 '4in. DEPOSIT
Portable Electric Drill saves
hours on home and workshop jobs. Drills
wood, steel, brick, etc. Also drives sanding
discs, polisher pads, etc. Fully suppressed.
£5.19.6 or 12/- deposit and 6 monthly
payments of £1. Also 112in. Drill. U-20
£12.7.6 or 28/- deposit and 8 monthly pay-
ments of 81.11.0. A.C./D.C. motor. Vol-
tages 110 to 250. State your actual voltage.
Also 51n. Saw attachment, only £3.5.0 or
5/- down and 6 monthly payments of 11/-.

5 BLADE Saw Kit

Seize this rare opportunity to -day !

Comfy -grip handle and 5 interchangeable
blades of finest quality Sheffield -tool
steel. Packed securely in sturdy presenta-
tion box. The 5 blades are : 18' ripsaw,
16' crosscut, 10- tenon. 14' compass and
10" keyhole. Really outstanding value for
only 25/-. Postage and Packing 116. Send
Postal Order or cheque to -day.

SEND FOR COMPLETE TOOL LIST

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS (DEPT. 16), 5 SILVER STREET, LUTONmumenk
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The Coronet Tool Co.
THE above firm has sent us leaflets describ-

ing their " Home Cabinetmaker " and
" Major Universal " lathes and woodworking
machines, together with a list of tools and
accessories. The home cabinetmaker is
described as a universal 31tin. centre lathe and
combination woodworking machine. It is

The "Major
Universal " lathe
with circular saw

attachment.

available with 19in., 24in. or 3oin. between
centres and costs £8 17s. od. The versatility
of this machine is increased by the availability
of a long list of accessories which enable many
additional operations to be carried out.

The well-known " Major Universal " com-
bination woodworking machine and lathe is
also fully described and all the range of attach-
ments comprehensively dealt with. This
lathe, complete with back and prong centres,
large face -plate and long and short rests, costs
£29. A large selection of standard cutters and
blocks is also available. Full details of all these
products may be had on request from The
Coronet Tool Co., 8, Mansfield Road, Derby.

New Dial Caliper
AYLESBURY TURNED PARTS (TRUE

SCREWS), LTD., Britannia Works,
Britannia Street, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire,
announce the addition of a dial caliper to the
" Helios " measuring instrument range. This
incorporates a dial indicator in place of the
conventional vernier scales, accurate readings
being obtained instantaneously. The caliper
is available in 6in. and sin. sizes with English
or metric readings.

The "Komag " Air Pump
MARKETED by Lawrence Edwards and

Co., Commercial Buildings, Oxford
Street, Kidderminster, the " Komag " air

The "Komag" Air Pump.

pump is a new portable compressor unit with
a capacity of I5olb. per sq. in., output approxi-
mately 3 cu. ft. per minute at Soo r.p.m. It
is claimed to be ideal for rapid tyre inflation,
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es
and for operating spray and grease guns. The
pump unit is of sturdy construction and has
double ball -bearings on the crankshaft to
ensure quiet, easy running. The outfit
weighs about 141b. and is complete with
coupling suitable for a variety of drives,
mounting plate, and aft. of airline complete
with adjustable lever plug tyre connector, at a

cost of £120 Is. od.
complete (including
delivery).

As will be seen
from the photograph,
the "Komag" pump
is also suitable for
mounting alongside
an electric motor or
petrol engine to
form an independent
compressor unit, ad-
ditional parts
required for this being

a length of angle iron suitably drilled to
form a bracket for the pump and a special
stationary drive pulley of about 13in,
diameter, as illustrated, which costs
42s. 6d.

Double Offset Spanners
MADE by Gordon Tools, Ltd., Rock-

ingham Street, Sheffield, these
spanners have double hexagon openings and
are made throughout from chrome -vanadium
steel,' heavily chrome -plated, with highly

A Set of Double Offset Ring Spanners.

polished rings. They are supplied in boxed
sets of four and six, and are obtainable in the
following sizes :

No. 8or Whitworth : kin. x Agin., *in. x
jin., x jgin., ii,in. x gin.

No. 802 American AlF : din. x *in., -*in.
x tin., in. x 196in.' tin. x

Sizes each set of 6. Boxed weight 1lb. 4oz. :
No. 803 Whitworth : lin. x *in., *in. x

iin., iin. x A in., A in. x gin., gin. x *in.,
x -

No. 804 American A iF : Hin. x *in.
x x sin., gin. x x 2532in.,
ftin. x ;in.

" Nubrex " Grease Gun
ADOUBLE - ACTION, high-pressure,

pocket-size grease gun, the " Nubrex,"
manufactured by C. J. Neuman, Ltd., 445,
Brighton Road, South Croydon, Surrey, is
now available from all garages and motor
agents. With a push -on nozzle Gliso lo for
use with tight -grip and push -on nipples,
its lubricant capacity is approximately toz
It is spring -loaded, and thus provides the

The " Nubrex " Grease Gun.

ideal grease -gun for the motor cyclist, retailing
at 9s. 6d.

It is also available in sizes of 3oz. capacity
at 19s. 6d., and 43oz. capacity at z Is. 6d.

The " Toolite "
DETAILS are released of a new pocket

tool which the makers (Mitwood Engin-
eering Co., Ltd., Coleshill, Birmingham)
consider will find a ready market with
mechanics and handymen.

It is a multi -purpose tool, to be called the
" Toolite," and consists of a pocket torch
with spotlight beam, knife, screwdriver,
bradawl, bottle opener. It has been designed
so that the torch beam is focused on the work,
eliminating the necessity of holding a light

The " Toolite" Pocket Tool.

with one hand whilst the work is being done
by the other hand. The three hinged blades
are spring -loaded to fold flat against the
torch barrel when not in use and the torch is
operated simply by screwing down the reflector
cap.

The barrel of the tool is of high -quality
steel sprayed and stoved at 600-65o deg. F.
A wide range of colour finishes is available
including : black, bottle green, pillar -box red
and deep bronze blue. The reflector and base
cap are chromium -plated and the snap action
blades are ground, hardened, tempered,
polished and nickel plated. Nickel plated
rivets are used throughout. Standard 3v.
pencil batteries and 2.2v. or 3v. 0.25 a.
bulbs, which retailers can supply ex -stock,
are required for the torch.

The tool, less battery and bulb, will retail
at 9s. I id.

A New Hose Clip
FROM the Lightning Tools Dept., Elms

Garage, Birmingham, 31, we have
received details of a new adjustable hose clip.
As may be seen from the sketch, it consists of
a ',specially annealed threaded
band which may be tightened
round the hose by means of
a nut. Each clip covers tin.
to tin. diameter and
the surplus is cut off.
It is claimed that a light
finger pressure ensures
a leak -proof joint. The
price of the clips is Is.
each.

The hose clip in position.

THE SLIDE RULE MANUAL
by F. J. CAMM

61- by post 6,4.

From George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
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RULES
is stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon front
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Sand -blasting Materials
T WISH to make up a fairly small sand-

blast cabinet. I have an air supply
of 8olb. per sq. in. Would this be
enough pressure ?

The articles I wish to clean are mainly
the bodies of ordinary car type dynamos,
and none of these is larger than loin. x
71n. I am able to get the cabinet made up
and also any turning or machining re-
quired. Any information on the type of
sand and where obtainable would be
appreciated. -G. J. Drayton (Hounslow).

THE pressure needed for sand -blasting
is from 6o to toolb. per sq. in.,

according to the article and the amount of
cleaning required. It appears that your
air supply is sufficient.

Sand for industrial purposes is obtainable
from the Standard Brick and Sand Co.,
Holmethorpe Works, Frenches Road, Redhill.

You will find a considerable amount of
information on blasting and other cleaning
methods in Newnes' " Engineer's Reference
Book," and we suggest you. study this.

Caulking a Boat
T AM repairing an z8ft. flat-bottomed
1 motor -launch, which has been lying
neglected for about 12 years. It has
been under cover and out of the water,
but between some of the boards there are
gaps up to about tin.

Can you advise me of the best method
of rendering the craft water tight, and
the type of paint you would recommend
for protection against fresh water. It is
proposed to finish in white. -A. F.
Bagshaw (Uttoxeter).

THE easiest way of making such a craft
watertight is with " Bostik " or " Seal-

astik," both of which can be obtained from
the ironmonger. If there are many Sin. gaps
this may prove expensive in an t8ft. boat, and
it may be iheaper to use caulking cotton and
putty mixell with red lead.

The gaps should be filled first and when this
filling has dried on the surface the boat
should be painted with red lead primer and
finished off with white paint.

After the paint is dry, the boat should be

Queries
filled with water to the gunwales and left for
several days.

Electrically-" fired " Camera
T HAVE a Rolleiflex " Old Standard "
./ camera. I want to effect shutter
release by electrical means from a
distance, using, if possible, low -voltage
battery supply. Could you advise me of
an efficient method, and where I may
obtain the necessary parts ? The mechan-
ism must not interfere with the manual
" charging " of the shutter spring. -
M. Gurney (S.W.5).
IT would appear that the movement of an

ordinary electric bell or buzzer could
be utilised for your purpose ; the electro-
magnet could be clipped on to the camera
with the make -and -break contacts short-
circuited by means of a wire. The armature,
or a short extension of the armature, could
then be used to trip the trigger when the coils
are energised, or alternatively when de -
energised. The coils could be supplied from
a dry battery, such as a three -cell flashlamp
battery.

Removing Distemper
T UNDERSTAND that absolutely all old
1 distemper must be removed from
walls and ceilings before either re -distem-
pering or painting. Can you tell me a
sure, quick and comparatively easy way
of doing this ? I have tried all the old

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
12FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d..
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, 55.*

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss..
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d..
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass 3in. diam.
Magnification X80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.'
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 3s. 6d.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.'

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.'
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN,
Complete set, 10s. 6d.'

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, is.
" PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is..
P.M. TAPE RECORDER.

(2 sheets), Ss.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An  denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

methods, but find it extremely hard
work. On re -distempering such surfaces,
I find the surface soon flakes badly. -
F. J. Glynn (East Grinstead).
TT is not necessary to remove well -adherent
1 areas of distemper from a wall previous
to re -distempering it, although, to make a
really good job, it is always advisable to do
so. The method of wetting, scrubbing and
scraping the old distemper, although tedious
in the extreme, is the most reliable one to
use. You can, if you wish, soften the dis-
temper by scrubbing over it a solution of one
part of caustic soda in six parts of water,
used, for preference, warm or even hot. The
caustic solution will have to be applied by
means of an old brush or with a piece of rag

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and arc pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

t'ed round the end of a wooden pole so that
the solution does not make contact with the
skin. After the distemper has been removed
in this manner, the wall should be washed with
water thoroughly in order to remove every
trace of the caustic, which, if left behind, would
affect the new distemper or paint. After such
caustic treatment, followed by washing, the
wall should be rubbed down with vinegar
and again with water and finally allowed to
dry out thoroughly.

Air -purifying Chemicals
COULD you please tell me the

chemicals used in the various air -
purifiers now on the market ?

The type I am most interested in
consists of a perforated metal receptacle
in which crystals which slowly volatilize
are placed. -G. G. Milne (Aberdeen).

CHEMICALS used in the air-putifiers
to which you refer are usually mixtures

of naphthalene and ortho-dichlorbenzene.
Equal quantities of these are melted together
gently. The mixture is then cast into block
form or into the shape of pellets or marbles.
Sometimes, too, the cast mixture is merely
broken up into irregular shapes.

The mixture is sometimes perfumed by the
addition of terpineol and, sometimes, with
carbolic or cresylic acids.

For your purpose, however, the straight
50-5o mixture of naphthalene and ortho-
dichlorbenzene, with, perhaps, a little ter-
pineol, would be the most suitable and
easily made. Naphthalene and ortho-dichlor-
benzene are coal -tar derivatives.

Metal to Glass Adhesive
T HAVE a leather -covered glass spirit
1 flask, the metal top of which has
become detached from the bottle neck.
Could you please inform me of the
ingredients and make up of a suitable
cement for re -fixing this top ?-D.
Musson (Sheffield, 8).

AN excellent metal -to -glass adhesive for
your purpose can be made by grinding

together in a mortar four grams of Portland
cement and one gram of shellac. When the
mixture has been reduced to a fine powder,

(Continued on page 562)



SPECIAL OFFER
G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
I/. each. Postage 21d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/., post 1/-.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens,London, E.4.

UNUSED
N I FE BATTERIES
In crates of 9 or 10 Cells 45AH.
10 Cells equal 12 volts. Size

I2V. crate 271in. x 9in. x 51in.
Offered at the ridiculous price
of I0/- per cell plus 1/- carr.

HUNT & CO.
STEPCOTE HILL, EXETER

'Phone 56687.

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS & SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life! What-
ever your age, you can now prepare at home
for the important new General Cert. of Edu-
cation Exam., on " NO PASS -NO FEE "
terms. You choose your own subjects -
Educational, Commercial or Technical. Re-
cently announced big extension of subjects
gives everyone chance to get this valuable
Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 138 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how you can obtain the General
Cert. are given in our 136 -page Guide -Free
and without obligation. Personal advice on
request. Write today. Dept. 160,
S.O.C., 29-31, Wright's Lane, London, W.S.
s, NO PASS - NO FEE"

L. ROBINSON It CO. (GILLIKGSAM) LIMITED
London Chambers, GILLINGHAM KENT Phone BO

Black ct Decker DRILL, LATHE & SAW
10/-
44 pmts.
of 10/-.

Cash
21.9.17.3

Post Coupon
with 101- Today !

Start a home workshop with this famous Black & Decker DRILL.
LATHE & SAW outfit. Enjoy the thrill of using this fine equip-
ment. Outfit consists of fin. Drill complete with drills and polish-
ing equipment in fitted tool -box, B. & D. wood turning Lathe and
Sawbench attachment with 5in. circular saw. How To Get This
Outfit. All you have to do to get immediate delivery is to send
coupon with first instalment of 10/-. 43
further weekly payments of 10/- corn-

1 To : NEW THAD-plete purchase. Post Coupon NOW 1 HOUSE,
Dept. N23, Prim-

! rose Dill Mill,
Preston, Lanes.

Send -one B. & D.
DRILL. LATHE &
SAW Outfit. I

I enclose 10/- and
will send 43 further

I weekly payments
under your H.P.

I scheme.
Signed
Please PRINT name

Iand address. in
margin.

Ex -Govt. HEADSETS

New and unused Ex -Govt.
Headsets in original cartons.

L.F. type.
To clear at the ridiculously
low price of 5/- each, plus
carriage and packing 1/6.

S. G. YOUNG,
154/6, Blackfriars Road,

London, S.E.1.
'Phone : WATerloo 3131

(5 lines)

EX-R.A.F.
BRAND NEW GEAR BOXES

10/.
POST PAID

Die cast aluminium case, pre-
cision gears, brass and silver steel.
Bronze or ball bearings. 6 ratios
(6/1 to 750/1). Increases usefulness
of any small motor. Send for
leaflet suggesting 25 uses. Cost
approximately £3. Whilst they
last, 10/- post paid.

LUXELECTRIC LTD. (Dept. 7),
LEIGH ON SEA, ESSEX.

ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT
Arc Welding Sets by leading Makers. Un-
used, Surplus and Second Hand. Examples :
Gen.Elec. and Others. 203 amps. max. output,
£40. 160 amps. max output. £34. 100 amps.
max. output. £28 10s. 85 amp. max. output.
£24. All with infinitely variable current
control.
Catalogue of Arc, Spot and Butt Welders

for stamp.
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.,

Brook Road, Manchester, 14.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet No. 18/7

Speeds up to
6,000 r.p.m.

13.& F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS

ASTRO COMPASSES. Mk II. As described
for Theodolite" P.M." Sept. '54, and Camera
pan and tilt head Mar, 55. Each 19/8, post
2/-. (A few less sight (not req. for pan and tilt
head) at 12/8. post 2/-).
LANDING LAMP MOTORS, exactly as
described for Self -Opening Garage Doors,
" Prac. Motorist " Aug. '54 (copy of article
with motor if desired). 12124 v. D.C., also
30 v. A.C., drive via gear and quadrant giving
lateral movement of about 2 in. and reverse.
Each 25/-, post 1/9.
ELECTRIC FANS. New in makers' boxes.
230/250 v. A.C. 71in. Blades. Suitable extrac-
tion or circulation. Bargain at 50/-, post 2/-.
EPICYCLIC GEAR MOTORS (Aircraft
cowl gill motors) operate through 4 -stage
625/1 gear (5-25-125-625 one or more stages
easily locked to give any of these ratios),
24 v. D.C. 5 amps. ; 12 v. D.C. app. 4 amps.
Also operate 16/30 v. A.C. app 5/7 amps.
Each 251-, post 2/-.
TELEPHONE HANDSETS. New and
unused. Two of these handsets easily
installed as two-way intercom. House/
Garage, etc. (Circuit diagram supplied on
request). Each 17/6, post 1/6.
Send 3d. Stamp for List of Motors, Tele-
phones. Transformers. Pumps. Lamps,

Switches, Boxes, etc., etc.
Hundreds of Bargains.

MI LLIGANS
24, HARFORD STREET,

LIVERPOOL 3
Money Back Guarantee.

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and

Tested Radio Designs
Battery Operated
"MIDDY" 2-Valver. M/L waves.
"BOSUN" 3-V. Ditto. Good power and tone.
"SKIPPER" 4-V. T.R.F. Fine range.
"CRUISER" 3-V. T.R.F. M/L waves.
"CORVETTE" 4-V. Superhet All -wave.

Portables
"POCKET PAR" I -V. M/waves. 'Phone.
"CHUMMY" 2-V. M/L waves. Good range.
"ECLIPSE" 4-V. S'het. MIL waves. V/Good.

Short -waves
DX.J. 1-V. Plug-in Coils. B/S Tuning.
DX.2 2-V. Ditto. Greater range.

Mains Operated
"ENSIGN" A.C. 2-V.. Ma. waves.
"CUB" A.C./D.C. 2-V. Ditto.
"ENTERPRISE" A.C. 3-V. T.R.F. M/L wvs.

Data Sheets for the above, 216 each. Except-
ing "Eclipse," which Is 3/3. All plus 2 id.

MULLARD 10 W. AMPLIFIER
The Sparks version of a Tested practical
layout of this noted circuit, with separate
Control Unit. 3/9. Post Free.
SEND Md. STAMP FOR LIST OF 34

DESIGNS.
Chassis and Components Supplied.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
8, COURT ROAD, SWANAGE, DORSET

POTTERY
Potter's wheels from 16 gas. 3 k.w.
electric kilns from £12 to £50. Also
a wide range of pottery materials.

Write for illustrated catalogue.
MILLS & HUBBALL, Ltd.

(Dept. P.M.),
244, Borough High St., London, S.E.1.

ACCURATE

WRDNITTINd

ebleg
*AIR PISTOLS

lint RIFLES ACCESSORIES
PP' Weae for catalogue WESLEY a SCOT* Ltd.
'106. WEAMAN ST., BIRMINGHAM 1, ENGLAND

BRAND NEW EX-U.S. ARMY
" ONAN " GEN. SETS

Specification. Opposed twin cylinder
4 -stroke air-cooled Petrol Engine, produc-
ing 3.4 h.p. at 1,800 r.p.m. Flywheel magneto.
Generator : A.C. Output. 1,500 watt single
Phase current or D.C. Output approx. 10 amp.
at 15v. 150 watt, for charging 12v. battery

or two Cv. batteries in series.
Approx. dimensions : 211" h., 281' long.
211" wide. Weight 270 lbs. Complete with
box of spares. These sets worth at least

Case & C
OUR

arr
PRIC/-.E Xs 60

. 55

Or L 15 Dep. Secures. Bal. over 12 niths.

New PHILCO
Heavy Duty

STORAGE
BATTERIES
Ex-U.S.A. Govt. 6 Volt

Carr. & '77 Amp. 10' x x
Pkg. 9/- a WORTH DOUBLE.

MOTORISE YOUR WORKSHOP I

ELECTRIC MOTORS
H.P. by famous manu-

facturer, 200, 230v. A.C.
50 cycles 1,425 r.p.m.
Single phase. Self start.
Continuous rating r x f"
shaft. Solid platform.
Usually £5. 69/6C. &P. 8/6.

15/
SECURES DELIVERY

OF GOODS TOTAL VALUE
Larger Amounts Pro Rata.

Haltom, payable over 8 months. £3
SEND FOR FREE ILLUS. CATALOGUE

PRIDE & CLARKE Ltd.
(DEPT. P.M.)158, STOCKWELL ROAD.
LONDON, S.W.9. BRI 6251

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit 'f/'
For Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal construc-
tion & repairs hi the home. on
the car or cycle. Instant heat
6,000° F. Works from 6v. or 12v.
car battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ing Tools, 9 ft. cable, clip carbons,
cleansing fluid, fluxes, filler rods, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. Thousands
In daily use. As supplied to Depts.
of H.M. Government, I.C.I., Standard
Telephones, etc. Welds all Metals.
Ile to one -eighth iaoh. 53/6C.O.D. IF REQUIRED.
Obtainable only from: Post Free.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.M.)

2E9 Kingsland Road, London, E.2

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send &If. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

Booklets :
" Fr pert-
ments " 101d.

" For Wales"
101d.

Home

Chemistry "
Pja

Poll Paid.

BECK(scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

OUR NEW
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

CATALOGUE No. 12
Containing over 400 items, price 1/6
post free. 2/6 overseas seamail.

ARTHUR T. SALLIS (P.M.)
93 NORTH RD., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

Telephone: BRIGHTON 25E06
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slake it with a mixture of two parts methy-_
lated spirit and one part water, to a mortar -
like consistency. Then, after applying the
cement thus prepared, bake it in a hot oven
at 250 to 275 deg. C. for two to three hours.
It is important to see that the mixture is
baked while moist.

Another cement may be made by slaking
calcined magnesite with a solution made by
dissolving 4o parts of magnesitim chloride in
6o parts of water. This takes about 3o hours
to harden.

An alternative is a solution of poly -vinyl
chloride in acetone or methyl -acetone. A
good cement of this type may be obtained
from Portland Plastics, Ltd., Wear Bay Road,
Folkestone, Kent, its trade name being
" Eortex Universal Cement."

Astronomical Telescope Design
AM considering constructing an
astronomical telescope with an

object lens of 6in. diameter. The sug-
gested useful " f " number is 15. This,
of course, means a tube length of 9oin.
is required. As this is somewhat un-
wieldly, I have been wondering if it is
feasible to adopt the method shown in
the diagram below. It necessitates
doubling the light back, and I am anxious
to know if the loss of light and definition,
etc., will be very great. There is also the
possibility that I would be incapable of
setting the prisms or mirrors accurately.
I would appreciate your observations.-
G. W. Tyrrell (Lanes.).

Prism or mirror
Object lens trdia fl5approx.

Direction of light
Strengthener 2 ct

Eyepiece 4 ft
Prism or mirror

Proposed telescope arrangement.

THERE are many objections to your scheme
for shortening your 6in. telescope, by

doubling the barrel back upon itself, the chief
of which are : the loss of light, the dispersion
and reflection by the prism surfaces, and the
terrific cost of first-class prisms of such large
size. If the prisms, or mirrors, are not of the
very highest quality then the definition will
certainly suffer ; moreover, as you appear to
anticipate, there will be difficulty in setting the
prisms or mirrors so accurately _that the
collimation of the object glass will be perfect.

The scheme introduces mechanical as well
as optical difficulties. For instance, how is the
whole telescope to be mounted equatorially,
and how is the small telescope or finder to be
mounted ?

Our advice is : first find out what the cost
of high-class prisms will be. Then the cost of
mirrors, but in connection with the latter it
must be borne in mind that they will require
resilvering every few months.

Photo -electric Cell Burglar Alarm
COULD you kindly send me a circuit

for a photo -electric cell -operated
burglar alarm, with source of com-
ponents?-W. Salmon (Bournemouth).

yOU could use a 4o -watt lamp, fed from
the mains, which directs light through

an infra -red filter, which cuts out visible
radiations on to a gas -filled photo -emissive
cell or " electric eye." The output of the cell
is then amplified by applying it to the grid of
an amplifier valve, the output of the amplifier
being used to energise the coil of a relay which

holds open a pair of contacts. These contacts
are connected in circuit with a bell and battery
so that, in the event of the ray being inter-
rupted, or the supply to the amplifier being

Lamp

IN
Supply

Potentiometer
resistance

Theoretical circuit of burglar alarm.

cut off, the contacts close to ring the bell. A
circuit diagram is given above.

An amplifier from an old radio set could be
used, whilst the " electric eye " could be
obtained from one of the following firms :
Londex, Ltd., Anerley Works, 507, Anerley
Road, London, S.E.20 ; Radiovisor Parent,
Ltd., 5, Stanhope Street, London, N.W.5 ;
General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2 ; British Thomson -
Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby. A suitable relay
could probably be obtained from one of the
same firms.

Removing Stains from "Ebony"
Furniture

T HAVE an ebony dressing -table set
1 which has been splashed with eau -
de -Cologne, leaving burned marks on
it. Could you please advise me what to
do to restore the ebony finish ?-
P. Hulbert (Towcester).

AGOOD eau -de -Cologne consists mainly
of rectified spirit, and it is not likely

to attack a surface of real ebony. The fact
that the eau -de -Cologne has marked your
dressing -table suggests that this article of
furniture is not one of real ebony, but is
merely an ebony -finished one ; in other
words, that the table has merely been arti-
ficially stained to an ebony colour. In this
case the spirit will have merely dissolved
away the stain from the table surface and
exposed the underlying lighter woodwork.
It will be fairly simple for you to dissolve
about t part of ebony spirit stain in about
3 parts of methylated spirit and then very
carefully to brush this stain on to the marked
surface and its immediate surroundings to
obtain a uniform colour matching up with the
rest of the surface. Finally, the re -stained
surface is wax- or shellac -polished in order to
match the adjacent surfaces.

Corrosion Between Dissimilar Metals
IT is proposed to augment an existing

hot water supply by the addition of
another boiler, tank and the necessary
piping, etc.

The existing cold water feed tank and
the supply pipe to the hot water draw -off
taps will be required to serve both heating
units. The whole of the present supply
system is carried out in galvanised iron,
and the proposed addition has copper
tank and piping with brass fittings.

Is there any danger of electrolytic
action or other forms of corrosion taking
place if the two systems are intercoupled
or would you advise keeping both systems
entirely separate ?-L. R. Payne (Beds.).

THE electrolytic action and corrosion to
which you refer only takes place between

two dissimilar metals which are actually in
contact as, for example, where a copper pipe
is fitted to a galvanised cistern. It would
be quite safe to use the two intercoupled
systems which you describe provided that

there was no direct contact between different
metals. In instances in which one metal pipe
has to be joined to a tank of a different metal,
the. difficulty is sometimes overcome by using

an insulative ring, usually of
bakelite or some similar material
which is internally and externally
threaded and which is screwed
on to the inserted pipe, the ring
itself being screwed into the wall
of the tank. By this device a
ring of insulative material is made
to separate the two metals so that
direct contact between them does
not occur and so that electro-
lytic corrosion is not set up.
These insulating rings are usually
obtainable from dealers in
plumbers' materials and from
firms dealing with hot water

systems and equipment.
If it is not feasible or convenient to fit these

insulating rings separating directly -contacting
dissimilar metals, it would be better to keep
the two systems entirely separate.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries :

Camera Viewfinder
COULD you let me have the dimensions

and construction for making the collapsi-
ble type of direct viewfinder for Kodak 62o
(3j in. 2j in.) camera ? - A. BATTLE
(Sheffield).

Pump for Emptying Washing Machine
IWOULD like to use a pump for emptying

my electrically -operated washing machine.
What type of pump is used and where can
I buy one ? I had in mind the type operated
by a lever which moves the pump on to the
belt.-H. PARTRIDGE (Cradley).

Bird Cage Construction
T WISH to make a small number of bird
1 cages ; can you give me a simple method
of construction ?-J. NASH (Loughborough).

A Collapsible Salmon Landing Net
COULD you give me particulars on how to

make a telescopic collapsible salmon
landing net ? I would like to make it in
aluminium alloy for lightness.-E. B. K.
OWENS (Londonderry).

A Fine Paint Spray

PLEASE
tell me how to make, or where I

can purchase, a paint spray suitable for
spraying plaster and plastic moulded objects
with very small and intricate detail ? The
spray needs to be controlled to fine limits.
-A. WOOLDRIDGE (Norwich).

Pedal -operated Boat
T AM intrigued with the little two-seater
1 pedal -operated boats which are so popular
at seaside resoks. Could you give me details
for making one ?-C. OWEN (Salop).

400 -day Clock Mechanism
IAM greatly interested in electric clocks

and have always wondered if it were
possible to make the 400 -day type of clock-
work motion, but being energised by electricity.
The contact method for operating the torsion
wheel and the " link " between this and the
clockwork mechanism, with sizes and coil
values for magnet and solenoid, with any
other points important to note, would be
appreciated.-R. THOMSON (Dublin).
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
iron Is fitted with a pencil bit, 230/250 v.
50 watts, 11/6. Standard Iron with adjust-
able bit, 200/250v. 60 watts. 1316. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 1616. all post 64.
These Irons are guaranteed, and all parts
are replaceable.
Meters. -20 amp. 21in.. tali. 1216 15 v..
24in.. talc., 9/6 150 v. 2in.. mica 101- ; 3.5
amp.. 2in., T.C.. 61- : 4 amp.. 211n.. T.C.. in
case with switch. 9/6: 100 m/A. 2in.. talc.,
V& all post extra. Meter Movements,
Units with 2-500 microamps, 7/-, post 1/-.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. maths
giving 3. 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp..
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc.. 9/-. Similar
Transformer but output of 4. 8 or 12 volts,
12/6. Both post 84. BELLS for use with
either :the above or batteries, 6/-. post 64.
BUZZERS. 3/9. or Heavy Duty. 4/6. post 54.
Ex-R.A.E. 2 -valve (2 volt) Mlemphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane inter -corn..
in self-contained metal case : can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set.
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20/-. post 2/-. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier, 2/- extra.
Ditto, less valves, 10/-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5/6. Tannoy 71- Similar instrument, mov-
ing coil, 8/6. All post 94.
Mike Buttons (carbon), 2!-. Moving Coll0 416. Transformers, 51, All post 4d. each.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip. 3/3, or with gauge. 316, post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show " live " side of switches. etc.,
3/6. post 44. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser, pencil type, with vest-
pocket clip, 7i6, post 5d.
Crystal Scts, Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room. 12/6. post 8d. Spare Permanent
Detectors, 2/- each. When ordered separ-
ately. 2/6 : with clips and screws. 2/10. post
3d. Headphones, brand new. S. G. Brown.
G.E.C., etc.. 231- and super -sensitive, 30/- a
pair. Headphones in Good Order, 61-.
Setter Quality, 7/6 and 10/-. Balanced
Armature Type (very sensitive). 13I6.
All post 1/-. New Single Ear -pieces, 3/6.
Bal. armature type, 4/6 (two of these will
make an intercom. Set). Ex-R.A.F. ear-
piece, 2/6, post 4d. (Alt Headphones listed
arc suitable for use with our Crystal
Sets.) Money refunded if not completely
satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON. E.11.
New illustrated List sent on request with
I id. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

NEW CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

per yd. 25 yd. 50 yd. 100 ad.
1/044 Twin 71d. 14/9 28,6 551)
11644 3 -core 1014. 21 - 4th- 7819
31029 Twin 10d. 19/3 37i- 72/-
3/029 T. & E.11 id. 23/3 45/- 97/6
7/029 Twin 11344. 3116 01J- 120 -
71029 T. & E. 1/7id. 39/3 76/6 150/6
7/044 Twin 215 59/6 117i- 232/ -
Twin Lead 50 yds. 3/029 66/3. 71029 106/6.
VIR 50 yds. 3/029 16/3. 7/029 27/6. Earth Wire
100 ft. 71029 11/6, 7/020 7/-. Twin PVC Transp.
Flex 50 yds. 101, Twin Maroon 25 yds. 12/6.
50 yds. 22/6. TRS. VIR Lead Cables of all
sizes. Holders. C.G. 8/-. Batten doz. 12/-.
Roses, Brown 8/-. White doz. 10/-. Jnc.
Boxes Sm. 11/-. Lge. doz. 13/-. Switches
1 -way 18,-. 2 -way doz. 241-. Mutac Silent
Switches. 1 -way 181-, 2 -way doz. 24/, Flush
Switches 1 -way 18/-. 2 -way doz. 241-. Ceiling
Cord. do. 1 -way 5/, 2 -way 6/-. 2 amp. 2 -pin
Swplugs & Tops. ea. 3/-. 5 amp. 3 -pin
Swplugs & Tops, ea. 5/6. 15 amp. 3 -pin
Swplugs & Tops, ea. 9/-. 15 amp. 3 -pin ditto
A.C. only, ea. 6,-. Wood Blocks 3 x 1 4/6.
34 x 1 6/-, 3 x 3 x 1 61-. 51 x 31 x I doz. 7/6.
White. 3 x 6/-. 3i x 1 71-. 4 x 1 9/-. Cable
Clips Sml. 2,9. Med. grs. 3/3. 10 amp. D.P.
Insulated Swfuse 6/6. 21 amp. Ironclad 2 -
way 15 A. SPItr. 13/6. 30 amp. Ironclad D.P.
Swit,chfuse 1916. 60A. Metal 8 -way Con-
sumer Unit 45/-. Sw. gear. Fusehds. Sultrs.,
all types. Lamp Bulbs 15, 25. 40,60 watt. 12/-.
75 watt 15!-. 100 watt 17/-. 150 watt 24/-. 200
watt doz. 30/-. Carbon Bulbs 230 v. 16 CP
doz. 20/-. Immersion Heaters. 1 kW 37/6.
A.C. Motors, 1 h.p. 260/220 v. 110i, h.p. do.
I35/-. Coppered Aerial Rods. doz. 11-.
Single Car Cable 10 yd. 3/-. 100 yds. 251-.
Conduit & Fittings, lin. & !in. Industrial
Reflectors. Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings. Time Switches, Meters. Electric
Motors and all electrical equipment. Full
lists on request. Single items supplied.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Terms : Cash
with order carriage paid if over £4 ;

orders of £20 or over less 5 per cent. discount.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (PM), QUEENS ROAD,
PECKHAM, S.E.15

Tel.: New Cross 7143 or 0890.

Our own Home Workshop Outfit

for only MY- down

We're on a strict budget
-so we tackle our household
makinb and mending ourselves.
Our B & D Home Work-
shop Outfit is a wonderful
help. From a selection
of 8 outfits we chose one
with the powerful
Sander -Polisher -Drill
as basic power unit.

We de -rusted the gate with a wire
brush powered by our Sander -
Polisher -Drill -then fixed new
nameplates to the gatepost.

Removing old paint and smoothing
surfaces for re -painting was simple,
using sanding discs on the tool.

Another useful attachment turns The Outfit also helps with house -
the tool into a portable Saw -cuts work. It puts sparkle into silver
through timber easily, without the and shines polished surfaces. Gives
drudgery of hand -sawing. a showroom -sheen to the car too.

* This outfit comprises
Sander- Polisher- Drill,
Buffing & Polishing Kit,
5" Saw attachment,
horizontal stand, sand-
ing discs, lambswool
bonnet, tins of polish
and wax. Initial pay-
ment 30/- I2 monthly
payments 25/- (Cash

price El 4.10.60.

Send postcard for full details and FREE copy of the second

in o new series of hints for the handyman "SANDING AND
POLISHING JOBS AROUND THE HOME "

PUT THE'DO'IN 'DO-IT-YOURSELF'
WITH

tA it 7)HANDY UTILITY TOOLS

BLACK & DECKER LTD DEPT. 32C  HARMONDSWORTH MIDDX.
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NEW
OUR 1955 SOPA-HANDBOOK

"THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR"*

20
CIRCUITS

76
PAGES

FOR 2/6 ONLY
incorporating these starattractions
*20 CIRCUITS. -Sunerbets.

T.R.F. Sets Amplifiers. FeederUnits Test Equipment, etc.*SUPER HETS.-Full
Donal details,
layoot and point -to-Point wiringdiagrams for building superhets.*COD. PACK . -Full construc-tional details for building asunerhet coil pack.

*CAR RADIO -Full construc-tional details.
*BATTERY CHARGER, com-plete details for building aCHEAP CHARGER.
* RADIO GEN-Pages of informa-tion. Resistance Colour Code,Formulae a "now-how.'
*RADIO CONTROL -General in-formation and list.
*IfitsALITIOGRA Ai- Constructors'
*CATALOGUE -Profusely illus-trated catalogue and price list.of components, receivers, books,Wolf Cub. Black and Decker.Xacto, Tools, etc.
YOU CAN'T GET SETTER

VALUE ! IT'S TOPS !*" The most helpful book in the7'ratie."SEND 2./6 FOR YOUR COPY
TODAY

And, of course, our variable iron -dust cored offer outstandinevalue at 3/- ea. 10a0, 16-50 30-75.75-200. 190-550. 800-2.000 metres.Aerial. H.F. or ose.
SUPAC011.8 (Dot. rit.9)21, alerkhouse Road. London, E.17

'Phone KEYstone Das.

LEARN A LANGUAGE
THIS WINTER

By the Pelman Method
THE problem of learning a Foreign
A Language in half the usual
time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman system you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all.
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

Reduced fees for H.M. Forces

Grammatical complexities are elim-
inated. You pick tip the grammar
almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Send for the Free Book.
The Pelman method of learning lan-

guages, which has now been used for over
25 years with such success, is explained in
four little books, one for each language :

FRENCH. SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of

these books, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by writing
for it to -day. WELtecic 1411.2

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY

Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London, W.I.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning :

French. German. Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of' these)

Name

Address
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TELEPHONE SETS
MODERN DESK TYPE
For Office, Factory or Home. Each unit is
complete with Eft. of 3 -way flex and 3 -way
connecting block. Price for 2 Units with
battery ready for use, £811718. 3 -way Flex
available at 5d. per yd.
WALL TYPE also available, 2 complete
units £5. Batteries 5/6. Twin Wire 5d. per
yd.
GENALEX EXTRACTION FANS. -230/
250 volt 50 cy Induction motor. 1,350 r.p.m.,
85 watts, 9 in. blades, silent running, 26/151,
Cge. 7/6.
BLOWER MOTORS. -Dual voltage 12124
volts. Recommended for car cooling or
heating. 25/-. Post 2/-.
A.C. MOTORS, S h.p. 1,425 r.p.m., i shaft,
Ball Bearings. Standard foot mounting
220/230 volts Single Phase made by Cromp-
ton Parkinson, Continuous rating, Brand
New. £711510.
A.C. MOTORS. Capactitor start and run.
230 volts 1/10 h.p., 1.425 r.p.m., foot mount-
ing..7in. x 6in. x 51n. overall. £3/1718. Cge.

12/24 VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double
ended shaft 21n. x 3M., 8/8, postage
KLAXON GEARED MOTORS. -230 volt

,A.C.Induction type, No. 1K5SB3-W7. Torque
15 lbs./in. 175 r.p.m. £10.
HEADPHONES HIGH RESISTANCE.
-4,000 ohms. New, 12/8 pr., post 1/6.
ACFIL PUMPS. -These pumps enable
you to fill all accumulators on the bench .

with the carboy at floor level. Brand new.
Only 30/-, post 2/-.
LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUIT TESTER. -
A self-contained unit for making a complete
and rapid check of the generator -battery
circuit of a vehicle. Battery voltage. regu-
lator and cut-out settings and generator
performance can all be easily, determined
American made. Complete with instruction
book. 25/10/-. post 2/-.
BALL RACES. -No. EE2, lin. x lin., 3/-.
30/- doz.. post free.
THRUST RACES. -13/161n. x lin., also :in.
x tin. '1/6. 15/z doz. Post free.

iriSWITCHES. -A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakellte moulding 51in. x 1 lin. x 2in.
Ideal for model railways, etc., 5/8. post 9d. .

ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS. -
Post Office type ..11A, counting to 9,999,
2 to 6 volts D.C., 3 ohm coil, 12/6 each, post ,

V-. Many other types in stock. Lists sent
with order or send S.A.E.
MECHANICAL COUNTERS to 99,999
only 716 each. Post 6d.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -From 24 volt
D.C. to 230 volt A.C. 100 .watts, 92/8 ea.
Cge. 7/6.AUTO CABLE for car wiring and all
electrical purposes, waterproof. Single.
4/-doz. yds., 201-100 yds., 3 core, 5/-doz. yds.,
37/6100 yds. 5 core 61- doz. yds., 451- 100 yds.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. -
Ex R.A.F. Brand new, 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. inch at 1,200 r.p.m. Ideal for a
brazing torch, etc. Size 61.n. x din. x 4in..
2 x lin. shaft, 22/6 each, post 2/-.
MASTER CONTACTOR. -A precision
made clock movement. contact making and
breaking twice per second, with regulator.
Brand new in soundproof oak case. Many
uses, blinking lights, etc. Only 12/6. post
2/-.PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER. -
This unit is a powerful 220 watts electric
motor, operating on 220-230 volts. Enclosed
type with handle. 8ft. of metallic flexible
hose and nozzle is included, also 7 yds. C.T.S.
flex for connection to the mains, 130/ -
complete. Carriage 7/6.
INSPECTION LAMP. -Complete with
Battery Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves
both hands free, 7/6. post V-. Takes a
standard Ever Ready battery, No. 1215
2/9. post 6d.
VOLTMETERS. -0-20 M.C. 2in. Flush,
10/8 each, post 1/-.
INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS.-Full,wave
Bridge 1 mA. 8/6: 5 mA, 7/6 ; 50 mA, 5/- ea
TEST METERS.-FSD 1 mA. Scaled 0/100.
Resistance 75 ohms. 2 lin. Flush Round.
In metal case 71n. x 51in. x 211n. Ideal for
making a Universal Test Meter. 35/, post
CELL TESTING VOLTMETERS. -3-0-3
In leather case with prods. 25/-. post 2/-.
MICROAMMETEB.S, 250 F.S.D. 3iin.
FLUSH. MODEL S37.
Specially scaled for test meters. Knife
edgepointers, magneticshield. Guaranteed.
Brand new. Not Govt. surplus. 551-.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 cy.
reading 0 to 300 volt with clear 51n. dial only
60/-_.; 0/15 volts A.C./D.C. 214.n. Flush, 15/6.
VOLTMETERS. -0/300 D.C. 2in. Flush
Square with external resistance, 10/6 ;
post 1/-. Easily converted to

rectifier at
bY

using a 5 Milliamp meter rectifier at 7/6.
post 6d.AMMETERS. -21n. Flush 0/20. 10/8 ea.
20-0-20. 1216 ea. Moving Coil D.C.
LISTS AVAILABLE -Motors, Meters,
Telephone, Rectifiers, Relays, Potentio-
Meters, Resistances. Send, large S.A.E.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
Dept. PM,

204, LOWER
CROYDON.

ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
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RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell Easing Oil

Shell Easing Oil
comes in a handy 8 oz.
tin with special pourer
spout to eliminate
waste.

Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings ! Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and
free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in the
house. Buy some to -day -good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil.

Every "'deka
measured mile

Precision built with watch -like
accuracy, neat, light and strong,
records up to 10,000 miles and then
repeats. Complete with striker and
rust -proof hub spindle bracket.
Chromium plated finish.

e

JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER STREET. BIRMINGHAM. 6.

September, 1955

This is a H.S. milling Cutter Bar-
gain. All 1" bore, 3-31" dia., .4* -1" thick,
including side and face cutters, plain
and angle cutters. A most useful lot for
any tool room, 6 ass. for 501-. The
present maker's price of the cheapest
cutter in this selectionis 40:-. You must
get this lot, remember you get same on
approval against cash.

2,000 Small H.S. Twist Drills,
approx. 1/32,3/32'; 4/- doz. approx.
1/16"-1", 7/8 per doz. approx. ; 0/32--
10/32', six for 10/-.

All items brand new. £1 orders post
paid. Prompt delivery. Inspection by
appointment only. All items sent on
approval against cheque or P.O. Refund
without question if any item returned.

3,000 Circular Split Dies 1' dia.
cutting 0", 5/16', I", 7/16', 4' Whit.,
B.S.F.. also brass thread, 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F., 12/- per set of
5 sizes, 2 sets 22;6, 4 sets 42/6. Taps to
suit 9/3 per set, either taper or second
or plug. 1" die -stocks, 5/- each ; 3/16"
to e tap wrenches, 12/6 each.

1,000 Hand Reamers, 5/16', 3/6 each.

1.000 High Speed Inserted Blades
-Expanding-Reamers, 17/32" to .19132"
14/-. 9/16' to 1" 16/-. 11/16' to 1" 17/6.

to31/32" 18/6. 31/32' to 1}" 22/6 each.

7.000 Pratt & Whitney, circular
split dies, superior quality precision
ground cutting edges, 13/16' dia.. suit-

-able for machine or hand use. Sizes ;
2. 4, 5, 6 B.A., 8/6 per set.

5.000 Ball Races, I' bore. l' o.d.,
thick, 4/ --pair ; 0" bore, 1" o.d.. 7/32'
thick, 4/- pair; 6 mm. bore, 19 mm. o.d.,
6 mm, thick, 4/- pair ; 9 mm. bore, 26mm. o.d., 8 mm. thick, 4/-..pair:C
bore, 1" o.d., 7/32' thick, 5/- pair.

4/9Any LOT. Five loth. 22/6. 2
H.S. Tap or Reamer Fluting

Cutters 11' dia., I" hole, i" and 3/16'
thick, worth 7/6 each. Set 5/32', 3/16"
7/32'. 4'. all in 40 thread, 13/16' Split
Dies ;8 assorted Centre Nail Pin and.
.Belt Punches. total value 12/6 : one
H.S. Tap or Reamer Fluting. Cutter.
21" dia., 4" thick. 1 hole ; one 1" H.S.
Hand Reamer. worth 101-. Every item
a good bargain,

500 Sets Metal. Figure Punches,
nine punches 0 to' 8, the six is used
reverse for nine ; size 5/64', 6/6 set,
worth 15/- ; ditto 4' size, 8/6.

2,000 Files, 4" to 6' flats, half -rounds,
rounds, squares, warding assorted, cuts,
good general lot, 10/8 doz. ; three doz.,
28/6.

600 Circular Split Dies, B.T.D. Wake
21, dia.. E. f". 1", 1" Whit. Gas;
worth 11/- each. Clear 7/8 each, newsr die -stock to suit. worth 30/- each,
clear 10/- each.

200 Boxes A to Z Steel Letter
Stamps for marking metal, 5/64' size,
17/8 set ; ditto I" size, 22/6 set, worth
treble this price.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size 9". 5/32', 3/16', 7/32", 1". 5/16', list
price 38/- set, handy bargains, 15/- set.
also I", 5/16", 5' ditto. 12/6 set, all in
makers' wrappings.

500 H.S. 90" Countersinks, body
' dia., teeth cut to point. An essential

tool for any workshop using c/s screws.
Gift 5/- each.

1,000 Bevelled Wood Chisels,
handled. U. 5/16', C. C. I", 8", 1'. 1'.
Actual value 32/6. Gift 25/- set.

3,000 High Speed Routing Cutters,
straight shank, two lip, as used for
cutting slots in wood, sizes 9', 4' dia..
clear 41- each.

1,000 Toolmakers' Needle Files,
good assortment of shapes and cuts,
worth 1/9 to 2/6 each, 12/6 doz.

10,000 High Speed End Mills
Straight Shank, 3/32" to 3(16' dia., some
with teeth cutting both end but not
standard sizes, clear 5 assorted, 10/-.

100 doz. 6' Three square Saw Files,
10/6 per dozen.

1,000 Semi nigh Speed Centre
Drills, Slocombe brand, 5/16' body dia.,
3/32" point, 1/6 each, 16/6 per doz.

1,500 11.S. Morse Taper Shank
Twist Drills. Brand new, Firth Speedi-
cut, 'Balfour Capital. etc. All best
quality drills, No. 1 and 2 Morse Taper
shanks, sizes from approx. 1" dia. to
approx. l" dia. Five assorted £1, actual
value £4. One dozen assorted, 42/6.

20.000 Small High Speed Milling
Cutters, various shapes and styles.
We want to clear these quickly, 12
assorted, 15/-.

J. BURKE,
192 BaslowRoad, Totley,

Sheffield
Inspection Only at Rear

36, Films illtam Street, Sheffield
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AU letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

IV .C.2
Phone : Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

W FIAT I '..CH By F. J. C.

The Cycle Show
FROM information available at the time of

going to press it seems obvious that, as
in previous years, there will be no great

surprises at the Cycle Show as far as bicycles
are concerned. There will be many new
accessories, but the bicycle remains as it was
5o years ago, with minor changes excepted.
We are speaking here of basic design and not
detail improvement. The sum of all the
detail improvements in bicycles over the past
quarter of a century does not add up to any
main major change in the safety bicycle as

- developed by Lawson and, to some extent, by
Paul Renouf. New materials, as they have
come along, have been incorporated, even to
the use of plastics for certain accessories.
There has been in the past a general tendency
to lighten bicycles, and the lightweight
machine undoubtedly has done much to
popularise cycling.
There is a limit,
however, with the
existing type of dia-
mond frame beyond
which weight reduc-
tion cannot go,
without sacrificing
rigidity. One or two
lightweight frames
deflect badly when
extra pressure is
applied to the pedals
as when climbing a
hill or " dancing on
the pedals." We
have had improve-
ments in gears and
improvements in
precision manu-
facture. Electro-
plating, unfortun-
ately, especially on
steel parts, leaves
much to be desired.

Can it be that the bicycle has reached
finality in design ?

The International Cycle and Motor Cycle
Show to be held at Earls Court between
November 12th and 19th, 1955, will be opened
by Captain The Right Honourable Peter

110 Thorneycroft, M.P., President of the Board of
Trade.

Power -assisted Bicycles
THE number of cyclists who are now turn-

ing to power -assisted bicycles increases
month by month, as the license statistics
show. The movement now has its own
association to watch its interests and to
co-ordinate the movement. The C.T.C.
labelled these lively mounts, with a super-
cilious sneer as " neither fish nor flesh "
some years ago. What is their viewpoint now ?
Unlike earlier attempts to market motor -
assisted bicycles (the Autowheel was a good
example) the present machines are well -
designed, their power is adequate for the
strength of the machine, and they have
brought into the ranks of two wheelers those

who for physical or other reasons would
not or could not pedal a bicycle. They will
never, of course, oust the two -wheeler, which
is a machine for the zest and energy of youth,
with the hope finally of turning to power -
driven machines or to a car. Out of the vast
numbers of cyclists only a comparatively small
percentage remain cyclists throughout their
lives. The more perhaps the pity, for the
bicycle is the greatest aid to continuing and
life-long good health the world has known-
far better than being assured in a welfare
State of a comfortable cradle at birth and a
decent funeral at death.

The motorised bicycle is here this time to
stay and the inevitable development will be
that the engine, instead of being clipped on,
will be incorporated into the general design
of the bicycle, still retaining the use of the

Rrattow -Wiltshire,
Loohh9 4.1,e ra wjaa rts ofike
aocicat kill came towards We
level Vale of P..wrey
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pedals. They will never become motor cycles
in the accepted sense of the term.

Road Accidents
THE road accident statistics for June,

issued in August, show that in reports
received from the police, road casualties
totalled 24,241. This is 2,914 more than in
June of last year and it includes 451 deaths,
an increase of 82, and 5,337 serious injuries,
an increase of 197.

The final total for May was 23,65o. Com-
pared with May last year the total shows an
increase of 3,637, but part of the increase
may be accounted for by the fact that May this
year included the Whitsun holiday with its
heavy toll of road accidents.

Casualties to children rose by over a fifth
compared with a year ago, reaching a total of
4,952. Seventy-three children died from their
injuries and 999 were seriously injured. To

avoid a further increase in casualties while
schoolchildren were on holiday, the Ministry
asked parents to impress on children the need
for extra care when cycling or walking along
roads with which they are not familiar.
Motorists were asked to keep a particularly
sharp look out for children. When they see
children near or on the road they should take
at least to miles an hour off their speed.
Parents should instruct children when cycling
to keep off busily -trafficked roads and when
walking to keep to the pavement or footpath.
On roads without footpaths they should walk
on the right and face the oncoming traffic.
When crossing the road the children should
remember their kerb drill and use a zebra
or light -controlled crossing if possible.

The greatest increase in casualties in May,
as in previous months, was among motorists.
There were 5,401 casualties to motor cyclists;
and their passengers, an increase of 1,035
and 7,347 casualties to occupants of other motor
vehicles, an increase of 1,393.

The provisional total for all road casualties
in the first six months of the year was 114,997.
This is 12,777 or 121 per cent. more than in the
first half of last year. Deaths numbered
2,292, an increase of 186 ; and serious injuries
26,333, an increase of 1,823.

Attention is again called to the marked
increase in the numbers of motor vehicles on
the road.

These statistics prove one thing, above all
others, that our Road policy is totally unequal
to the ever-expanding volume of traffic, and
that few, if any, of the measures taken to pre-
vent accidents have been successful.

The Minister of Transport, when asked to
make a statement about the road programme,
said that the list of schemes already circulated
covered those costing more than £50o,coo
" which it is hoped to authorise in the three
years 1956-7, 1957-8 and 1958-9." This is
rather like using a steam hammer to crack a
nut. It must be admitted that most of the
safety measures have been designed to protect
pedestrians, and these measures have greatly
added to the cost of commercial transport,
traffic congestion, higher cost of private motor-
ing (less miles to the gallon) and danger, for
it should be obvious that motor vehicles which
are brought to a standstill by traffic lights
and pedestrian crossings every hundred yards
or so (in one journey of a mile and a half we
recently counted 67 traffic lights) are rendered
more dangerous to pedestrians. There is a
tendency for the motorist to exceed the limit
in such circumstances to make up for some
lost time and to " beat the lights." In fact,
traffic in busy places must break the law
if it is not to be brought to a complete stand-
still. If every vehicle using the roads of
London strictly obeyed the law, conditions
would be quite impossible. A general speeding -
up of traffic must be introduced very shortly,
in any case, since it will be some years before
nen, roads are built.

t.
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How to
FO

and 'UN
a CLUB

The Author of this Short
Series has had Lengthy Ex-

perience of Club Life, and has

Held Many Offices

NEW clubs are springing up in alarming
numbers, especially in the London
area. I am perfectly satisfied in my

own mind that many of these organisations
are entirely unnecessary and that 5o per cent.
of them will die inside five years.

Nearly every district in which there are
fair numbers of active cyclists has its cycling
club. Obviously there are still a few towns
and some newly developed suburbs in which
no club exists ; but, taken all round, there are
nothing like so many vacancies as there are
new clubs coming into being.

Added to this we have the sad fact that
many old established and well -managed
clubs are crying out for new members. Two
instances come to mind. The journal of one
of the most famous clubs in the country
bemoans the trouble of finding new blood,
in spite of a very complete programme of
road, track and social events. Again, another
quite well-known club has recently been com-
pelled to wind up because it failed to attract
recruits as fast as the old members dropped
out. This particular club has a fine name
and reputation, and had been carrying on for
many Vars. It was in a sound financial
position, and possessed some fine challenge
cups, yet it had to put up the shutters. And
how ironical to read that, within the space of
two years, four clubs have been started in the
district for which this club catered.

How much better would it have been if the
men who started these fresh clubs had joined
the old -established body. They could have
availed themselves of the experience of
officials who have learned their duties
thoroughly, and all the accumulated benefits
of a decade of spade -work would have been
at their service. Also, the support of these
members would certainly have saved the old
club from petering out.

I hope, therefore, that ambitious novices
will, at least, consider the advisability of
joining an already established club. Now to
advise those who are convinced that anew
club is essential to their cycling enjoyment.

The Preliminary Meeting
One presumes that the sponsors of the

suggested club have already got together a few
friends as a nucleus. The next step is to call
a meeting of all those who are likely to be
interested in the project. This meeting should
not be held at a private house. A room on
licensed premises may generally be borrowed
or the local authorities might give the use
of a schoolroom or Scouts' H.Q. If possible
induce some well-known local man (prefer-
ably a cyclist) to take the chair and get
preliminary notices of the meeting into the
local papers.

The sort of scene one is likely to encounter
outside the clubroom on meeting night.

Put your scheme into some sort of shape
before the meeting, so that those who are
present need not waste time discussing
generalities. The first thing to decide is
whether you want a " mixed " club (boys and
girls) or a " men only " affair. Each has
advantages, which I need not point out !
Then settle whether you want to race or just
to indulge in social runs and tours. The most
energetic of your group should explain
these various items to the meeting, then
somebody should propose " that a cycling
club be formed." That being seconded and
carried (I hope with acclamation) the meeting
should decide upon a name for the new body.

Let me suggest that the name should
give some idea of the locality which the new
club is designed to serve ; this will guide
likely members, and save a lot of time and
misunderstanding in the future. Such
names as the " Universal Paragon C.C." are
inadvisable.

Fixing the Amount
Then fix the amount of the annual sub-

scription. These formalities having been
arranged, the meeting should appoint an
hon. secretary pro tem., who should immedi-
ately begin to take notes of the proceedings
with a view to writing up " minutes " of the
meeting. These consist of a brief statement,
without comment, of the various propositions,
with names of the proposer and seconder, and
the result of the voting, whether they are
carried or lost. Do not think that a record of
the accepted motions will suffice ; at some
future date you may want to refer to a proposal
which was defeated on a vote.

Now the chairman will be wise to' allow a
general discussion. This will give those
present an opportunity of shoWing their
ability and airing their knowledge, and thus
guide the meeting when the time comes to
elect the officers and committee. If time
permits the meeting can go ahead and elect
the various officials and discuss rules, but it
would probably be wiser to elect only a pro
tern. committee, with power to draw up a
list of suggested rules and submit them to a
further general meeting to be held in about a
fortnight's time.

During this interval it is presumed that
all those present will talk about the club to
their friends, so that the second meeting should
secure a larger attendance than the first.

It will be a very great help if the promoters
can secure the presence of at least one man
who has experience of club management, and
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who can explain matters of club etiquette,
the proper proceedings at meetings, and give
advice to the members of the new club ;
these, one assumes, will be inexpert in such
problems. The local centre of the National
Cyclists' Union H.Q., 25, Doughty St.,
London, W.C.x, will probably be pleased to
help.

Beware lest your club develop into a " one
man " affair. This is possible when the idea
of the club arises in the mind of a single
individual, who calls the preliminary meeting,
has most to say at it, gets himself elected
secretary, and proceeds to run everything.
The main idea of club life is mutual co-opera-
tion, and the main official duties, like the
pleasures and benefits, should be shared out
amongst as many as possible of the members.

The Right Spirit
Occasionally, disruption occurs, when one

official of a club who has done much of the
pioneer work finds that the views of the
members are against him on some matter of
policy. If, however, all officials take office
in the spirit of co-operation, realising that their
duty is to act in accordance with the views
of the majority of the members, such diffi-
culties should be avoided. Every member,
and more particularly every official, sholild
be proud of his club, and should consider
always the good of the club before his
personal desires.

Constructive criticism, whether at meetings
or otherwise, should be invited, not stifled.
Rivalry among members is certain to arise,
particularly if racing is indulged in. Healthy
and friendly rivalry in competitive effort
will be beneficial not only to the club, but to
the sport ; but above all to the riders them-
selves. It brings out the best in a man.

(To be continued)

Every Cyclist's
Pocket Book

By F. J. CAMM.
3rd Edition

A 400 -page Pocket-size (5" x 3 l" x r)
Reference Book, Road Guide and

Technical Handbook for Cyclists.

7/6 (by post, 7/1 0)
From George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House,

Southertipton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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rto The shop for

Iff4411 Y49°C67 CYCLISTS
MAPS &

HANDBOOKS

Halfords stock a full
range of instruction
books and road maps. Let us know
your requirements.

TOURING

BAGS

Halford Ren-
shaw Bags, from 4/8
Size I I" x 9' x 6" (as illustrated) with

one end pocket ... 13/9
Larger models with two pockets 18/.
Brooks-Midland-Baychff-Cykewear bags

always in stock.

HANDLEBAR BENDS

All rounder or light tourist
model. Chromium plated 6/6
pair. Handlebar tape 1/3.
Handlebar grips from 10d. pair.

SPRING
SEAT

SADDLES
Spring Seat with
leather cloth top
Juvenile model

water proo'
... 9/11

9/6

MUDGUARDS

Lightweight plastic mud-
guards... ... II pair

Alloy sports mudguards
8/6 pair

Plastic Dress Guards assorted
colours 1/6

SPEEDOMETERS

Smith's Speed and
Mileage Recorder com-
bined. For 26" wheel
fitting.
Right- or left-hand

drive available ...
De -Luxe model ...
Lucas Cyclometer

38/6
49/6
7/6

BELLS

& HORNS

21" Dome
N.P. Bell 1/8
" Emblem " Cycle Bells 2/6
Genuine Lucas " Challis " pat-

tern (as illustrated) from 4/ -
Bulb Horns from 1/11

Cadet Electric Cycle Horns
complete ... ... 17/0)

FEEDING
BOTTLES

"Coloral" 1 -pint
single ... 2/11
"Coloral" I -pint

4/6
Carriers from 2/ -

to-7,1yster-toto
1 jinn 11!' 1011111111.1

1.1 1
3

IN, 74

MIRRORS
3" N.P. Ball adjust-

ment .,. 2/6

Round pattern 3" dia-
meter ... ... 3/9

Oblong 31- X 2i" C.P.
(as illustrated) 7/6

PEDALS

Rubber or rat trap ... ... 5/6 pair

CHILD

CARRIERS

Child Carrier &
rear carrier com-
bined with detach-
able seats ... 24/ -
Child Carrier Saddle.

Top tube fitting 10/6

WATERPROOF
CLOTHING
P.Y.C.
Colours Black
and Gold all
welded seams.
Capes 42" zip
opening 28/11
42' Button
opening 27/9
36' Button opening
26/6 Leggings \'
Button opening 28", 30", 32", 18/11 pair
Sou'westers, small, medium and large
6/6

Catalogues free from 226 Branches
throughout England, Scotland ask,
Wales.

HALFORD CYCLE CO LTD
HEAD OFFICE: 45, CARPENTER ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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Keep lathes, drills
and hand tools
thoroughly lubricated,
clean and rust -free
with ESSO HANDY
OIL. This specially
blended, all-purpose
oil, in a can with a
long oiler spout, is
always ready
for instant use.

Use regularly for
BICYCLES
PERAMBULATORS
LAWN MOWERS
SEWING MACHINES
CAR FITTINGS
LOCKS, HINGES,
GUNS

OILER TIN WITH SPOUT 1/3d
REFILL BOTTLE - - 1/ -

CHOOSE YOUR
DYNAMO
LIGHTING
-WITH THE SAME
CARE YOU CHOSE
YOUR CYCLE
No cycle is complete without
efficient Dynamo Lighting.
Make absolutely sure Jon
get the best by choosing
Miller. For with Miller you
buy much more than a set-
you also get years of unfailing
service-in tertusof thoroughly
reliable Cycle
Dynamo Lighting
at all speeds.

MILLER CO., LTD , BIRMINGHAM, 6
5"
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MAKE FIRM

FIXINGS

IN ALL

MATERIALS

When you wish to fix cabinets,
book racks, shelves, etc.,
securely to walls use Rawl-

plugs. The most popular
size is No. 8 at 1/- per
packet of assorted lengths.
A No. 8 Rawltool for

making the correct hole costs only 1/6. The 2/6
Popular Rawlplug Outfit contains Rawlplugs and Screws

and the No. 8 Rawltool or you can have a
larger outfit at 6/- or 9/6 complete.

85144

RAWLPLUG PLASTIC METAL
For Repairs to Metal Articles.

No Soldering Iron required. Just spread the
Plastic Metal on and leave to dry hard.

Useful for metal utensils in house, garden
or garage. 100. per handy tube.

Regi tered Trade Mark

TIPPED DRILLS

September, 1955

FOR FASTEST

EVER

MASONRY

DRILLING

The Rawlplug Durium Drill will make
holes in tile, brick, stone, slate, etc.,
with amazing speed. Can be
used in a hand or electric .

drill. Sizes are from 5/32"
to 1" diameter and there's
a long series for drilling
through walls.
Durium Glass Drills
can also be obtained.

RAWLPLUG PLASTIC WOOD
Rawlplug PLASTIC WOOD gives the professional
touch. Real wood in putty form. Dries hard and can
be nailed, screwed, planed, sandpapered, etc. Large
tubes at 1/- and tins. COLOURS: NATURAL, OAK,
MAHOGANY AND WALNUT.

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7

TAKES THE HARD WORK OUT OF PLANING

It Planes!
It Rebates!
It Bevels!
High -Speed 3 -Blade Rotor
gives 12,000 cuts per minute.
Planer fully guarded for safety,
and for protection from dust and
wood chips. Extension Rollers available
as an extra, increasing the effective table
length to 38". Precision built throughout, with
high quality finish. Produces accurate rebates for
door and window frames ; square tapered cats
for chair and table legs; standard lamps, etc. Takes
up little space and produces better and faster work.

PR II, 41"

BENCH PLANER

liminate the hard work in hand
planing with this outstanding

Bench Planer (Type
PR.I I), built to meet the
most rigid requirements
of the professional
woodworker with speed,
accuracy and economy.

Made by Myford (makers of the MI -8 Woodworking Lathe)
in Europe's largest small -lathe plant. The Finest 4)" Power -
Planer obtainable. For earliest delivery order now
through your Tool Merchant. Additional details gladly sent
on request. No charge, no obligation. Easy payments
arranged with pleasure. Write now.

ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD.

BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM, England.
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Results of " The Oats "
ROBINSON, of Mirfield,

,, ,:::15th to 23rd, Europe's toughest cycle race of

1:member of the Yorkshire team, won " The

.Quaker Oats Challenge Trophy, from July
, Oats," the Amateur Circuit of Britain for the

near Huddersfield, 27 -year -old joiner

' .i.'  the, year.
aamilik.:, Wearer of the race leader's yellow jersey

-for seven consecutive days, Robinson corn-
Pgillr' pleted the 1,o66 -mile course over some of the

at, roughest terrain in England, Scotland andot Wales to finish at Chiswick Polytechnic
Stadium on Saturday, July 23rd, in 49 hours
i6 mins. and 31 secs.

Second in the general classification was
- '1`-: Derek Evans, 22 -year -old draughtsman from

Wolverhampton (South Central), who was
also runner-up in " The Oats " last year.
Evans completed the course with a time of
49 hours 18 mins. and 2 secs. Another
Wolverhampton rider was third-Ray Holliday
(R.A.F.), 23 -year -old installation mechanic,
with a time of 49 hours 20 mins. 57 secs.

Winner of the " King of the Mountains "
award and fourth on general classification with
a time_ of 49 hours 23 mins. and 9 secs. was
John Kennedy of Glasgow, 24 -year -old cycle
mechanic (Scotland).

Stage winner of the 136 miles of the 9th
and final stage from Wolverhampton to
Chiswick was Donald Sanderson (at), of
Newcastle (North East), with a time of 6 hours
5 mins. and 58 secs. Second was Richard
Bartrop (North Central) with 6 hours 5 mins.
59 secs., and third was John Perks (South
Central), with a time of 6 hours 6 mins.

Of the 74 riders who started the race in
Manchester, 57 completed the entire course in
conditions of sweltering heat which made
" The Oats " this year an even greater test of
endurance.

At a dinner held at the Oldfield Hotel,
Greenford, Middlesex, the Quaker Oats
Challenge Trophy was presented to Robinson
by Mr. B. C. L. Summers, director of the
company.

The Bath Road Ioo
THE Bath Road zoo, once regarded as the

Blue Riband of the Road, when the club
was in its heyday, and Bath Road Smith,
Edmund Dangerfield and others vied with one
another in a spirit of true sportsmanship,
passed off uneventfully again this year. You
will see from the following table of previous
Bath Road too winners how times have short-
ened since the first race in 189o. The original
Bath Road too Club Trophy which was won
outright by Bath Road Smith in 1892 is now
in the possession of the editor of this journal.
It was presented to the Bath Road Club by
C. A. Smith when he rejoined the club during
the war. The old disputes, however, which
caused Smith to resign still arose and the old
dislikes of him by certain of the members still
obtruded, as a result of internecine disputes,
he a-jain resigned and w:thdrew his cup.

By ICARUS

PREVIOUS BATH ROAD *" too "

1890 E. Dangerfield, B.R.C.
1891 C. A. Smith, B.R.C.
1892
1893 S. F. Edge, Surr'e'y
1894 F. D. Frost, B.R.C.

WINNERS
H. M. S.

6 38 54
5 59 It
6 15 31
5 24 57
5 32 7

PATH
1895 F. D. Frost, B.R.C. 4 1 54
1896 R. Palmer, Silverdale 3 37 57 3/5
1897
1898

F. D. Frost, B.R.C.
1,

3 58 5
3 47 34

3/5
I/5

ROAD UNPACED
1903 A. Powell, M.C. & A.C. 5 50 4 2/5
1904 R. Shirley, Poly. C.C. 5 5 53
1905 E. H. Wingrave, N.R.C.C. 5 19 54 2/5
1906 25 " 5 9 58 4/5
1907 C. Moss. M.C. & A.C. 5 7 41
1908 37 5 13 8
1909 5 7 48 3/5
1910 F. H. Grubb, Veg. C. & A.C. 4 50 49 3/5
19I1
1912

C. Moss M.C. & A.C.
H. H.

Moss,
Poly. C.C.

4 51 20
5 0 43 415

1913 H. Peters, Essex Roads C.C. 5 3 19
1914 W. H. Henry, North London C.C. 4 .49 25

(The event was not held in 1915-18.)
1919 C. F. Davey, Veg. C. & A.C. 5 151
1920 L. Meredith, B.R.C. 4 48 1

1921 A. J. H. Gott, Unity C.C. 4 59 2
1922 D. E. W. Hunt, Kentish Wheelers 4 57 29
1923 S. G. R. Hunter, Warren 4 47 45
1924 G. Greenwood, M.C. & A.G. 4 4.4 9
1925 F. W. Southall, Norwood Paragon 4 45 19
1926 /1. ,1 4 45 58
1927 4 37 22
1928 L. Ca'v'e, Veg. C. & A.C. 4 41 18
1929 F. W. Southall, Norwood Paragon 4 34 26
1930 F. G. Frost, Aliondon R.C. 4 33 49
1931 4 39 40
1932 J. J. Salt, Anfield B.C. 4 35 53
1933 F. W. Southall, Norwood Paragon 4 3o to
1934 E. J. C,apell, Allondon R.C. 4 32 1

1935 K. H. Mosedale, Calleva R.C. 4 27 23
1936 F. A. Lipscombe, Century R.C. 4 27 ,6
1937 Norman Hey, Bronte Wheelers 4 30 I8
1938 H. Earnshaw, Monkton C.C. 4 29 1

1939 R. Firth, Bronte Wheelers 4 26 15
1941 D. Gawman, 13th Wheelers 4 30 28
1942 D. K. Hartley, Dukinfield C.C. 4 29 27
1943 A. C. Harding, Middlesex R.C. 4 29 26
1944 32 4 28 !2

HE
H. M. S.

1945 D. Hcppleston, Yorkshire R.C. 4 28 2
1946 A. C. Harding, Middlesex R.C. 4 17 46
1947 R. Firth. Altrincham Ravens C.C. 4 17 2
1948 A. E. G. Derbyshire, Calleva R.C. 4 18 19
1949 S. Haslam, Lancashire R.C. 4 20 17
195o L. V. Willmott, Midland C. & A.C. 4 12 22
1951 V. A. Gibbons, Brentwood R.C. 4 12 43
1952 27 4 7 18
1953 4 5 31
1954 R. C. Booty, Ericsson Whls. C.C. 4 6 39

The Raleigh School of Cycling
I CONGRATULATE the Raleigh Cycle

Company on instituting its school of
cycling a few months ago. Mr. Leslie Hart -
well, their sales director, in a recent address
to parents and pupils, stated that more than
too children had successfully passed through
the training scheme and a second course is
now in operation. " We are going to give a
special badge to all children who have passed
the road test, but I want to make it quite clear
that they can still go on learning. And I do
hope that all these children will now go in for
the police test. When we started the Raleigh
School of Cycling we did not realise how
popular it would be. There are now more than
600 names in the school register. For the
efficient running of the school we owe a great
deal to Mr. and Mrs. J. Norman and their
colleagues who have quite voluntarily come
along every Monday and Wednesday evenings
to help us. We are also indebted to the
Raleigh dealers who have acted as voluntary
instructors, outstanding amongst whom are
George Mellors, S. C. Joselyn, H. Savage,
R. Lamb, H. Rogers, G. Stafford and A.
Dobbs."

My only comment on this excellent scheme
is that it is inserting the thin edge of the wedge
to invite the pupils to undergo a police test, a
suggestion which has been mooted and
criticised by all of the organisations on a
number of occasions during the past 20 years.

This silver trophy, in the form of a silver circle on which is mounted a book with silver cover
and silver leaves, was made by Mr. F. J. Camm for presentation by the publishers, George
Newnes, Ltd., to The Publishers Publicity Circle for annual award for the best example of

book publicity.



The famous old theatrical inn-the and Crown "-opposit its great castle so ex -the King's Theatre, Hammersmith. Famous stars of stage, past and cellently restored frompresent, regularly visit this hostelry, in which is a portrait' gallery of its near -ruined state byautographed photographs of actors and actresses of stage and music hall. the late Lord 'Arm-

T WAS expecting some warm weather this
1 summer, the kind of temperature when
you feel comfortably moist and move easily
through a limpid air, but that first Sunday
morning of the season nearly blew me off the
saddle, chilled my thin blood and when it
rained I was glad to don macks. As there was
little traffic about I came home along a sinuous
main road with the wind behind and quite
enjoyed the spin; but having reached there
a lively fireside was good value with a storm -
facing window rattling with rain. At the
moment of writing the weather seems to be
saving its worst specimens for the week -end,
which always makes the worker feel he is
being given a raw deal. I don't like my
leisure hours too rain -bespattered any more
than the next fellow, but maybe I have by
now absorbed the philosophy that whatever
the elements decide to mix for me, they can
scarcely be ill enough to keep me from in-
dulgence in a gentle ride. I'm glad therefore
I went out ; for it was difficult to believe that
the tingling wind in July would have whitened
my finger-tips and made a pair of gloves
welcome. And yet I remember once climbing
to the ridge of Carter Bar from the Scottish
side on a July day, and on the long glide down
Redesdale would have given quite a lot for a
pair of protecting gloves and an extra pull-
over, so you see this is not the only summer
of high cool winds and disappointing days.
Nevertheless, I would like to brouse in the
warm sun as would most other folk.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY, M.B.E

Village by the Sea
TEN TION of Carter

1V1 Bar reminds me
that in mid-Jiine some

- friends who had never
 been to Northumbria
persuaded, me to go
that way and explore
the area for d week, and
I fell for it. .This was
the result of gentle
bragging of one's know-
ledge of the country,
and how the most
beautiful places .are
usuallylidden amid the
byways ; and so I
was involved and to be
candid thoroughly en-
joyed the few days of
idleness. We glanced
at York for one night
and the best part of
next morning, looked
in at Durham and then
sped to Bamburgh, still
an unspoiled village by
the sea, where every
inhabitant knows the
next and they hold
" bring and buy " sales
on the village green. A
few miles south is Sea
Houses, once a typical
fishing village and now
" developed " into a
bungalow and caravan
repository, an aching
contrast to the peace
of Bamburgh sleeping
under the shadow of

strong. Our week in
comfortable headquarters at the Victoria
Hotel was good only one wet morning and a
few showers. But we disappointed the hotel

folk by our inability to consume the gargantuan
meals the north countryman is expected to
demolish. Not counting the journey out and
home we roamed nearly 600 miles, mainly
inside the thirties, for I like to look at the
surroundings without too much head -swerving,
and to stop and stare occasionally. How
excellent these byways are. Narrow, yes,
gated frequently, but encompassing some of
the loveliest land and sea scapes in these
beautiful islands.

A Five Miles Bouquet
ONE of our first trips was to Rothbury,

turning off At for Chatton Moor and
in a mile we were in the wilds, with the rain -
spangled and sun -tinted Cheviots looming
largely in the clear air. Not a thing did we see
on the road over the next ten miles except
numerous lively rabbits (evidently myxo-
matosis has not penetrated Chatton) and one
hen grouse which I had to -put on the wing
just to see her circle and settle and watch us
off before rejoining her brood on the heather.
A lovely road-empty of human movement-
and I'm selfish enough to have been glad of
it, and to dally on the way and remember ihow
first I came here on two silent wheels and was
enchanted. The main moor road to Rcthbury
with its wide visions is very beautiful and had
attracted a few roamers, but when we turned
into the grounds of Cragside on that day we
had them almost to ourselves. It was just the
right time of year for such a visit, for the rocky
-park is just five miles of colour, rhododendrons
and azaleas in full bloom in every variety of
colour, and without a break. We made a meal
above the lake and revelled in the riot of
colour. Cragside belongs to Lady Armstrong
and it costs the visitor just one shilling to
make the round, and if he can do it under two
hours he has no eye for beauty. It is the best
display I know in all these isles, better even
than the blooming miles of Brodick Castle on
Arran Isle. We returned over Chatton Moors
with the level light making mystery of the
hills, and this time a couple of Land Rovers
full of lambs and the old farmers in charge
were the sole inhabitants of the road.

The saloon bar of the " Rose and Crown."
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PRINT YOUR OWN SNAPSHOTS
with this super

31- PHOTOGRAPHY
KIT!

Think of it Now you can
make your own prints of holiday
snapshots with this Johnson
Print -A -Snap Pack. It's won-
derful fun and so easy too. Each
pack has everything you need
for making perfect pictures from
your negatives !

['here are two sizes. One has
16 sheets of 31 x 21 in. contact
paper-that's for the camera that
takes 8 pictures on each roll of
120 film. But if your camera
takes 12 pictures to a roll, ask
for the pack with 24 sheets.
2.1 x 21 in. Get the Johnson
Print -A -Snap Pack today and
show the family what you can do!

Only 3/- a pack

pkt. developet
pkt. fixing powder.

t pkt. of the new Johnson
Contact paper, a cardboard
printing frame and a sturdy
wallet for keeping your prints
in after you've made them,
together with full instructions.

Ask any Photo Dealer for

THE JOHNSON PRINT -A -SNAP PACK

SendNow for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the "Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you ? Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills. to suit any lathes.

=,
10 14

PITME.4 T.5 AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL LATHES
C'JF CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work).
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper
REVOLVING CENTRE
5" WOBBLE SAW-Ploughs 316' to :XV. Index for quick setting and fine adjustmen'
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18" overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook :1, and h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPSTONES, etc.
Write : Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photograph

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. MANSFIEMANSFIELD ROAD

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

" Practical Mechanics Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until September 30th, 1955. and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together milli 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. September, 1955.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig& Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt.& Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing& Estimating
Time& Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering Generation& Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine ff
Automobile
Structural
R/F Concrete 
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring& Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators& Motors

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.1.A.S.
A.M.I.San.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs& Accounts
Surveying& Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.San.l. M.R.San.I.
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders'Quantities
Carpentry& Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A,I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
spgcialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

I 4 ill ET1121.111 4 : DIt

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY INTMSTING COMES

TO SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.
A.M.I.Mun.E.,
A.M.I.E.D.,
London B.Sc., De

A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.I.P.E.,

M.I.Struct.E.,
M.R.San.I.,

A.F.R.Ae.S.,
grees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1855,
our, success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

r

Free Coupon
To : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-25o, Holborn, London, E.C.I.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

SEND OFF
THIS COUPON

NOW ANP 8E
;ALL SET FOR

SOCCESS
-46143.0gir ,

My general interest is in : (x) ENGINEERING
(z) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which '
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
txid. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


